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Notice.
to certify that my wife,

Lizzie K. Griffin,
niHtS 1“
X. has left my bod and board without cause, anil I
forbid all persons trusting her on my account as I
shall pay no bills contracted after tills date.
FRANK C>. GRIFFIN.

0.1879.
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BOCJK.,”and all infringements v. ill be prosecuted
li is unequalled for Ctiug, Throat and Malarini diseases) being Purely Vegetable and comthe excellence of the **Siug«r Caue” and
bining
the k* Choice*! Cereal*.” Why take disagreeable
drugs when this most ©clieiou* Cordial will

STREET.

PORTLAND, ME.
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Pay nut! Strictly Pure.
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plasters, it is everywhere
Physicians, Druggists and

For Sale.

PURE CANDIES,
FtcnIi Evoi j

Plaster.

The TANNERY owned by the late Seward Buckuam, together with Machinery,
Stock in Yard, and Bark, is offered ioi
For particusale on favorable terms.
lars apply to Mrs. Bitcknani, Stevens
Plains, Me., or Homer Bros., No. H-i
High Street, Boston.
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Cherryfield Selectman.
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A. Poe: Visiting a
friend’s house near Fordham, Poe was ushered
into a room where Dr. Ward was sitting, and
tho two wore left together. It will be remembered that one of Poe’s most severe criticisms
was on Dr. Ward, under the name of Flaecus.
Tho “mutual friend” returned in half ail hour,
of
expecting to find tho two in the condition
the Kilkenny cats, and was surprised to discover them engaged in a friendly discussion of
the merits of Tennyson and Browning. Poe’s
eloquence had fascinated the Doctor.
Mr. John Ruskin is a man of great talent,
but possesses what, called by the mildest name,

ing story about Edgar

are

Boston Herald:
a serious

the evident in-

American Women, including contributions by
Stuarl

“II. II.” Colia Thuxter, Elizabeth
Phelps, Louise Chandler Moulton, Rose Terry
Cooke, Saliio M. B. Piatt, Nora Perry, Harriet
McEwan Kimball, Anno Lynch Botta, Margaret J. Preston, Mary Mapes Dodge, Elizabeth

Stoddard, Adelaide D. T. Whitney, Mary
Bradly, Emma Lazarus, Frances Louisa Buslinell, Annie It. Annan, Alice Williams Broth-

“The Maine Democrats
blunder, as a matter of

by

ertoit, Elaine Goodale and Marie Mason.
These, witli a long humorous narrative poem
by Elizabeth Akers Allen (printed separately,
with illustrations by Clum), it is expected will
givo a fair idea of tho range and variety, and
incidentally of the limitations of the verse
written liy women in this country. Tiie cnllec♦
.ll,,j ,,n nretonsrt to ooinnleteness. but
only to a certain representative character, belter seen in comparison, such as this affords,
than in single poems printed alone.

reverse

the count-

process. Politicians are slow to
learn the fact that from all party acts there
is an appeal to the people. If the R publi-

ing-out

guilty of bribery in the election,
Legislature and the
year.

Magazine Notices.

the Democrats will lose by an attempt at
usurpation. We know that the best Democrats in this Slate deprecate any questionable exercise of power by their friends of
Maine. It makes little difference which
party has the Maine State government this
year, but next year comes the Presidential

The Atlantic

which will interest all who think of migrating
Kansas or Illinois. Some of Us; A South
a
western
capital descrip
Sketch, is
char
Southern
of some
tion
typical

to

fraud shall be consummated in Maine it
must disgrace Governor Garcelon and his
party in the State beyond the hope of resur-

contributes a usefu
Col. Waring
acters.
paperontheXation.il Board of Health, stat-

rection, and it must dishonor Democracy
throughout the whole country. Every honest citizen must condemn it; every independent, journal must denounce it; every Democratic organ that cheiishes self-respect
must refuse to sanction it, and the Republican organs will be compelled to shriek them-

ing what powers it lias, what it has done ant
aims to do, pointing out the injustice of sun
dry criticisms it has received. Hon. W. A
Phillips of Kansas, describes three interview:

with John Brown. Clara Barnes Martin, up
der the title The Greatest Novelist’s Work fo
Freedom, shows Turgeaef’s noble record as
lover and champion of liberty. George Wash
ingtou Greene gives Reminiscences of Georgi »

selves hoarse in the denunciation of what

habitually commending

have been

in

the South.”
So the

sixty-nine

of Maine are

a

Grote, the great historian of Greece. Bichari I
Grant White treats of English Manners. Ai
anonymous paper of no little interest is Th t
Man who was to have Assassinated Napoleon
The Contributors’ Club is even brighter tliai ,

Republicans
they, Councillor

thousand

mob. are

that
now

will do it.

a
on The Burden o r
j usual, having short essay
Charity Fair Journals, evidently by Marl

Twain; and the reviews of
as usual.

dtf

Is the wah over?

new

books are ful 1

__

being above suspicion.

Proprietor.

for December com-

essaj's of biographical and historical interest
criticism and poetry. It opens with Thirty
Seven Hundred and Fifty-Eight, a paper ful
of curious conjectures in regard to civilization
science and religion when the Christian era h
twice as old as now. Kansas Farmers auc
Illinois Dairymen presents some plain fact;

Tiie independent Democratic Philadelphia Times is moved to say that “If the

they

Monthly

pletes an excellent volume and year of this
standard magazine. Like *tho previous number, it comprises a judicious mingling of ad
mirable stories, papers on practical subjects

publicans have set some very bad examples,
but they have never made anything by trying to defeat the will of the people.”

I

finish

of

intentional, and

a

infhis

later
his

at

glance

academic pictures will show that he understood fully what some critics call “conscientious work."
His portrait of himself, painted iu February,
is very broad in treatment, with palpable
marks of the brusli and a free use of the
palette. It is as rich in color as a Reubens.
By its side is a portrait of Mrs. Ward, delicate and beautifully finished, showing that the
artist
lovingly over every touch.

lingered

No. 144 is a fiery sunset that recalls Turner.
155 is a cool gray landscape, indefinite enough
for Corot. In 125 through the dim evening
flock
light you see the Shepherd leading his
over the moors, while the pale moon is slowly
lifting herself above the horizon. In 72 the
sun is
setting, the autumn mapl- s flash in
and the tired cow with head

friendly rivalry,

bent down, is slowly wending her way over
the russet fields to the bars. No. 8 is a wierd
picture called Silence, quite in the vein of
Vedder. It is a young girl’s face with floating
black hair and mysterious lieavy-lidded eyes.
The early Italian School is represented by a
quaint child with yellow hair and calmly
folded bauds.
The chief interest, however, seems to cenetr
in the Marguerites; similar ir. design, they
one on the left
vary much in execution. The
stuwas painted while Hunt was in Couture’s
dio in 1852, the other while with Millet in 1852.
_a...

1UU31 ill
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is the better of the two. The treatment of the
ilesh is more masterly, and the details are
more finished; amateurs, on the contrary, gen,
erally prefer the second, and imagine they
discover an added delicacy and tenderness of
Between tho two Marguerites
charming picture of liis own childwho with innocent, upturned face stretches up
his chubby hand to catch tho eluding butterfly.
On the same side is a delicate bit called The
Singers. A hoy and girl with au absorbed
look are chanting responses from a large open
book. Here is a sensitive tenderness of feel-

expression.
hangs

a

ing :.nd color.

Full of a peculiar light and dream of repose
is the Girl with her Kitten, No. 99. Now if
with me, I will show
you will cross the roo n
1 lots' sky fadyou another gem. Au orange ye
into gray, a laudscapo of glowing brown, a

ing
peasant maiden bathed in sunset .ight, holding
tenderly in her arms a little kid, while anoth-

The brown petticoat
er follows close behind.
her
of the maiden blends with the brown fields,
white bodice is a white alive with its prismatic
colors hardly united, the sunset light touches
tho hair and a little bit of the face,

lovingly

while two thirds of it are in warm shadow.
The most striking pictures in the room are
the Studies of Niagara, the Fortune Teller, the
Chief
Prodigal Son, and the grand portrait of
full
Justice Shaw. I can imagine nothing more
of dignity and character than this portrait. The
in his subject and happy in
artist was

happy

his treatment of it.
Of the Niagaras, tho largest is the best. It
in order to
must be looked at from a distance
is unsatissee it tr. advantage, and even then
it is a most
factory to many, while to othors
of tho rush and tumwonderful

representation

A forged check for c?9>X) was paid at the haul
Monday
of the S;ate of New York Saturday.
wa >
a check for SI,875 with tne same signature
arrested
the
ami
party
presented for payment
The check proved to be a skillful forgery.

It would bo hard

sparkling

smile.

Nature

on canvass

to

fiud in

merry face.
In tho first room are two studies for the Alin the second
bany frescoes, the others are
or

a

more

with the charcoal drawings. They are
all very interesting, and seem to show that
he
had Mr. Hunt lived, and retained his vigor,
would not have been contented with portrait
in the future but would have given
room

painting

freer scope to his imagination.
he
In the second room is tile first landscape
as
long as
ever painted, kept by his mother
Here
she lived and dow belonging to his sister.
also is tiie last sketch lie ever made, at Appledore, three days before liis death.
The charcoal drawings, of which there are
are
very interesting, esThe work is simple,
student.
the
pecially
Iu the landscapes, partrue and suggestive.
drawn
ticularly, you feel as if each one was
ill so short a time that tho artist might catch
Nature
oven the most evauescent mood of
is no
Every touch shows knowledge. There
ill the dark, but a firm, quick hand.

about

hundred,

one

to

groping

The figures are more carefully elaborated.
There was one study of a bead where tlie char,
with
coal.was used upon a surface prepared
effect was very
creamy white oil color. The
life-like.
In this room are also an early attempt to gea medalstoro the head of the Naples Psyche,
lion head of Couture, and several cameos; and,
exto give rounducss and completeness to tlie
made by Mr. Hunt when he
a

hibition,

quiit

four years old was shown. I could, how.
of his later
ever, trace in it no incipient germs
artistic strivings. Iu a cast of his bead, on the
I saw a very interesting revelation

was

contrary,

of character.
atI have spoken only of some of tho most
tractive of Mr. Hunt's pictures. All are admirably hung to show to great advantage.
There are, of course, some that seem faulty,
esuecially to the eareles3 observer; but every
work:) faithone who has time to study all his
them the

fully, will certainly carry away from
conviction that Mr. Hunt will always be
amoncr

the

first artists of his time.

[Harper’s Bazar.]
Now York Fashions.
WINTER BONNETS.

The novelty fur the head is tho toque, which
is really a hat, but is worn as a bonnet, with
or without,
according to fancy. The

strings

is small and quite round, and the brim
in a curve all around it just like a
bowl, somewhat in tho shape of tho helmet
hats worn by gentlemen. It is very handsome
when made with a satin crown, and the brim
covered with plush, with deep pile like fur,
is used.
or else real seal-skin, beaver, or otter
crown

is

election, and the effect of a wrong act would
be felt throughout the country. The Re-

neglect

His

his own.
works is

...

shown in the

next

extraordinary opinions. Writing lately

the editor of a local English magazine lie
said: “Young men have no business with
politics at all; and when the time is como for
them to have opinions they will find all political parties resolve themselves at last into two
that which holds with Solomon that a rod is
for vhe fool's back, and that which holds with
the fool himself that a crown is for his head,
a vote for his mouth and all tho universe for
his belly.”
An interesting feature of tho Decembei
Scribner will bo a collection of Poems by
to

the voters is to be

ings are, you are astonished at the great variety of subject and stylo of treatment. Copying no one, Hunt has keenly observed the
methods of the best artists in Europe, and has
individualized them into a manner peculiarly

White Turban,” Nieolo with his bright, upturned eyes, his partly open lips and his

be

The Atlantic Monthly for. 1880 promises to
be better than ever—having serial stories by
Mr. Howells, Mr. James, and Mr. Aldrich,
three of the brightest and most attractive
American story writers now living, and all its
other departments equally well filled.
The late Evert A. Duyckink told the follow-

regarded the Republican Senators-elect will be given their
certificates, and the fusionists will have all
that belongs to them. If the Republicans
are counted out, the fusionists will be guilty
of stealing seals belonging to their Republi
can neighbors.

tent of

steps, turning thitherward with irresistible
longing, as this is probably the last opportunity
we shall have of seeing these pictures togetherWhen you enter the room where the paint-

grateful for tho enterprise and apthus shown, and I sincerely trust
that your faith in the poem will he well rewarded. It was tho fruit of much study, and
of a yery serious conception of poetry as a fine
art, and it had here a notable success. 1 shall,
of course, be glad to receive whatever fair
share of profit may fall to my account; but I
am entirely content to leave this in your generous
judgment. The hook is very nicely reaud I thank you for tho copy forto

produced,

the

Museum.

ble and toss and foam of mighty waters.
one
Amoug so many pictures that interest,
to stop, and we certainly
where
knows
hardly
and
must not forget “Nicolo with Mandolin

preciation

be pre-

Art

•‘Light
“So far from objecting to
can circulation.
this,” lie says, “I think an author who writes
for truth’s aud art’s sake, and not for gain,
ought

tended that any voter was misled as to time
and place of election by insufficient notice
in Auburn or insufficient posting of warrant

The Democrats complain because theii
virtue has been doubted. Such sensitiveness
is not unnatural. That virtue is far from

PORTLAND, MAINE.
!

Mr. Edwin Arnold has written to Roberts
Brothers of Boston, expressing his thanks for
the “great compliment” they have paid to his
of Asia” in republishing it for Ameri-

Re-

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS,
Street,
237
Middle
fMUHEKT,

“Irene, the Missionary” is Mr. J. W. DeForest.

seriously

It cannot

struck

each MS. in a
upon two hooks at once he kept
in going
separate apartment, thus securing,
from one to another, a complete change of surrounding aud atmosphere.
producing
Tho author most accused of

ex-

intended to choose

has

the pages of St. Nicholas two Child-Songs,
written especially for it, which tho editor hopes
to publish In the January number. We believe
this will be tho first contribution Alfred TenAmerican magaan
ever made to
nyson has
zine. *
Dr. J. G. Holland, like most other literary
of compomen, has his own peculiar methods
sition. It is related that when lie was at work

cases.
in
those
pressed their wish
The Republican majorities in York, Cumberland, Androscoggin and Washington are
sufficiently large to set that beyond all ques-

The voters

“commissioner”

to

coun-

unmistakably

hope-

The Comte de Paris, who has just completed
the fifth volume of his work on the Civil War
in America, will finish tho sixth and last during tiie coming year.
A new edition of the works of Charles Dickto he
ens, to comprise thirty volumes and
called the “Pocket Volume Edition,” is announced by Charles Scribner's Sons as in
press.
Alfred Tennyson is announced to contribute

counties

for

go-bv,

a

About Books and Authors.

to unseat the Senators-elect
named be given the

plan

the

from

altogether

Gossip

dare not carry it into

Fogg? You will find it easy to swell
mob to 80,000.
A little counting-out

J. H.

Tiie Globe

they threatened to pursue has cowed them,
and they are hesitating. If the attempt to
defeat the will of the people is abandoned it
the

with a better grace, is

York County, and finds evidence of enormous fraud in the town of “Livingston.”

The strong exhibition
path I pm nation
of thfi
ronrsft

produce more satisfactory results? Sold by Druggists
and Grocers. My Signature is on every €*euuiiie bottle.
Price, #1. N. VAN IICIIj, 33
sel7eod3mo
Chambers St. N. Y.

a

I

they

ing

less case.

taken with distrust.

it can be

WWHMSMI©

dlw&wdw

^Brunswick, No

CtElSE®
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promptly.
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Capcinc

Porous

The manufacturers received a sjyecial award
and the only medal given for porous plasters at
the Centennial Exposition, 1876, at the Paris
Exposition. 1878.
Their great merit lies in the fact that they
are the only plasters which relieve pain at once
Every one suffering from
KhFiiiiiutiNiia. lauur Back, or Wcoli
H Back, Cold on the Chest, Coughs, or
« uuy local puiu or ach« should use Henson's
K Capcine Porous Plasters and be relieved at
■ once. Price 25 cents. Sold by all Druggists.
E nol2
W&S&wliu

AMERICAN NET AND TWINE CO.,
BOSTON.

■■■..

__

K0 token

Agency Allan Steamers tor Europe.
33? T O K E3 T S

Colorado,

serving

Solid truth from the Cleveland Herald:
Democratic party has no
soon
as it gets fairly licked
As
living equal.
in a fair fiirkt it must needs begin to whine
and cry “foul play.” A party that has had
as much experience in thrashings as has the \
Democratic, and that cannot take a thrash-

they complain. They ought not now
be
surprised if their late assurances are
to

cans were

back.
BACK.'

Overwhelming evidence of their superiority

We have for sale the HADLEY SEINE
NETTING for Mackerel, Herring and.
Porgies; also the genuine HALL MACKEREL SEINE NETTING, the kind now
in universal request—very light and
strong. Incase of urgency, parts of a
new Seine, or entire, can he had in a
few hours notice.

Portland, Bangor&M.S. B. Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg R. II

Kansas,

PffWEAK

£ Benson’s

.rAJ-ICSC^

Boston Zk Maine R. FI.
Hoosac Tunnel Route.
Boston 8c, Albany R. R.

AND ALL POINTS SOUTH.

fel)24

V.il'LTS

R.

(JEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE, WASHINGTON,

Toi'u^, limiiinsio
Ra.l Nail*, treated v. ithout Pain.
Ojieraliona "ii
■

-....

6‘

Smoke !

We offer a large stock of fresh, first
quality NETTINGS for the New England
Fisheries, at the lowest rates; orders
tilled

AMD ALL POINTS WEST.

From 145 Treiuont Street
-'Boston, will be at U. S.
rV
Hotel. Room I A. NOV.
/
/ |«, for Font lews OMA

j

“s

Minnesota,

KT., T<3-: W VOIS K.
1m

OR. F. M. KFUTSOJf
/

55

or

FISHERIESF0R1880.

TO

Burwell, Bankers,

C ti f.t BOA

“

Portland.

TWTTOHKLL,
JOHN M. FIFIELD,
SAMUEL L. ROLFE,
C. C. CHAPMAN,

JLAME

over

To all Points South and West via Boston.
THE QUICKEST, SHORTEST AND MOST PLEASANT ROUTES

WITHIN SIX MONiHS.

noo

45

!cs

“

li

™dThe

NO.

“

the

Ti l Ksh 15' )N I >S are secured by a 1 LS I dp >1.1
GAGE <m the RnAD. EQUIPMENT PROPERTY
and UK A NCI I ISO of the Company, limit* *1 1<> > 12,0(J0 pe mile, and convertible into stock at the option of tlie holder.
5:1 BOO,OOO CASH, equal to more than one-half
been EX
the total cost of the r«»ad, lias already
T‘l NI)E1> in construction and equipment. A LARGE
in
OPERATION.
PORTION of tile ROAD is NOW
BALANCE »VII.I. BK OjMI*..KTJ-:b

Amerman &

“

“

l*Rfl>'CS

Office Eastern R.
City
“
“

i

Absolutely Safe !

Awarded Highest Prize at Fair of Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics Association, 1878.
Office 81V2 Broad St., Boston, 25 and 2< Comse29d3m
mercial St.. Portland.

TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION WITH ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.
“

in our

the whole tiling all along.
of the Democratic press were
not wont to suppress such damaging evidence? against their political opponents.

tlioao bodies thrown into the hands of the
defeated fusionists.
If the motives of the fusionists have been
suspected, they have received the rare compliment of being taken at their word. Of

courts, and the effect will appear

No Smell

The Largest and Most Complete Passenger Office in Maine
Portland

republishing

late election here, which they
up. Especially strange, as
editor in Maine now claims
Democratic
every
cans

are now

tlireats of Democrats and the rumors that
fli w fast about the State to the effect that
the elected majorities in Senate and House
were to be counted out, and the control of

the result of the late election

11,220 00

UNION TICKET OFFICE,

Apr. 1 amt

au-tdtl

them a
that

party policy, if they undertake to

THOMAS K.

V*}£|J fi'2
t»,83J

_

The

will make

Goods.

Sfas»l« Fancy
157, 159 & 161 Middle St.,

(Con'v-ertitolc)

RAILWAY COMPANY.

in the

ing

If this latest declaration of the fusionists
they only want and intend to claim
what belongs to them, can be accepted then

AND WOOLENS,
Also

7 FEE CENT. BENDS

SI. iQuis. Hainibal and Kiokok

OIL. !

CEWTEMIAL

0 870.

-_

—

cause, to content themfrom the Globe—a
cold victuals organ of Boston—the harrowtales of frauds practised by the Republiwarmness

selves with

that

DRY GOODS

PRJEIflBUM

$170,585 3ft

Total Assets,

_-_

of
terprise among our Democratic brethren
luketo
not
in
here
say
Maine,
the press,

execution.

JOBBERS OF

1108

1869.

believe

pretended
attempting to buli-doze the Council.
question was certainly justified by the

cause

/

ASSETS.
on

Kingfield.

of

Soothing comments by the Cumberland
Globe: It shows a lamentable lack of en-

will not be from honest motives but be-

sold hy

o
09

CASH CAPITAL, $100,000.

TOTAL ASSETS OVER $2,500,000.

FOBTY-YKAB

of Tin:

TCI

78

?17,0o4

shall be

Note, §3.00; Letter, $5.00; Foolscap, $7.00; Folio,
Agents wanted throughout the country.
§0.00.
Address, J. M. JACOBS, 3 Arch st., Boston. Mass.
Reference, Rand, Avery & Co., Boston.
BOOTH 13 Y <& SHAY LOR, General Agents for
Me. and N. II.; office, 176 Middle Street (up stairs),
nol4dlw
Portland. Agents wanted.

z

t^OUCS-STER, MASS.

t.i)o,So4

DP PHILADELPHIA, PA.

iny24dly

b,4t.b

STATEMENT, JANUARY 0,

—

Safety

.12
In

01

of the Boston Agency
OF

27,40b
2,002

Lllim-tTIES.
Losses in course of settlement and
oilier Pcmnuds against the Compauy including lie insurance.

500 00

MARINE.

|

B=®

i-i

00

$*.018,167

Total Assets,

$303,502 Ol

Tout! Assets,

......

and

Jacob*’ Patent
J. M. JACOBS, having now secured Letters Patent both in the U. S. and Canada for the elastic process of copying, cautions all parties from purchasing
any of the
“grams” or “graphs” or counterfeit
imitations by which the public are being victimized.
of experiments conducted at great
a
serious
After
cost and involving much labor, Jacobs’ Lithogram
so
has been
completely perfected that it is not only
and
more durable, but so altered in construction
original) and ease of
thickness (double the
wonderful and
erasure, that the Patentee of this
labor-saving apparatus is enabled to offer a guarantee with each Lithogram sold, and in order that all
has establishmay test the merits of the Lithogram,
ed the following reduced prices: Postal Card, $1.50;

x

02,421 1)0
111,010 00

..
Interest due and accrued
Premiums iu due coarse of collection.
...

_

?‘JJ5J
fZ

o.

GRAPHS.
GRAMS & Utliograiu.

PIANOS./

2sb

$3,200

“

must

to

and

must the

!'!?

..

Accountant and Notary Public.

mid Tnori(nl'St

liens).
Stocks and bonds, market value

a & Att

Vb

IimiwI

patriot

that

_

18/8.

ASSETS.
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered.

13.50

“

....

No. 171 Fore Street.
SISK.
tt.
t.
nol

...

OISOANSZED

worth $9.50

■

■

December 1st.

LIABILITIES.
Losses in course of settlement and
other Demands against tin Com^
§07,908 14
pany, including lie-insurance

GO

out

OVERCOATS, REEFERS, SHIRTS, DRAWERS,
ito Sliirts, efcc.

OF BOSTON.

course of settlement and
other Demands against the Company,
including Ku-lnsurance

mob,

and $9.
Coats, $3.00. $4.00 and $5.00, worth $5.00, $7.50

“

“

ASSETS,
Loans on boud and mortgage, (Orst
liens). $03,000 00
Stocks and bonds, market value. 159,127 00
22,300 00
Loans secured by collaterals.
Cash.'. 10.701 23
l,30o 39
Interest due and accrued.
11,009 o3
Premiums in due course of collection.

Losses in

characters.

tt

Governor Garcclon called

which
were

be

water

the following prices.
....
$« 00

All Wool Suits

EiASSsasi sies.

With the above celebrated Artists in the cast of

—

capital that they claim the Senatorial seats
from York, Cumberland, Androscoggin and
Washington, and fifteen or more representative districts that chose Republican representatives at the September election. Is
this so? It is a question that the Republicans in conference in Augusta have in effect
put to the canvassing.board and for asking

WATER S

damaged hy
at

STATEMENT, JAATAKV l. 1879.

■«

is proper, and no Republican is disposed to
be grave difsay them nay. But there may
ference of opinion as to what does belong to
the fusionists. Intimations come from the

CO.,

OIjOTHING
closed
will
smoke and

Total Assets,

w. BI.OIII/B
cr, i Marie** Terrace,
€*o«jgreK« Street.

everything

The balance of the stock of

Ij IA B S I.. 2 T1

CASH

Grau I (’iioi'il* nud Orchestra, the Orchestra lo consist of 14 of Boston’s best C;i. tit
iiientalists. Mpecinl Seeaery! .iiagiiilirtat
Costumes Arc,

A.

ever

SMOKE !

FIRE !

7

STATEMPNT JAX. 1, 1B79.

FKUTHINGHAM.

CFO. C. FOB VIA W,
Street, Portlaud.

was

to

no!8___•_ ___“-

OF BOSTON.

OF BOSTON.

f^lnhs

Prominent fusionists who are in attendance at the Council meeting in Augusta
are reported as saying that they intend to
that belongs to them. That
have

House, Congress St., Portland, Me.

Under Preble

Losses in course of settlement and all
demauls against the Comothi
90
pany, including Le-insurance.§10/,972

9..

r,__Dofnrm

will assemble at Lewiston Dec. 3rd and

Everything that Belongs to Them.

offered in this

C. D. B. FISK <fc

u

includingKo-Iiisuraoce. b«4,67U

With the following celebrated artisla in Hie cast of
Miss' AUKLAIHK PHILLIPS. Miss
characters:
MAItV liKEBK, Miss GKUKGIK CAV VAX, Mr. M.
W WHITXI* V, Mr. II. C. BAHXABEE, .ill'. " II.
FESSEXI»EX, Mr. G. IvAMMEKLEE, -Mr. GEO.

Office Wo. IM

$8.00.

Hum in mm# in m> these hoods,

40

LIABILITIES.
Losses in course of settlement and
oilier Demands against the Company,

1

RO] •*

to

State.

ASSETS.
on bond and mortgage,
(first
§80,000 00
liens), ..
Stocks and bonds, market value. 200,209 75
2,000 00
Loans secured by collaterals.
20,4-19 42
Cash.
3,990 99
Interest due and accrued.
11,575 Ol
Premiums in due course of collection

22

l,20o00

$430,240

Total Assets,

Of Boston, will prepent (first time in this citvT the
New Comic Opera by Franz Yon Suppo, entitled

When tbe

$5.00

us

that

$200,000.00.

To till Assets,

'L.’IPH
22
1

Stocks and bonds._■.
premiums in coarse of collection.
Interest duo.

THE IDEAL OPERA

RAW'S*

90

..

All invested in U. S. Government Bonds
at Par.

Friday Ev’g, Dec. 5,1879=

<1

O "ST"ears

■

from $3
$0. $7 and $8 each are now marked at
new
$£. Every Suit is ALL WOOL, handsomely trimmed,
is
This
undoubtedly
styled and perfect fitting.
the greatest attractionAn children’s suits

Suits that cost

Roans

$300,000.

CASH CAPITAL,

7dtf

FATIH

1, 1870.

STA'i E3IENT .TAN.

1TALL,

CITY

from

*1?

■

IS73.

CAPITAlT

CASH

OB6ASIZED 1812.

DIPLOMACY
nol

us

O

AVERAGING LESS THAN FIFTY GENTS ON A HOLLAR!

STATEMBSTi’ JA.N". 1, 1S79.

entitled,

Sale of seats Monday, 0 A. M.

$50 7,919

OHGASI2ED

written,

ever

a

We have marked the entire lot down,

OF BOSTON.

including lie-insurance.-1

BOSTON MUSEUM COMPANY
of the iinest

O

TO REDUCE OUR STOCK

LIABILITIES.
Losses in course of settlement and all
other Demauds against tbe Com51
pany, including Re-insurance.$129,937

THE FAMOUS

one

■

Which have cost

o_/

..

Total Assets,

Losses ill course of settlement and
Other demands against ilie company,

Friday & Saturday, Mov. 21 & 22,

in

Size© -4L

1)3

7,
JiJ’A/Jii S
2’,000 00

Collaw rals

,_i

....

CHILDREN'S THREE PEICE SUITS,

241,189 00
Stale, County and City Bonds
Cash on Deposit
“o Viiii wo
8.100 i
Interest due and accrued.
10,380 24
Premiums unpaid.
...

large assortment o£

$250,000.00

assets.
United States Bonds
Loans on ,\!<.rtgages.
Loans

a

LIABILITIES.

Matinee at i O’clock,

nnd

$611,484

Total Assets,

and Manager.

—AT—

10 o’clock A. M.
4th, 1870,
It is earnestly hoped that every club m the State
who
will be fully repieseuted, and let those clul>3
cannot be represented by de.egates send reports by
to
letter to the Convention. It is the earnest desire
one ever
m-'ke this Convention the most profitable
held in the State, and to renew our faith ami
work, and the
strengthen each other in this glorious
nonupholding of our principles “Non political,lor all
sectarian and non-prosecuting,” ‘‘Charity
ami malice towards none.”
Tlic Railroads have reduced their rates of fare as
follows:—Maine Central, one fare for the round trip.
Grand Trunk, one fare for the round trip; Portland
& Ogdensburg, one lare for the round trip; Portland
return
& Rochester, one fare for the round trip,
tickets on this road to be furnished by the Seerutary
as
Steamboat
of the Convention; Portland & Mach
Co., reduced rates.
at their reDelegates will call for return tickets
spective stations except on the Portland & RochesGEORGE H. LEFAVOR,
ter
President of State Committee.
JOHN F. STANLEY", Secretary.

NEW HAMPSHIRE FIRE ISS.OO

CASH

STATEMENT JAN. 1, 1879.

,,

And in the second place it would bo a miserable failure if made.
The people of Maine cannot lie defrauded of
their political rights. The country has been
cheated out of tho Presidency, lhe State of
Maine cannot be swindled in a similar way.
Thev know their rights and dare to maintain
them. Thonarty that invokes the wind will
reap the whirlwind.
ifutato nomine, <h tc fabula narratin', oh

As a suit filer the

at

Statement, Jan. 1, 1879.

ORGANIZED JSS1.

JOIBN F. PARK, aged IS years,
Baritone and Y loan.

REFORM CLUBS OF MAINE

95

LIABILITIES.

OIF TRENTON, N. J.

CONVENTION

of Maine

ORGANIZED 1869.

ni!* II yean.,
Cornet and \ idin.

tempt.

to

00
00
00
00
92

Losses in course of settlement and all
other Demands against the Company, including Re insurance..'>134,331

—

The friends and admirers of the late William M. Hunt have with unwearying effort
collected together the most characteristic of
his works, and have placed them on exhibition
All true lovers
at the Art Museum in Boston.
of art most find their thoughts, if not their

and Council were intending to count out
the fusion majority in the House:
Whether oar Maine returning board intend
to follow the brilliant example of her LouisiThere are,
an a'prototype, remains to he seen.
however, rumors in the air that it meditates
doing «■<), and proposes to accomplish its coupd'etat by withholding certificates from enough
Democratic and Greenback members elect to
tlio Legislature, to give the Republicans tho
House in the organization, and then to elect
Connor and till the State offices before the
contested seats in the House are settled.
But as at present advised we take very little
stock ill these rumors.
In the first place the republican conspiratho attors, it there are any such dare"liotmake

nor

The gent

Lewiston, Wednesday and Thursday, December 3 and 4, 1875).

MArscajEs-ram, n. hi.

NEEEIE C. PARK, age 13 year-,
Alto Horn and Y iola.

T. P.

74

includingHe-lnsurauco.$S67.J*o

MISS ANNIE A. PARK, age 14 years,
Cornet and \ ioloncello.
(iKOItUE T. PARK,

61

$8311,765

Tutui Assets,

Rutherford B. Hayes.

SEMI-ANNUAL STATE

OS’ THE INNOCENT.
00

50,938
1.009
27,4/0

$754,490

Total Assets,

afloat that the Gover-

rumor was

the

—OF—

STATEMENT .TAN. 1, 1B79.

$275,000
Real estate, unincumbered..
Loans on bond and mortgage, (tirst
35,200
liens).
Stocks and b ».ids, market value. 348,423
14,31*0
J^oans secured by collaterals.

*

By the President,
Wm. M. Evauts, Secretary of State.

SLAUGHTER

ISHT.

OKCJAttEZEI*

..

C. A. R.

*ii

the City of Washington, this thud d iy of
November, in the year ot our Lord, one thousand
hundred
amfseventy-nine. and of the Hide
eight
the
pendence of the United States of America,
one hundred and fourth.

asse rs.

ASSISTS.
633,707 43
Real estate, unincumbered.•
Loans on bond and mortgage, (fiist
I(io,4o0 00
ijehg).
Stocks and bonds, market value. 51.7,0IS 75
Loans secured by collaterals.
!.»
38,982 03
(;as],
Interest and rents due and accrued...
f"
Ol
b.'pbl
1'remiums in due course of collection,

FOirilTII EXI'EarAIXOTEXT

fixed.
Done at

All invested in United Sates Bands at Par

All invested in United States Bonds at Par

HALL.

Portland.,

St.,

m

io

CASH CAPITAL $200,000.00.

CASH CAPITAL $300,000.

can

lio7

OF BUFFALO, ft. Y.

JAK. 1, 1879.

L'

X2'o>. ^<3 HS:s£:oXi£».:ra.s©

19

94

ISIS.

ORGANIZED

STATEMEN

G. A. WHITNEY & CO.,

(Signed)

OF NEW VOBK.

Atsemhlie* Every Tliurmlnv Evening.
75 cents•
Tickets admitting gent with ladies.
Tickets tor six assemblies, §3 00. Season 'tickets.

;;y
04
53
(5J

LIABILITIES.

WESTCHESTER FIRE INS CO.

GILBERT’S DANCING ACADEMY.

00
00

in course of settlement ami all
other Demands against the Company, including Re-insurance.&2o4,57U

At no recurrence of the season which the devout
liahit of religious people has made the occasion for
invokgiving thanks to Almighty God and humbly
material prosperity
ing liis continued favor has the been
more
conspicuenjoyed by our whole country
the
ous, more manifold or more universal. During napast year, also, unbroked peace with all foreign
tions, the general prevalent1 of domestic tranquiliinstit u»
ty, the supremecy and security of the great
tions of civil and religious freedom, have gladdened
at'heir
confirmed
and
the hearts of our people
tachment to their government, which wisdom and
ami
the
framed,
con rage of our ancestors so fitly
wisdom and courage of their descendants have so
firmly maintained, to be the habitation of liberty
ami justice to successive generations.
Now', therefore. 1. Rutherford 15 Haves, President
do appoint THURSDAY,
of the United States
the 27th day of November instant, as a day oi National Thanksgiving and prayer, and 1 earnestly recommend that, withdrawing themselves from ecular
do
cares ami labors, the people of the United States
meet together on that day in their respective places
of worship, there to give thanks ami praise to Almighty God for his mercies, and to devoutly beseech
their continuance.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my narnl
and caused the seal of the United States to bo af-

Losses

including re-insurance.8302,497

Commencing

00

..

$1,987,339

Total Assets,

00

1,1 AW UNITIES.
Losses in course of settlement and all
other Demands against the Company,

The curious and beautiful life of the Occam
Course tickets Go cents. Single tickets 35 cents.
nol8 td
at *•» o’clock.

•"

8o

....

$1,131,838.45

Tola! Assets,

3d LECTURE, MONDAY, NOV. 24.
“The llierO'Co}>ic Mnrfels ot the Sea.?,

CITY

(.5
50
00
24
21

liens).3.)2,Gdfi

WILLISTON CHURCH.

ASSETS.
.§125,000
Real Estate unincumbered
Loans on bond and mortgage'first liens) 400, d'..
value.
market
412,oJO
ml
bonds,
Stocks
Loans secured bv collaterals.
40,073
0«sb.
20,771
Interest and rents due and accruedof
collection..
27,200
due
course
in
Premiums

PROCLAMATIi >N.

before the advance
ufactured and bought by
in prices, and until we have to put in a new
Stock we shall sell at former prices. We wish
the Public to understand we shall allow no
Dealer in IVew England to undersell us under
a call beany circumstances. Please give us
fore purchasing and save money.

$400,000.00,

CAPITAL

CASH

NATIONAL THANKSGIVING.

us

STATEMENT JAN. 1, 1879.

STATEMENT .FA-IST 1, 1870.

—BY—

com-

not used.

regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
with
Card certificate signed by Stanley T. Pullen,
Editor. All railway, steamboat ami bote managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.

We have now on hand one of the Largest
and best assortments of Furniture ever shown
in Maine. This stock of furniture was all man-

1S5S.

ORGANIZED

are

a

FURNITURE!

NEWARK. K. I.

OF

PA.

PHILADELPHIA,

OF

munications tnat

A Sketch of the Exhibition at the Boston

Pilisbury

_

PROGRESSIVE.

<&

PROMPT, POPULAR

guaranty of good faith.
undertake to return or preserve

as a

cannot

v\ e

no-

following extract from an editorial which appeared in
the Maine Standard October 11, 1878, at the
time the

j

Every

the Insurance

presenting to the public the annual Statements of
Companies represented at this Agency. They are

I take pleasure in

tion but

OF

SttjMufPi at Is Bffce.

Losses Promptly

or less, §1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for §1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for e tch subsequent inger-

tions

ti

IMMENSE STOCK

PORTLAND, ME.

28 EXCHANGE ST.,

We do not read anonymous letters and communi1 he name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publica-

cations.

Agency,

Insurance

The Kennebec Journal recalls to the
tice of Senator

WEDNESDAY MORNING, NOV. 15).

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

a

s

MISCELLANEOUS._

AP™—

Collection.

The Hunt

Advice to the Returning Board.

PRESS,

THE

MARINE.

AND

FIRE

To mail subscribTerms: Eight Pillars a Year.
in advance.
ers Seven Dollars a Year, if paid

^ 1N

MORNING. NOVEMBER 10. 1879.

POinLANI*. WEDNESDAY

■

INSURANCE!

Published every (lrv (Sundays excepted) by the

At 109 Exchange

.7.

enlarged

The fancy then is to rest two tiny pigeons or
doves on the left side ns the only trimming,
while others bavo merely two ostrich tips
turned right and left near tho front. All furry-looking hats and bonnets, such as those
made of beaver, are fashionable in brown,
the entire bonnet
gray and black. Sometimes
dressy bonor hat is of fur or plush, but very
nets have usually a different fabric for the
satin and satin antique (which is
crown;

smooth plush) crowns are scon with the varikiuds of fur, of which seal and beaver are
probably tho most popular. Eccentric tastes
wear an owl's head with staring eyes on these
wititry-looklng hats. For dres3 bonnets white
brocaded satin with sometimes embossed velvet
figures is used for the crown, while the brim
will bo plain velvet of a contrasting color. The
softest curled ostrich plumes resembling willow feathers are used on these, also the beads
of birds with closed eyes as if asleep. Eure
white trimmings are again used on black bouvelvet bonnet will
nets; for instance, a black
ribbon and
he trimmed with wntto watered
aro also bonnets with
There
white plumes.
white brocaded satin crown and plain brim of
The new changeable velvets
black velvet.
in quaint contrasts of
are used for rich bonnets
of cashmere liga scarf
with
color, trimmed
ured silk in which are many gold threads; others aro trimmed with plusn-striped ribbons
that change in different lights to show coutrusting colors.
Few bonnets aro made entirely of velvet,
though occasionally one is seen that charms by
its simplicity; for instance, a cabri lot or smalt
scoop bonnet is made of very dark garnet yelshowm"
vet, with smooth liuiug of pink satin
ill tlie open brim at front and back. Ewojf
other
garnet, ar
trich tips, one pink and the

ous

WEDNESDAY MORNING, NOT. 19.
the left of the brim, two roses of these
shadeR hang behind under the curtain, and the
gargarnet satin strings are held on by shaded
It is, however, far more
net dragon-Hies.
usual to have the crown of satin and the brim
of velvet, and these are of contrasting colors,
as an old
gold satin crown will have a garnet
velvet brim, and tfit? trimming will he feathers
in cashmere colors. The black velvet bonnets
that never lose favor with ladies of conservative tastes are enriched this winter by gay-colored cashmere lace laid over old gold or white
satin linings, and are trimmed outside with
a scarf and strings of cashmere silk, or perhaps
of changeable silk with cashmere ribbon laid
howupon it. The satin antique bonnets are,
bonever, considered the most stylish black
nets, especially when laden with beads in cashor
else
fine
mere colors,
jet.
Fewer felt bonnets are shown than at previous seasons, as the preference is
given to lusSometimes changeatrous beavers or satins.
ble ribbons are used with plush stripes to warm
up a cold grav felt, while another of clear
French gray is lined with bottle green velvet
tips
perfectly plain, while outside are ofostrichround
felt
of pale blue and garnet. Instead
hats the Hamburg long-napped heaver hats
These are very soft and pliable,
are chosen.
and also furry-looking. A cord and rosette
the
are
only trimmings. They come in cloth
shades of dark red, green, brown or blue, to
wear with cloth suits, and also in gray or draft,
to wear with English surtouts of the same eol-

A BROKEN PROMISE.

I who is the special custodian of the returns.
I After waiting several hours and receiving no
reply either from the Council or the Secretary

_____

THE NEWS IN A NUTSHELL.

Republicans not Allowed to luspect i Ritas,
GOV.

NOTWITHSTANDING

GARCELON’S SOLEMN
PROMISE.

and

Republican Request

The

How it Was Treated.

Republicans Not Allowed
in the Council Chamber.

•

_

F. J. White of this city committed

suicide

yesterday by hanging. He was deranged.
The proceedings in Augustawere significant.
Although G >v. Garcelon had the day before
promised the Republicans that they should be
allow-d t > inspect the returns, when a committee appeared before the Council for this
purpose they «ere refused access to the reThe Supreme Court will probably be
to for an order to compel the Council
to allow the returns to be examined.
A tleet of boats in tow of a tug was sunk on
Lake Erie Monday night and 30 persons, in-

AN APPEAL TO BE TAKEN TO
THE SUPREME COURT.

very

Evidence that the Democrats Have

turns.

Seen the Returns.

applied

cluding several

women

and

children, drown-

ed.
A terrible explosion of gases occurred in a
railroad tunnel in California yesterday, killing
thirty Chinamen who were at work in the tunnel.
from Cuba are more peaceful.
In the Kellogg investigation yesterday, sev.
eral witnesses testified. One said it was the
custom of the clerk of the Packard House to
answer the roll call, and nnother alleged that
one ward of New Orleans was thrown out by

Reports

the Returning Board

without the

slightest

grounds.
METEOROLOGICAL.
FOB

INDICATIONS

THE

NEXT

TWENl’Y-FOtJB

HOURS.

War Dep t, Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
November 19, 1 A. M.
For New England.
rieing, followed by falling barometer, cold

northerly winds, backing
slightly
westerly, and snow succeeded by clearing
to

warmer

weather.

Cautionary signals continue from Eastjtort

to Portland.

BIT

USPH.
MAINE.

A Big Cargo of Ice.
Gardiner, Nov. 18.—Schr. Mabel A. Phil,
lips, recently built at Bath, loaded at Haley’s
ice house twelve hundred aud thirty tons of
ice, probably the largest cargo of ice ever taken by a schooner from the state.

PROOFS

ACCUMULATING

CON-

OF

SPIRACY.

save those who live here or have other
than political business on hand. The situation
in regard to the count remains unchanged.
Guv. Garcelon yesterday promised fair, but lie
suddenly left town this morning and lias not

in town

since been seen. He went, it is said,
perI suppose that
forin some surgical operation.
But
is so. He has cut stick if nothing else.
it seems the Governor did all the promising.
The Council have shown no disposition to fulto

fil them, doubtless regarding them as none of
their property. The Governor said that ample
opportunity should be given for the examination of the returns, but when the Republicans
to
a iked that privilege today no one seemed
know anything about any such promise having
been made.
This morning ex-Gov Dingley and Hon.
Lewis Barker visited the Council chamber for
the purpose of making a formal request for
permission to see the returns, but they were
only told that the Council had other business
in hand. Later, Austin Harris and J. A.
Locke made formal written application as
members elect for permission to see the returns from respective counties, and they were
also refused. W hen they asked when the returns could be seen, they wore in effect told to
liud out if they could. And the Council went
ahead hearing pardon cases very industriously
with the Gover tor absent.
I see no reason to alter the opinion of yesterday that the Council have got their plans
entirely laid and that they have been foime l

MASSACHUSETTS.

under legal advice, and that any action that
may bo taken by the Republicans will have
little weight. The Republicans will^see to it
that the facts in every case are plainly set before the people. As good citizens all deprecate

NEW YORK.

the violation of decency which a reversal of
the popular will would be, but as Republicans
they can look on the proceedings with a good
deal of complacency. Every person not elected who is counted in will bo worth a thousand
votes next September, and coming in a Presidential year this will be particularly acceptable. But as citizens they think the price is
altogether too high. The plain intention of

The Longshoremen’s Strike.
the Constitution is that those candidates havNew
oek, Nov. 18.— There is very little
ing the highest number of votes shall be sumtrustworthy information regarding the ’longmoned to form the Legislature. It is evident
shoremen’s strike. The majority of the steamship and packet lines have acceded to the de- ! that the framers of that instrument never had
mands of the men for the present at least, but
the shadow of an idea that any other process
it is likely that some few lines, as soon as the
would ever bo attempted or thought of in
immense amount of freight now in their hands
is disposed of, will resist the efforts of the ineu
Maine, for from the proceedings upon the
to enforce the payments of higher rates.
adoption of the Constitution it appears that
All of the unemployed Brooklyn ’longshoremen between South ferry and Red Hook point
certificates was passed as reported by the comwho lately struck for 25 ceuts an hour, resumed work this morning, their demands havmittee without debate, while many of the secing been ascedod to by tho warehouse men.
tions were debated at great length.
Among the Democrats, I find a singular
WASHINGTON.
unanimity of sentiment, though the most of
them seen here to-night are of the office-

Preparations for a Funeral.
Washington, Nov. 18—F. E. Deveiis. chairof the National party, issues a call for
members to attend a meeting of tlie commitMr. Winch as chairtee in this city Jan. 8th.
man of tlie
Congressional committee of the
National Greenback Labor party ill conjunction with Mr. Devens, issues a call for tlie
same date to
members and others interested
in the objects of the party, to meet the National party to confer on preliminaries fora national convention.
man

THE SESSION OF

CONGRESS.

Mr. Frye's Views as to tho Course of the
Democrats.
New Yokk, Nov. 18.—Representative Frye
thinks the Democrats in Congress will have no
choice at tlie coming session but to adhere to
the programme laid down at the extra session,
especially that part relating to the repeal of
the election laws. If they back down from that
they must admit that they were wrong. Tiie
bill to prohiuit removal of cases from State to
Federal courts is one of tlie first on the calendar, and Mr. Frye says he docs not see how
the Democrats can dodge tlie discussion of it.
lie regards this measure as one of tlie most
iniquitous brought forward at the extra session. If it should become a law it would make
little difference, so far as tlie Southern states
are concerned, whether tlie election laws are
repealed or not; for the officers appointed to
executo those laws would be arrested and left
to tlie tender mercies of tiie Southern state
courts.
Altogether Mr. Frye does not think
that tlie Democrats in Congress have yet been
taught wisdom enough so that they will
abandon their revolutionary designs.

•

The Secrecy of Telegrams.
St. Louis, Nov. 18.—E. H. Brown, manager
of the Western Union Telegraph company’s
office, appeared before tlie grand j ury yesterday in response to a snbpama, hut declined to
produce telegrams demanded. Brown was
ihen taken before tlie criminal court, and on
again declining to produce tlio telegrams was
committed to jail forcontempt. It was agreed,
however, that the commitment should be constructive and Brown should not be actually
confined pending the appeal. Tiie case will be
taken before the Supreme Court on the ground
of insufficiency of subpoena duces tecum, and
♦

t>io

cr».

n/l

,i/v

,l.„

grains anyliow.
The Toombs Despatch VerifiedChicago, Nov. 18.—The editor of the News
has verified the correctness of the despatch received from Hubert Toombs of Atlanta, Ga.,
on the 12th mst.
The despatch received has
been compared with the original and found
correct in every word, hence there was no
The
des"garbling” in the transmission.
patch contained the words "Death to the
Union,” which Toombs afterwards interpreted
to mean that the result of the war was death
to the Union.
The Charges
Against the Milwaukie
House of Correction.
Cincinnati, Nov. 18.—A Milwaukie special
says there has been a revolution in feeling in
regard to tho House of Correction charges. On
the stand a prisoner named Perry confessed
that the whole thing was put up among the
prisoners to bring about a change of management, so that they would have a better chance
for a general escape which is being planned.
Eliza Pinkston Arrested for Murder.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 18.—A special to the
Courier-Journal from Canton, Miss., says tliai
Eliza Pinkston, of Returning Board fame, w-as
arrested Saturday charged with murdering her
husband, who died suddenly on the morning ol
the 15th.
ruey have been married only two
years and had had frequent quarrels and sept
arated wo weeks ago.
They met and quarreled Friday and he died Saturday.
The Coroner has the ease under investigation.
A Famous Vessel Sunk.
London, Nov. 18—T lie former Confederate
cruiser Shenati doafi lias sunk off the island oi
The date of
Socotara, in tho Indian Ocean.
the disaster is unknown.
Most of the crew
were drownod.
The Shenandoah belonged to
the Sultan of Zeuzibar.
The receipts at all the post offices in the
country trout lueir sale of postage stamps duriug tile two years ending June .si, 13/U. were
*5 i, 80.), 102.
An expedition which has reaehod Cabul
from Candabar reports that the road between
Tiheeiet, GUilzai and Cauul is very much die-

Varbed.

They all,

holding stripe.

as

a

matter

of

course, deprecate any unlawful or unwarrantable action, but they are extremely in favor of
going to tlio farthest limit of the letter of
the law. When asked whether he did not
think such a course as contemplated by the
Council would be suicidal to the party, one of
them rejoined profanely, “How in li—1 can a
corpse commit suicide.”
The Council will probably devoto the whole
of the present session to the hearing of pardons and transacting other routine business.
They give no hint when they will take up the
returns, but Republicans can rest assured that
their interests will be faithfully looked after

by the Messrs. Baker, their counsel, and the
committee appointed at the meeting last evenFelix.
ing.

[To the Associated Press.]
Augusta, Nov. 18.—The proceedings to-day
in the “counting out” of the Republican meinbers-elect of the Legislature have been imFrom the
portant and highly significant.

interviews between the Republican committee
and Gov. Garcelon telegraphed yesterday,there
that a basis of adjustment
was some hope
might be reached, but during the night the
that members of tiio
rumor became general
Executive Council would not unite with the
Governor on any plan that involved an examination of the official returns by any other
person than the members of the Council, and

Republican committee
went to the State House they were informed
that Gov. Garcelon had left the city on the
morning when

this

the

forenoon train, gone no one knew where. The
members of the Council were found to be in
session with Hon. John B. Foster of Bangor
in the chair, but they absolutely refused to see
the committee, not even admitting them for
The
minutes to prefer their request.
committee were
informed, however, in the
office of the Secretary of State that the election returns had been last evening reported
back to the Council by the examining committee and the Council had passed an order
declaring that the “twenty days” of the
statute for receiving applications for corrections of returns should run from that date—
two

Vf.mrloir

Autliic

npiliii1

w ic

mtuln

after nightfall and the Council immediately
adjourned the Republican committee complained that one of the twenty days allowed
by the statute was thus at once and peremptory
off.
As soon as the Council had refused to receive the Republican committee and legal advisers of Senators and Representatives-elcct
the Hon. Joseph A. Locke, Senator-elect from

ly cut

Cumberland county, and Hon. Austin Harris,
Senator-elect from Washington county, each
for himself and over his own signature sent
the

subjoined

communication to the Council.

Both of these Senators-elect, accompanied by
legal counsel, waited for some hours in toe
Council chamber for an answer to their verbal request sent by the Council’s messenger to be admitted to the Chamber
The Counto present their request in person.
ante

room

of the

cil refused to admit them, and the Senatorselect finally sent in the paper which is as follows:
To tli- Honorable Governor and Council of
Main-:
The undersigned respectfully represents that
he was a candidate for the Senate of Maine at
the last anual September election from the
District of Cumberland; that as such he has an
interest in the official returns of votes cast in
the several towns and plantations in said district, and forwarded to the office of the Secretary of State, and fearing that there may be
defects and informalities in the same which
laws of the
can be c irrected according to the
State, requests that ho may have opportunity
in the presence of your honorable boarj to examine said returns by himself or counsel for
the purpose of
correcting any defects or informalities that may be found therein as is his
the
laws of tins State.
under
legal right
Joseph A. Locke.
(Signed)

Augusta, Me., Nov. 18,187y.
Mr. Harris’ letter is precisely the same in
effect. Mr. Locke and Mr. Harris then served
a similar request on the Secretary of State, j

Ignition

of

Gases in

a

WRECKED ON LAKE ERIE.

Baker & Baker, of the counsel.
The chairman of the Council, Mr. Foster,
informed Mr. Baker that they would consider
whether any answer should be given to this

_

A Fleet

Representatives

to-

The
all to see the returns.
permitted
language of the statute which makes it necessary that the Senators and Representatives
claiming to be elected shall see the returns, is
at

But the fleet
hold the fleet until daylight.
broke away and was lost with all hands excepting six who were rescued by the tug.
Thirty-one persons, including three women
The fleet is a
and one girl were drowned.
total loss.
Oswego, Nov. 18.
The pilot house doors, cabin doors, cabin
slide, engine room doors and forecastle scuttle
of tug Kitclier were open and the seas were
She wasj alwashing over and into theboat.
Her
most full of water and about to sink.
and
her deck
engine was choked up with coal
The
coal was mostly washed off.
load of
water in the boiler was quite warm, showing
that the tires had not been long extinguished
The tug beats ainoug which was the Kitcher
were all under steam assisting the Seymour to
tow. Tne crew of the schooner Nellie Downey
report at 1L.80 last night when about 13 miles
of Oswego
they saw a long line of lights
through the mist and snow and supposed it
was Oswego.
They shortened sail and prepared to run in when suddenlv they saw a
derrick under their jibbooin.
They heard no
voices and saw nothing more. The engineer of
the tug Kitclier was saved.

iin I'liinni,

“The Governor and Council rftt or before the
first dav of December in each rear shall open
and compare the votes so returned, and may
receive testimony on oath to prove that the
return from anv town does not agree with tlm
record of the vote of such town in the number
of votes or the names of persons voted for. and
to prove which of them is correct, and the return when found to be erroneous may he corNo such correction can
rected hv the record.
be made without application within twenty
are
onened. stating the
the
returns
after
days
and reasonable notice thereof
error alleged
given to the person to be affected by such correction.”
Messrs. Baker and Baker, counsel in these
cases, desire to have it stated that it has been
the uniform and unbroken habit for the Govand Council *o

his itterney to

permit

any

candidate

or

freely examine the returns.

been known that any person
applying to examine the returns has been refused. The seven ex-Governors now in town

Nor has it

Dredges

Sackett’s Hannon, Nov. IS.—Steam tug
Seymour of Ogdensburg left Cape Vinceut
yesterday noon with a tow consisting of three
dredges, two derricks and seven scows in Buffalo. After passingGalloup Island off Sackett
Harbor, a gale of wind from the northeast witli
The tug and tow
a heavy snow storm set in.
was within five or six miles ofOswego when she

night that they do not believe they will he

ernor

Scows and

THIRTY-ONE PERSONS DROWNED.

ihe twenty days allowed for applications for
There are only eighwas cut off.
the Republican
teen days remaining, and
elect assert

of

Lost.

letter, and he was then summarily dismissed
A short time afterwards
from the chamber.
the Council adjourned, and thus the second of

Senators and

[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Augusta, Nov. 18.—The excitement and
the crowd have quite died away from this city.
The former worked itself off and the morning
trains took most of the latter, while the evening trains finished them. There arc now few

Sudden

respectfully.

Correction

Six Inches of Snow at Gardiner.
A heavy snow storm lias been progressing
all day, the first of any account this season.
There is a
Six inches of snow have fallen.
heavy wind and it is drifting badly.

Desperate Fight With Burglars.
Randolph. Nov. 18.—Abel Stetson early
this morning discovered a burglar on liis
premises, who tired at Stetson’s approach. He
gave chase, caught aud grappled with the burglar who stabbed him a number of times with
a dirk knife about the head aud arms.
Stetson
held him until aid came. The burglar was put
in jail.

;

ever

—

Anson P. Morrill, Hannibal Hamlin, Lot M.
Morrill, Israel Washburn, Sidney Perham,
Nelson Dinglev and Selden Connor—desire to
add their testimony to that of the Messrs.
Baker. Their joint experience as chief exec-

THE POSTOFFICE.
Annual Report of Postmaster General Key.

utives of the state stretches over a quarter of a
The election returns are
century of time.
closely sealed until “opened” by the Governor
and Council and the right to correct is mere
mockery, these ex-Governors sav, if the can-

A

refused the fullest and
ever
was
freest access to the returns, either in the presence of the Council or in the office of the Sec-

retary of State.
Councillor John B. Foster on the other hard
defiantly maintains that no one except the
members of the Council kb all lia\ie any acce ss
of the returns, and he
or inspection whatever
characterizes the request of the Republican
senators elect as an infamous outrage, without
precedent or justification. In answer to Mr.
Foster the members of the Republican advisory committee assert that counsel and next
triends of all the Democratic candidates have
seen the returns affecting their side and have
had ample opportunity to correct all the errors
in their returns in advance of the returns being officially opened. Individual members of
the committee assert that whenever legal investigation can be had it will be clearly prov-

“opened”

returns

Probable

some weeks since and that the Dora-

oeratlc uouncuiors

aim

ouisrac

had ali technical errors on their side corrected
and that the Republican candidates are now
refused the slightest access to the returns to
The
find if there be errors affecting them.
committee assert that it can be proven beyond
all doubt that as late as Saturday last correct-

Cairoli lias tendered bis resignation as President of the Council, havin
previously agreed
with Signor Depretis respecting the formation
If tne King approves of
of a new ministry.
the agreement a Oairali-Depretis Cabinet will
probably be constituted.
Affairs in Montenegro.
London, Nov. 18.—Distress in Montenegro
is very great. One-sixth of the population is
almost starving, and present supplies will only
last till the end of January.
There has been scvero lighting on the Turkish frontier near Bresovitza, and the latter
place has been plundered by 500 Arnauts.
3onds Coming Back to the United States
The Telegraph’s financial says the smallness
of the withdrawals of bullion from its bank are
clue to the fact that bonds are going to America instead of gold.
End of a Strike.
The strike of 2000 reelers of the York Street
Spinning Co. at Belfast, for an advance of
wages, has terminated.
Official Denial of Startling Rumors.
The Post, an official authority denies that
England’s ultimatum was sent to the Porte:
that tlie channel fleet has been ordered to be
in readiness; that England has demanded from
Turkey the cession of a port in the Black Sea,
and that a league of the Balkan provinces
has been formed.
Great Danger to a Swiss Village.
The village of Vitznan at the foot of Rigi
mountain in Switzerland, is threatened with
destruction, a wall of rock behind the village
showing signs of falling.
More Russian Cruisers Wanted.
The Moscow committee on volunteer cruisers
has called a meeting to discuss ways and means
for raising fresh subscriptions for the construction of cruisers, in view of the state of Russia’s
relations with England.
Relations Between Germany and Russia.
Berlin, Nov. 18.— The Russian ambassador
to Germany has been summoned to St. Petersburg to explain the relations between Russia
and Germany.
A Russian Journal Believes War Imminent.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 18.—The Nova Vreqthe governza says neither the people nor
ment wish for war, but every day the convic;
tion deepens that a great struggio is soon to
break out. All Russian officers on leave of
absence have been ordered to rejoin their regiments immediately.

ed returns were received from Democratic
towns by the Secretary of State, and that these
corrected returns were sworn to as made in
open town meeting on the day of election,
Sept. 8th.
Hon. Thomas IS. Rood remains in the city
witli Messrs. Baker &
a3 advisory counsel
Baker, and the Republicans assembled at the
Capital have chosen the fol'oiving gentlemen
tiwctas an advisory committee during the
crisis, viz: lion. Lewis Baker of Bangor; Hon.
Nelson Diugloyof Lewiston; Hon. Soldon ConHon. Frederick A. Pike of
nor of Augusta;
Calais; Hou. L. A. Emory of Ellsworth; Hon.
A. A. Strout of Portland.
It is the general understanding in tlio city
this evening that this committee will advise

judicial process to test at the
preliminary question whether those

outset

the

claim-

Formation of a New Ministry-

in Italy.
Rome, Nov. IS.—It is assorted that Signor

irieims nave

resort to

SUBSIDY

EUROPE.

surreptitiously

were

MAIL

Washington, Nov. IS.—Postmaster General Key issued his annual report today. He
recommends Congress to appropriate the necessary funds to enable him to make contracts
with American steamship lines for carrying the
mails to the West Indies and the Spanisli
Main. Ho says that his reasons lor doing this
are, primarily, to promote American commerce and establish such
postal facilities as
will bring the countries named into close relation with the United States. He is not in
favor of subsidizing auy particular lino. His
plan is to place the South American and West
India mail service on equal terms with out doCuba
mestic steamboat or railroad service.
and the other West India islands and the South
near
us
to
he
are
too
American States
neglected. France, England and Germany enjoy
greater postal facilities and necessarily more
intimate relations than we do, simply because
they assist their steamship lines with these
countries. Nearly all the South American
States are now members of the postal union,
so that tire rate of postage is only five cents for
It will
an ordinary letter almost everywhere.
not, of course, be proiitable tor steamers to
carry our mails at a compensation of about
three cents per letter.
It is also understood that tho President will
embody similar views in his message.

which be

the

SOUTH AMERICAN

RECOMMENDED.

forty years, and that this is the first time in

that

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

ing to be elected as Senators and Representatives have not the right to an examination of
the returns as an absolutely essential steps
preparatory to the application for corrections
The resident
in the laws.
as provided for
justices of tho Supreme Court in this county
are Judge Libbey, Democrat, and Judge Danforth, Republican. Under the judicial systen of

Kecelpts—17,000 bbls ttour,132,000 bush wheat,
18.",' 'i 0 bush corn. 01,000 bush oau.0.000 bush
Shipiuents-15.000

72
rye,

<>o

bu*h

corn.

Mils tlour.l41.000 busb wheat.
19.000 bush oats. 3,700 bush

32,000 bush barley.

the afternoou cwil of the Hoard. Wheat closed
firmer and %c higher. Corn steady and unchanged.
Oats tirui and unchanged. Pork is brrner but not
higher. Lard 2 Vac higher.

ulated at 1«Vic and ExtraC at lOVac. Lomons are
quoted at 5 00. 1 ggs are stiff at 22^23
with light supply ou hand. Butter is scarce and
firm. Onions show a slight advance.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Flour,
Grain, Provisions. &c.
Cram.

Flour.

Superfine.5 25®5 75

Yellow
Extra Spring..(5 25 a(5 50
XX Spring-7 25®7 50 H. M.
! Mixed,
Patent Spring

Corn,
lots

08
(57
(►(>

car

Wheats.9 50@9 75 Oats,
Sacked Bran
Michigan Win7 50®7 75
Mids...
ter best..
Low G r a d o
Corn, bag lots..
75
Meal,
Michigan....6 25@G
"
St. Louis WinOats,
ter fair.7 50®7 75 Bran,
Winter good..(J 75a7 OO'Mid’ngs,
Winter best. ..8 25®8 25 Bye,

®48Vj
(58
50
22

..
..
..

con

nominally unchanged.

Hour,

for December; I 30% for January; 1 33V* Februat
ary; No 1 milling 1 24; Amber at 127V*; Ked
1 27%.
s v anna it, Nov. 18.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 11 11-16c.
Mobile, Nov. 18.—Cotton is tirm; Middling uplands at 11% c.
Memphis, Nov. 18.—Cotton fair demand; Middling uplands 113/sc.
Ne Orleans, Nov. 18.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 11 V*c.

ICuropPiiai TlaikfK.
London, Nov. 18-1.30 P. M.—Consols 98 1-16
for money and account.
18-12.31) P. M.-Cotton market
dull:
uplands at 6 13-10d; Orleans 6 110d; sales 7,000 bales; for specula!ion and export
l,0o0; receipts 19,100, American 16,300.

Middling

90

..

Produce.

Provi*io»i*.
-Mess Beef.. lo 5o®ll 00
i Ex Mess.. 11 75«12 00
12 00« 12 25
Fowl.
I Plate
| Ex Plate..12 75® 13 00
Eggs.
Sw. Potatoes. .3 O0®3 50 Porkbbl 150®
New
| Backs.. ..15 00a 15 25
Clear.14 25® 14 50
Irish potatoes,
Mess.13 50.® 13 75
car lots_
45@50c
Hams.
bbl.3
50!
9V2® 12
Onions, fi>
00®3
Liin!.
_2 00®2 25
erato
5
lb.8
Bound Hogs...
jTub, fc>
@ 8y„
C’hee*e.
[Tierces, lb jfi. .7% @ 8
Maine.f 10@13
,Pail.9 ® 9%
Vermont
11® 13^4 Kegs.
Bean*.
A. V. Factory
11®13V2|
I Pea.2 00@2 25
Frui
Ormues.
[Mediums.1 87® 2 00
Palermos,pbx
[Yellow Eyes..2 00@2 10
00:
ECutler.
12
Valencia,fei ease
0 00.Family,
lb..
25® 30
V box
Lemou
(Store. 15.® 20

Turkeys. —@15

13al4
10 a 12
22 123

SH ADE’S I NGLISII M CSTAKD and CONGK1SS
Vcast Powder received the Award at the Mechanics Fair. Both are pure ami standard articles, and
sold by most every grocer in Portland. Try them
and you will have no other.

@5 00

Apple*

50®.2_00
3
5

Green ..1
j Dried Western
do Eastern..

a

5

3®
>4tij;ar.
Wilmington.1 (50@1 70
@11V*
Virginia.1 60®1 (52 Granulated....
Tennessee... 1 20 a 1 35 Extra C
@ 10 V2
C.
lb..
®8l/a
ll@12c'
Castana,
@55
Walnuts,
12®14c Syrups.

12@13cj

Filberts.

Pecan,
ll®12c
FREIGHTS—There was
done

a

freights are comparatively light, owing
large number of vessels being engaged in carrying coal, for which good rates are obtained. The
Cuba

to

a

loliowmg are recent enariers:
Schr .John Bird, Portland to Baltimore, copper

$1,

and back to Boston

or

Portland,

ore

coal 2 25.

Bark Lorinda Boretil, Portland to direct port U.
K., grain Os Gd.
Bark Alexander Campbell, Boston to Port Spain,
Trinidad, $1950 and port charges.
Brig Merriwa, Portland to north side Cuba (Havana

excepted),

sugar shooks and heads 35c.

Scar Edward Waite, Portland to north side Cuba,
Cardenas or Matanzas, cooperage, lum > sum $2200.
Brig Josepha, Portland to north side Cuba, sugar
shooks and heads 32c.
Schr Albert II. Waite, Portland to Caibarieu,
shooks and bead3 32c.
Sclir George D. Loud, Portland to New York, lum-

...

...

o

Bought and Sold by

—

Woodbury & Moulton
Cor. Middle &

OFFICE STANTON BLOCK,

augti

Exchange St.

31 1-2

Lite

AMERICAN FIRE INS. CO.
AMERICAN CENTRAL INS. CO.
HANOVER FIRE INS. CO.
LA CON FIANCE INS. CO.
LONDON ASSURANCE CORPOR-

7

DEATHS.
In Brunswick, Nov. 10, Josephine Harmon, aged
68 years.
III llnrtforl, .Me., Nov. 11, Mr. Lewis Sampson,
aged 71) years.
In Halli. Nnv. 15. •)olin Deane, aired 5n years.
In Wuldoboro, Nov. 7. Mrs. llattie U. Meserve,
aged 30 years 3 months.

BOUGHT VXD SOI.D.

SAMUEL HANSON,

Y. Y.

Swan & Barrett,

1,000,000.00
2,735,054.1(5

BUKEIiS UD BROKERS,

LIABILITIES.

$ 790,730.31

Reserve for Reinsurance.
Reserve for all t npaid Loss Claims..
All other Liabilities.
Capital Mock.
Net Surplus.

197,910.57
9,090.92
1,00< *.000.00
731,322.30

S. ‘•Called'’ Ronds CASHiswor
on favorable lerins.
Sllttodtf
ja‘J

I

AGENT,

eu’liuuscd

No. 31 S-S Exchange Street.

II. HI. PAYSON & CO.,
DEALERS

Oororniueiit Bonds,

OF SPItl.XGFIEL!), MASS,

Capital. S 750,000.00
Germanic.New York..Liverpool....Nov
1,700,020.03
Nov 22 i Griss Assets.
Utopia.New York..London

—

Circassia.New

Mosel..New

York..Havre

27
27
23
Nov
York..Liverpool
Nov 23
Yor.k..Glasgow
York..Bremen.Nov 23

York..Liverpool —Nov
York..Hamburg....Nov
—

CITY AND TOWN RONDS,

LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock,

all

paid

up

Outstanding

Losses....
Re-Insurance Fund—
All other Cla ms.

I3ST.

Go.,

Insurance

—Nov 22
Polynesian..Quebec.Liverpool —Nov
22
Brooklyn.Quebec.Liverpool
22

Nov 22
Niagara.Now York. .Havana —Nov
22
Marathon.Boston.Liverpool
22
York.
Glasgow.Nov
Kthiopa.New
Montana.New York..Liverpool....Nov 25
Nov
\
ork..
Liverpool
2(j
Algeria.New
Nov 2t»

BLOCK.)

Dealers In Government, .Nlnnlclj>:tl and ISailioad Securities.

DATE.

F«»K

BANK

(CANAL

CROWFI.T, Pnmfctant.

LGRING,

SJrcet,

Hid die

180

PHILANDER SHAW. Yic«-President.
J. A. MACDONALD, General Agent.

Wisconsin.New York. Liverpool—Nov 18
City of Montreal...New York. .Liverpool... Nov 20
Westphalia.New York..Hamburg—Nuv 20

Canada.New
Baltic.New
Gellert.New
City of liichiuouiL.New

MIDDLE STREET.
eoillf

104
je4

SEPABTHRE or OCEAN STE.1J1EHS
FROM

Broker,

Banker and

Phenix Insurance Co.

PRENTISS

SECURITIES

GOV'T

FIRE INSURANCE.
MARINE INSURANCE.

STEPHEN

»

AND

ATION.

Grogs Assets....

Insurance.

State, Citv ami Town Bonds

PHENIX INS. CO.
SPRINOFIELD FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

OF BROOKLYN,

Exchange Sts.
**1“

HONEY TO 1*0 %N on life and endowment
insurance itolieieg; the name bought atrcaaonible
rates. Address
P. O. Box 10U», Portland, Me.
nollsndtf

§2,735,054.1(5

BANK STOCK, AC.

$750,000.00
08,300.55
647,070.42
10,050.00 $1,382,020.97

Exchange Street

No. 32

—

§ 377.993.00
Surplus ov »r all Liabilities
as regards Policy Holders..
1,127,993.00

PORTLAND,

| Surplus

MAINE.

_««dtf

au28

SMITH, President.
SANFORD .1. II xLL. Secretary.
ANDREW J. WRIGHT, Treasurer.

DWIGHT R.

INSURANCE.

NOVEMBER 19.
M1N1ATUKE ALMANAC
Sun rises.7.U1 I High water. 2.52
seta.10.40
Moon
4.2‘J
|
Sun seta*.
....

onm

[TCEAVS.

MATURE

NO. 31 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
novl
__

Scbr Francis Coffin, Kennebec to New York, lumber 2 00.
Schr Nellie Chase, Wiscasset to New York,lumber
1 75.

Schr A. Hammond, Portland to New York, heads
Schr Congress, New York to Saco, coal 2 50.
Schr Margie, Kennebec to Philadelphia, ice 75c.
Brig H. Houston, Merigoane to New York, logwood 5 00.

Forcigu Export*.
HAVANA. Brig F II .Jennings—1353 shooks and
heads, 10,000 hoops, 200 bbls potatoes.
Receipt* of Maine Central.
Portland, Nov. 17.
For Portland, 23 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting roads, 84 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Coriuneal to G.
VY. True & Co.
[Sales

Boston Stock Market.
oi the Broker’s Board, Nor.

PORST OF FOKTLAIVB.

KIMBALL’S PLANT COMPOUND

TUESDAY, November 18.
Arrived.
Barquentino Lorinda Borstell, (455) Borstelh
Rockland, to load grain for Europe. To Chase, Lea-

For perfecting the grovrth of all Floweriug
Plant*. Free from odor. Price 10 and 26 cts per
package. Trial packages by mail 15 cts each. Man

Seh Franconia, Leavitt, W llimngton, NC,—hardpine to J W Leering.
,,
Seh Clytie, Laughton, Baltimore-coal to Rolling
...

^Sch Hibernia.
(Br) Coggins, Westport, NS-dry fish
Co.

to 1-ana &
Sell Petrel, (Br) from Nova Seotia, with plaster to
A D W hidden & Co.
Sch Mary’ Elizabeth, Dnnton, Boothnay.
Sell Zampa, Sainpa, Sanborn, Maehias for Boston.
j-cUA McNichols, Robinson, Maehias for Provi-

dence.
Sell Lilian. Ryan, Belfast for Boston.
Cleared.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—C A B
Morse & Co.
t>1.
&
Brig F H Jennings, Neil, Havana—Phmuey
,,

Jackson.
Sch Ellen
MiilB Co.

18.]

New Vork ttiock and Monev Market.
New York, Nov. 18—Evening.—Money loaned
at 7 per cent, on call; prime mercantile paper 0^7
percent, sterling Exchange less firm and dull at
4SOi/T n4SOV2 for long and 483 a.483Ml for short
sight. "Governments sirong and Vs higher for 81s
and new 4s soup. State bonds quiet and unchanged.
R olroai bonds are less active. Stock market closed
firm.
The transactions at the Stock Excliange aggregated 407.000 shares
me ioiiowiug are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government securities :
Crated States G’s. 1881. reg.105%
.105%
United Stales tt’s, 1881
United Si.atcH news’s, reg,.102Ml
United States new 5's. coup.102>4
United Slates new 4Vi’s, reg.IO0V2
United States new 4Vi’s, coup.loo 1/2

United States new 4’s,.1<‘3
Pacific (5*8 of 95 .123
T io following were the closing quotations of

Northwestern. 91
North w estern preferred.104%
Milwaukee & St. Paul. 79%
IOOV2
■yi. Paui preferred.
89%
iTnion Pacific..
New Jersey Central. 8(5%
Co.
Tel.
.100%
Western Union
...

mining Stock*.
San Francisco, Nov. 18.—The following are the
■•losing ouotaiions ot Alining stocks to-day:
12% Hale & Norcross—14%
Alpha
Alta... 4*V8 Julia Consolidated.. 2%
‘■•elelier.
3Vs Justice. 2%*
Mexican.28%
Best & Belcher.18
0%
Bullion. 5% Northern Belie..
Ca.';fornia. 5Vs Ophir.28 %
OhoJar. 7Vs Overmnn. 8%
1 onsolidated
Va
5% Raymond.
1%
Sierra Nevada.4(5%
Crown Point. 3Vs
Union Con.(50
Eureka Con. .20%
Yellow Jacket.15%
Exchequer. 4
B<>die.18Vs
Could & Curry. 9%
Cnliloruia

..

Imperial...13-1(5

Savage.12%

Potosi.

—

.7.,.

....

4%

f,.*

iirmiiri.i«r

I .iiIiaa

Yarrow?,

has

sns-

_

Merry.
Tliurrill, Portland.
Nov 18-Sid, sehs Herald, Frisbee, and Lmson,
.*

,,

Boston.
FROM

MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.

Arat New York 18lh,
ehod, Bremen; Charles O

barques Priscilla,

Bir-

Rice, Montgomery, Portland; brig Kaiahdin,-.
Ar at Boston 18th, barque S R Lyman, Pmkham,

Ulasgaw.
MEMORANDA.
Barque Tatay. fot Portland) Pettis, from Patagonia via Montevedio for Falmouth, E, is now about
is expressed tor
ninety days out, and some anxiety
her safety. She is a staunch vessel of 582 tons,
built in 1807, and belongs to the Lewis line of South
American

packets.

D09IKNTIC POKT«.
PENSACOLA—Ar loth, brig Lizzie Wyman, Fossett, Aspimvall.
Cld loth, sch Annie P Chase, Poole, Jamaica.
Card,
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 14th, sehs HattiePoiut-aMoore, Barbadoes; A Richardson, Keen, for
Pitre; Florida, Gillmore, Boston; Lois V Chaples,
chaples. New London.
WILMINGTON, NC—Sid 12th, sells I* L Richardfor
son, lielano, Bath; C 11 Macomber, Googius.

Watertown

OF NEW

sneod2w

HIE.

jC*w. Houqiiet,
Frangipani)],
lleliotiopr,
Jii»uiiu,
Jockey Club,

Patchouly,

__

Rn>e <<i«>rauiuni,
Violette.

Cattle market.

....

ai

a

Dividends to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1878,

30 PER CENT.

consider that each >1.50 bottle contains
tiinee as much its Lubin’s, which retails for $1.
we

in

Paid

Losses

FRYE,

Days

Thirty

After Proof.

M W& F

nol O

sn 2m

J. I>.

STOP THE KOlJEEli !

\Yby, Father Time, of
who is stealing tho color from millions of
Alas!
hair.
heads of
Uli CAN’T BE STOPPED.
you ask what robber?

JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. II. II. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, :><1 Vice President

OFFICE

CRIST ABO BO’S II AIR BYE
confers a superb black or any shade of brown with
.Manufactured by J.
all but miraculous rapidity.

feb!3

CORRESPONDENT,
106

STREET,

FOKE

PORTLAND.

O'BISTAKOKO, No. D3 William Street, New \ ork.
Sold by all Druggists. Applied by all llair Dressers,
eod&wlmsn
nod

A

W. Hunger,

John

What then? His ravages can ha repaired
IN I.EMS THAN TEN .111 NET EH.
It is soon done. No trouble: no danger of injuring
the fibres. Not a stain.

dlmteodllin&w6w

Mutual Benefit

CARD.

To all who are suffering from the errors and Indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood. &e., 1 will send a receipt that will
This great remedy
cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
to
the Rev. Joseph
Send a self-addressed envelope
T. Inman, STATION i>. NEW YORK CITY.
sneod&wyl
no2ff

INSURANCE COMPANY,

LIFE

NEWARK, 1ST. J•
PURELY MUTUAL.

INCORPORATED 1845.

values)..$3%,470,782

28
Ansel**,
1,1879 (par
Liabilitier* (Mass. Standard). 31,113,357 03
Jan.

robesT

Including dividends of
l«7t>.
Standard
on New York

$2,357,424

t>5

(market values)

$5,937,101

18

Surplus,
Surplus

Directors.

ROBES*
ROBES.

Lewis C. Grover, Henry McFarlan, J. B. Pearson,
E. A. Strong,
Joseph A. Halsey,B. 0. Miller,
O. L. Baldwin. Theodore M*ckne*,
Amzi Dodd,
F.T.Frclmghuysen, William Clark, Ed ward II. Wright
Officers.

Lewis C. Grover, President.
B. C. Miller, Treasurer, J. B. Pearson, VicePres’ t
B. J. Miller, Actuary,
E. A. Strong, Seereiary,
II. N. Cougar, Adjuster, F. H. Teese, Counsel.

..

er, Boston.
\T 17th, sch Kate Newman. Newman, Rondout.
Cld 15th, sehs Laura A Webb, Fitzgerald, San Andreas; H G McBue.k, Woodbury, Georgetown SC.

binding

COK. CO«GR£!4M & FKAJYKI.IX NTM.

KLESTON—Cld 13th, sch Lucy M Collins,
Curtis, Wilmington, (having icpaired.)
RICHMOND, VA—Ar 10th, sch Commerce, Per"Sid lGth, sch Caroline Knight, Dyer. New \ ork.
BALTIMORE—Cld loth, sch Thoa N Stone, Pitch-

risks

$13,320,463.16.

l'oud l.ilv.

R»u:Ipleti»,

GEO. C.

merchants, making

ASSETS.

We.*) End,
W hite Bo*f,
Woo.! Violet,
Vlaue-YInui;.
The above extracts, arc equal, it not better, than
Lubin’s or any imported, and are remarkably cheap

eight

to

water-borne.

soon as

itluik.
New JIowu Hay,
Ocean Mprny,

when

on

policies

open

These extracts are unequaled for the toilet. Each
odor i- distinct, delicate and natural. They are put
up in half-pint Itottles, glass-s-toppered, at 81.60
each, or sold by the ounce lor 20 cents. Among the
many odors we have:

take riskB at their office. New
Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue

Company will

This

York,

YORK,

MARINE
AGAINST
RISKS ONLY.

INSURE

iiiipim

C li A

New York.

Wlastney,

no5

°

rv.

mutual Insurance Co.

course,

W1SCASSET, Nov 12—Ar brig L Staples, Stowiroiu
ers, Buoksport; sch Mary A Tower, Simmons,
Thoniaston.
fin
Round
&
Rosa
Adra, Hatch,
Nov 14—Ar, sehs
Pond; Mary E Oliver, Baker, Bootlibay; Teaser,Littlejohn, Portland; Superior, Collin. do.
Nov 17—Ar, sehs A li Miller, Blugdou, and Niger.
Boston; V\ ar Eagle, Frisbee, do; Buena \ Ista

Hunt,

<&

SiendaiB

Do

pended operations.

ATLANTIC

ufactured by

Berlin

LUBEC, Nov 11—Ar, schs Lahaina, Houghton,
Boston: Lookout, Huckins, New York.
.Sid. sch Idle wild, Pike, New \ ork.
Nov 12— Ar, sch Emiua Iv. Smalley, Pike, \> entworth, NS.
Nov 13— Sid, sch Telegraph, Hannah, Boston.
Nov 14—Sid, sch Sea Spray, Holmes, Boston.
Schr Judge Low, Smith, from Dcimysville for Bos
ton carried away head of foremast, when about one
mile West of Quoddy Head, and when last seen was
making for Cutler under mainsail.
The Atlantic Dredging Co. to whom was awarded

;

Chicago & Rock Island.148
dlinois Central.100%
r'
B. & Ouinoy.120
99
Chicago & Alton.
hicago & Alton prefeiiod.114
New York Central. 131%
Lake Shore.103 * 2
90%
dichigau Central.
Erie. 4(5%
74%
Erie preferred..

2

Orue, New York

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

Call.
50 Eastern Railroad. 27Va
First

C rand Prize.

Morrison,

PillLADKLPJ1AA—Cld 10th. barque Miranda,
Corbett. Havana.
T«.
Cld 17th, sehs Jas Bliss. Hatch, Boston; J K BedWatertown,Nov. 18.—Beef Cattle—receipts 483
Bedford.
IT
head; trade rather dull; no improvement; sales of well, Spaulding, New
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed down 14th,ship H II
choice at 7 25; extra G 50@7 OO; first quality 5 75
«.(> 25; second quality at 4 75^*5 50; third quality ; McGilvery; brig Ellen H Munroo
B
L
GilArat Delaware Breakwater 17th, ship
3 75(&4 50; Store Cattle, Working Oxen p pair at
Watt's, Havre.
•-100^$1G(); Milch Cows and Calves at $20a$50; christ,sehs
Almon Bird, and Kate M Hilton.
,s]d,
fancyCows at $55a)(i0; Farrow Cows at $10aS28;
BATll—Ar 17th, ship Ella S Thayer, Fulton, fm
yearlings at $7o$14; two years old at $llo;$28;
sch E A Hayes, Smith. Brunswick.
!
fat
Bordeaux;
Western
old
three
$2(>o:$3H;
Swine,
live,
years
Maine the parties in cases of this character are
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, ships ivanhoe, lierriman,
4%^4%c t> lb. Northern dressed hogs 5%.
23 days;
Hull 28 days; Louisa, Delano, Bremen
at liberty to commence proceedings before any
Sheep anu Lambs—receipts 3()<>0 head; demand
St Nazaire; barque James G
light and prices generally unchanged; sales In lots j Columbus, Humphreys,
one of the eight judges comprising the Supreme
Pendleton, Nichols, Antwerp 23 days; brigs Addle
at 2 00 a2 75 each; extra 3 00@4 75; Spring Lambs
Hale. Sheppard, Havana lit days; Katahaiu, Lord,
4 a 5c; Veal Calves 4><£5 %.
Court.
Charleston: sch Veto, Stevens, Thoniaston.
The Senators-elect and their counsel state
Cld 17tli, ship Clias Dennis. Carney, Yokohama;
Dosuestic markets.
j B Walker, Wallace.for Liverpool; barques G Reuthat while they were remaining in the ante,
W eb
18
New York.Nov.
bens, Leighton, Leghorn; Geo A1 Stanw’ood,
—Evening.—Flour—Receipts
room and were refused admission to the Counber. Birkenhead; brig Stockton, Allen, Boston; sch
2(5,(515 bbls; less active and in iu<ta ices U>c lower,
do.
bbls
sales
Maria
Adelaide,
Kent,
demand mainly for low grades;
13,000
cil chatnbei there were various parties going
Shi 17th, ships Theodore H Allen, for San FranNo 2 at 4 30 a A 80; Sup. \N estern and State at 5 10
The busiin and out with perfect freedom.
cisco; barques Carrie Humphreys, for Java; bred
a5 35;extra Western and State at 5 40@ 5 75;goi*d
\V Carlon. tor Saigon; Jos Baker, for Oporto.
for the day is understood
to choice do at 5 80 a. 7 75: White Wheat Western
ness of the Council
PROVIDENCE—Ar litn.ticus toursupers, pmmextra at 5 80@G 25; fancy do at (5 30 a8 00; ex- I
Phihuielto have been the consideration of applications
tra Ohio at 5 GO a 7 50: extra St. 1 outs at 5 50 si
er, Richmond, Va; Annie Frye, Bryant,
Elizaa.
choice
phia for Pawtucket, Geo Li Somes, Norwood,
for pardon for violations of the liquor law.
8 00; patent Minnesota extra at 7 00 7 50:
beth port: S P Brown, Gerrish. and Czar, Hammond,
to double extra at 7 G0@8 10, including 850 bbls
and
Caroline.
Pierce,
Casco
vino
Lodge,
Klizabetbnort;
u*/,
yu-y .vims extra hi
Tho Kellogg Investigation.
Hutchins, Perth Amboy; Charlie & Willie, Carver,
4 30@4 80; 1250 bbls Superfine at f> 10®5 35; 90u
low extra 5 40® 5 GO; 3s00 bbls Winter Wheat exdo; Waterloo, Thompson, and Reporter, Snow, do;
New Orleans, Nov. 18.—In the Kellogg
Orozirubo, Guptill, Port- Johnoou; Eva Adell, Ellis,
tra at 5 75@7 75; 41i 0 bbls Minnesota extra 5 50
case to-day Peter Williams testified regirdiug
Hoboken; Frank Mayo, Bragg, New ) ork.
ti8 50. closing dull and heavy, southern tlour, comthe election in the seventh ward in this city in
CUBA.
Sid 17th, brig Open Sea, NVymau, New York; sen
mon to fair extra 6 80® 6 30;good to choice at G 35
i.
1870. Moore was declared elected to the legis75. ltye tlour dull a* >i0a5oUfor superfine.
Searsville, Hart, do.
®7
He told witness that
lature from this ward.
BRISTOL—Ar loth, sch J 0 Ilarraden, Strout,
Coniine il quiet; Yellow West; r.i 3 O0®3 25; Urn tiProvidence, to load for New \ ork.
a clerk in Packard’s legislature used to answer
More Pacific Assurances.
dy wine at 3 35^3 40. W iM't t—exports 179,577
.1.1.
,11
\f
NEWPORT—Ar 17th, sch Nancy J Day, Munroe,
and 2 n3c lowbush;
195,8o0
bush;
receipts
heavy
Havana, Nov. 18.— Latest accounts from the
erjmoderately active at decline, sales 813,000 bmh, Hoboken.
gave witness to understand that he could tell a
interior are more reassuring. The situation at
In port, sch Hattie Turner, from Savannah, drag,
on
bush
ungraded
Spring
spot;
including 213,000
tale about Kellogg’s election that would he
1 ort Kov.il
Sagua is improving and public spirits raised.
at 1 12(0.1 33; No 3 do 1 2G o l 30; No 2 do 1 33,
(is chartered to load guano at Orient for
useful to tiie Democrats, out of which they
at 1 30® l 42; No 2 do at
at si 50 pr ton. and baek to Boston with lumber tit
Red
A decree published declares the province ot
Winter
ungraded
They agreed to Santa Clara in a state of war, but not
could make a pile of money.
1
s7 per thousand.
No l do 1 42 V2'«■ 43; ungraded
interfere, l 40V2 a 1 42a Va;
42 V2 ;No 1
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 17tli, schs Jed l ve, Langdo this, but Moore bocause of getting a place
Amber f 34 1 42Vi; ;No 2 do at 1 41
with the functions of the civil authorities.
Tuck
Mixed Winter 1 37; ungraded White at 1 39\ttl 41;
in the custom house would now testify to the
ley, New York; Aleora, Robinson, do; liiraiu
1
1
at
bush
1
No
Kuowlton, and Express, .Murphy, do.
do
at
2
37;
Moore
No
41V4®
er,
now
do,
15,000
dead, gave
Blanchard,
contrary.
\\
GlovGeo
schs
N—Ar
15tli,
VINEYARD-HAYJ
I 42 Va; No 2 Spring old, 32,000 bush at 1 34%^
us.) in the
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
dOh blank registration papers to
Haat
er, New York for Boston; Emma Crosby, New
®1 35, No 1 White for November, 32,000 bush
Moore said the ward went
for
seventh ward
Bedford
New
Edward
at
MG
Stanley.
ven for Portland;
Mark Jewett of Rowley, Mass., aged 75, was
1^411/4 a 1 41%. Rye is firm; No 2 Western
Democratic but was counted for tiie Bopubli- drowned in
D 11 Ingraham, from Rockland for
bash: receipts
144.339
a.
Uc.
Lincolnville;
Cora—exports
river,
Rowley
Monday.
hooks
the
the
election
After
a
e ms.
Richmond.
registration
ligut
102,970 bash: heavy and Va@lc lower with
Four inches of snow feil at Littleton, N. II.,
house and names
were taken to tint custom
Shi, schs Edw Stanley, and Geo \\ Glover.
trade; sales 179,00i» bush, including 107,000 Jmsh
A r lBth, schs Silas MoLoon, Hoboken lor \\eyMonday night.
on the spot: ungraded59G< c,No 3 at 5GV4'®®56V4i \
erased.
^
» GOc;
Round
No
2
at
at
mouth.
8c;
59Va
stearner
57%
®
D. H. Morris, United States supervisor in
Geo. Perry, aged 23, fell from the Elliot
Sid. sch Emma Crosby.
Yellow 04: No 1 White G7c: new Southern Yellow
tiie seventh ward in the eieotion in 187ti, testibridge in Campion, N. II., Saturday, and re- 58c; No 2 November at 59%c,closing at 59 Vyc bid,
BOSTON—Ar 17th, schs Ella Brown, Brown, from
ceived injuries which will probably prove fafied that tne election was very fair. No trouble
Calais; Paragon. Wilson, Eastport; Louise, Leigh5 :%c asked- do for December GUiJ/s ct60%, closing
Billow, Perry,
There was no protest entered, yet
tal.
occurred.
ton, and Carroll, Colbetli, Maeliias;
at 60%c bid, GU'aC asked. Out* receipts 72,9' u
Harrington; Leaping Water. Hodgkins, Vinalhaveu;
poll three was thrown our by tiie Returning
The report that Gen. Wolseley has conclude nush; shade easier and ‘airly active; sales 110,009
Alt Desert; Eben Dale,
\V
do
White
c
II
Cushman,
for
for
No
3.
Sargent,
wi
cast
at
the
oli
4.>C
re
Dash;
45V2C
5tW
votes
45V2®4
Board. Nearly
i
ed to retain the First Regimen., of dragoons at
Babbidge, North port.
N 2: 41'•% (i 40% c for do White; 47c for No 1
with about 170 majority lor the Dornocr ts.
the Cape in consequence of trouble in TransCldl/th, barque Hancock, King. Buenos Ayres;
Wh te: Mixed Western at 44® 47yoc. latter choice:
Witness said tiio returns had ail been made
vaal is contradicted.
sch H E Riley, Colflu, Demarara.
a hit*- Western 45% « 47 V2C:Mixed State at 47 Vyc;
according to law.
Ar 18th, barque S it Lyman. Pinkhaui, Glasgow;
latter
10,State
White
including
46®49Vac,
fancy,
Oscar Hobenstein, on account of whose intiBernard Williams testified that lie was hired
sells Moro, Smith, Calais; Catharine, Jordan, and
900 No 2 January 40%c. Shi; «r nominal; lair to
macy with Mrs, Henry II ausman the latter’s
and
refined
dull
hv Lewis, naval oiticcr at Now Orleans, to go
Hammond, Ellsworth; Cambridge, Perry,
Otranto,
9%c;
prune
S*/h®9c;
husband killed his three children and then Jgood refining
Bath.
KelWashiuulim in the interest of Kellogg.
weak; standard *A at I0V4 <j.lOVyc: granulated and
two years ago, commitin
York
New
himself,
«. 111/«.
1
i
.*3
osch Ella M Storer.
at
crushed
Below,
xt
to
tho
where
10%
10%c;
others
powered
depot
logg sent him with
ted suicide Sunday after a long course of dissiSALEM—Ar 15th, sch Martha Weeks, Somes,
laMxX'M is steady and quiet. Petroleum higher and
lie got five Spotford witnesses and (brought
m
crude
at
1
Roudout.
with
Mrs.
united
Ho
lived
Hausman
18Vs;
12‘/2@1
until
pation.
strong; 150,000
them at midnight to Kellogg, who by arousing
TaPORTSMOUTH—Ar 17th, sch Uncle Sam, Shaw,
bun; at 4; iiGbbla at 7®Me; refined 8Vfe bid.
lier death from drunkenness.
their fears as to what their treatment would ho
PorU opened firm, closing
Rockland.
in w is firm 7Vi <5 7 Vi.
W.
will
M.
The
of
the
late
of
was
turned
out
lie
a
it
in Louisiana
Beltzhoover,
(Kellogg)
Sailed, schs Avon, Mary Langdon, Billow, Louisa,
lower with moderate trade; 475 mess on spot 1* u
the Semite, and by promising each .?i3U0 anil a
wealthy bachelor and well known merchant of
f/ 11 1
Mary Louisa. Carroll, Australia, Paragon, Fannie.
; 50 family mess 12 62Vs: 7.>9 mess Det>co
iueiauve position in tne custom house prePhiladelphia, who died last week, reveals the cember Ll OO: 17 *0 January new at 12 4'»« 12 5o.
Magnum Bonuin, Gov Coney. Alavilower, Ophir, Tele
firm, ftjartl
W mio*v. olive, Sarah lionise, iiumc, Romeo,
existence of a son,who gets half a million. The
15 (i f r February new 12 45.
vailed upon them to go hack on their New
HotchEmma
graph, S W Perry, Pemaquid, Albert,
heavy and lower; 525 tes prime steam o me
Orleans affidavits and testify as he (Kellogg)
boy’s mother now lives in Cincinnati, is mar- closed,
1‘ 0
ui
k .ss, Susan Ross, Cicero, Marmora, John S Moulton,
.sp.ii at 7 32* 2«7 35; 800 u» arrive
ried, and occupies a good social position.
Before they left tne room Kellogg
desired.
Winner, and others.
tor December 7 32 2 ®7 40; 40 5 for January 7 -.0
The trial of the murderers of Joseph Frye
\ iun»> April
paid each the «5U0.
0,7 50; 27 0 February 7 47 vs «7
TOKEIRA PORTS.
Cross examination elicited the fact that witis set down for Monday, Dec. 15.
T72%® 7 77 Vs; loo city steam 7 25; 725 refined
ness had been arrested several times for misAt Singapore Oct 7, barque Henry A Litchfield,
quoted T 70 continent. Butter dull and unsettled:
Lieut. Gen. Sheridan will not attend the unSlate 17®3bc; Western 18^38. Ct> «*«»«* quiet and
He had been hiding away from
for .Marseilles, gets £1475 m full.)
demeanors.
Drummond,
veiling of the Thomas statue on account of firm; State 9® 13c; |skiins 7,0.8c; Western 8® 13c;
Ar at Java about 4th lust, barque lllie, Sawyer,
the committee because Morris Marks told
sickness.
-kirns 7® 8c.
New' York.
him be would not get all years’pension due
freights to Liverpool dull; Wheat ^ steam 9.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Oct 1, barque Sand B Hale,
The Chilians hope to completely repair the
him if lie testified before tiie committee. Some
i captured Huscar.
Haven, Portland; 2d, Sami E Spring.Rose, do; BonChicago. Nov. 18.—Flour nominally unchanged.
time ago he applied for a place in the custom
13lh, sell Kenset-t, ilarraden,
ny Doon, Colo, do;
Wheat active and lower: No 2 Red Winter at 1 20;
Trial of police captain Williams for clubbing
house and would not have testified had lie
No 2 Chicago Spring 1 14% ®1 15 cash; 1 15 Va for
Portland, (and sailed for Rosario); 18th, barque
a citizen was begun yesterday.
Estella, Poole, Calais.
December; 1 10% for January; No 3 do at I »’.»Va
got tiie place. He promised Kellogg last nigiis
Corn is dull, weak
Ar at Buenos Ayres Oct 18, barque Mlgnon, Soule
lie would not testify, hut tiie sergeant-at-arms
(/, ] 05% ; rejected at 85.a87c.
Patrick Gibbon, a Hyde Park, Mass, shoeVictoria.
and lower at 4lVsC for cash; 39%®40o December;
was killed by a dose of oxalid acid yescought him after lie had been hiding all day.
maker,
in
o
l
Oats
at
g
for
38V4c.
Sid Oct 2, barque Wealthy Pendleton, Blanchard,
43%c
May; rejected
Kellogg will bring witnesses to disprove t.hi3 terday, taken by mistake for epsorn salts.
N<_w Orleans; 12th, Ada Gray, Plummer, Aloinedemand and shade higher at 33 %o for cash; 32%o
statement and if not effectually rebutted by
and
Baile\
3
steady.
%c May. Rye
viuio; 1'Jth, Ella. Matthew?, Boston; 2*)tb, barque
Monday John Kopp, employed in a Leaven- f r December;
this mode will ask tiie Senate lor a full invesJ as McCarty, Tibbetts, Montevideo.
Fork is dull at 10 oO for cash; 9 90®9 95 f jt Noworth. Kansas, coal shaft, was struck by fall11
07
10
00
for
Deoember;ll
Ar at Point-a-Pitre Oet 20, sob Reuben $ Hunt,
9
10
tigation.
vember; 95®
ing rock and fell 810 f et Ha was killed.
for January. Lard active but lower 6 70® 6 72Va
Wilde, New York.
The
Arch
95
Duabess
Christina
Las
6
Ar
has
ao*
started
for
and
at Port Spain Oct 16, sch Jennie Beaaloy, Llbbeen
January.
for cash
Clerk Ambrose's resignation
December; 92%®G
f reights—Corn to Buffalo 4%@5; Wheat 6Vi.
bey, New York, (and sailed 21st for Hayti).
pain.
oepted but he will be prosecuted all the same.
e
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Capital..
In Deering, Nov. 18, by Rev. W. A. Bos worth, Edward <J. Gardner of Portland ami Florence N. Grigg
of Deering.
In Bath, Nov. 15, W. Henry Maniple and Miss
Mary B. Bearisto.
In Norway, Nov. 13, Cbas. A. Allen of Waterford
and Miss Eliza E. Buzwell of Norway.

ber 1 50.

st'*eKs

Railroad Bonds

Insure
—

and

City, Town

SPECIAL NOTICES.

7IARIIIAGE8.

NAM K

fair amount of business
without material change in

past week

the

rates.

7. no iat, &c, ship L B Gilchrist, from Havre
Philadelphia.

ANN UAL STATEMENT, JAN. 1, IS7!>.

|

Medina.

_FINANCIAL._
United States, State,

18.000 bush wheat,

Liverpool,Nov.

@25

..

Palermos.
Nuts.
Peanuts—

>r

Flour dull and unchanged.
ST. l.
i". Nov. 18.
Wheat dull and drooping. No 2 Ked Fall at l 2*>%
bd .or ash; 1 27at 28% for December; I 30l/»«£
1 ..1% for January;No 3 Ked Fall I 10% bid. Corn
h'gher early in day but declined to 37%c for c ish;
37 4 c for November; 30% a a 37%c tor December; 37 a 37s/ae for January. uats firm at 31% «
: 1
e cash; 31 •'Vac December.
Dye is higher 7«»Va_10 75
Barley is active and tirm 85a4>0<-. Pork quiet
is quiet t> 75. Hulk
laird
cash;'ll 37% February,
;
Meats in good demand; loose shoulders 3 7.*,«,3
clear rib i> 8(> a 5 DOiclear sides at 0 10.40 15. Ba-

_______

20 50
@24 00
70

Barker,

Nov
f

Daily Wholesale llnrliH.
Pom lam). Nov. 18.

easier and

Ada

At

Receipt*.—3,0‘«> bbls

(thickens.

At Bridgwater, NS. 10th Inst, sch
Edwards, for Bail Fernando, ready.

21.<<00 hush barley.

r\<

65.000 hush e« ru, 7,oo0 bush oats. 1,000 bush rye,
9.000 oush baney.
Shipments-9,000 bbls Hour. 5.000 bush wb**nt,
The market is very quiet to-day and little doing,
5.000 bush corn, 3,000 bush write,10 J00 bush bar
Of >00 bush rye.
!
Icy,
owing to the severe storm. Grain is firmer but not
Denton .Nov. 18.—Wheat easier; extra—no s les;
quotably higher. Sugar unchanged; we quote gran- White
at 1 27% cash uni tor November; 12%
Portland

2c.

didate ii not permitted to examine the returns
to see is anything requires correction. Messrs.
Baker and Baker further allege that the senior
member of their firm has practiced before the
Governor and Council of different, political
parties on disputed election cases for the past

en

The survivors of the Farragut fleet in Philafor the
due li r
captures at New Or e ms in It62.
In a supposed incendiary fire at Andover,
Mass., yesterday morning, two boys aged 10
and 12 years, were suffocated and their bodies
badly burned.
The Boston Merchants Association has appointed a coin in ittee to cooperate with other
organizations for the enactment of a National
bankrupt law.
The Britisli court of inquiry into the causes
of the collision between the Champion and
Lady Octavia. acquit the officers of the latter
of all responsibility.

delphia have organized an association
purpose of obtaining the prize money

of State to the co on unications of Messis.
Railroad Tunnel.
Locke and Harris, another effort was uj ido by |
the attorneys, Messrs. Baker & Baker, who
addressed a communication to the Governor
KILLED AND
CHINAMEN
THIRTY
The comand Council late in the afternoon.
MANl' INJURED.
munication was carried to the State House by
the junior member of the firm, Mr. Orville D.
Sax Francisco, Nov. 18.—An explosion ocBaker, who, on reaching the ante chamber, cur ied in tunnel No. J on the narrow gauge
ho
to
be
tuTniitted
that
wished
a
sent
message
railroad from San Juan to Santa Cruz early
this morning. From meagre accounts thus far
to the Council chamber for a period not exit appears that a blast was let off
ceeding “three minutes.” Word was sent out received
about, -1700 feet from the north of the tunnel
that they would hear him for just that time.
which caused the explosion of gases generated
He was admitted and read to them and left for
by filtering coal oil through the roof and sides.
Twenty-one Chinuneu were at work in the
file the following:
Immediately about -0
tunnel at the time.
To the Honorable the Governor and Council of
lu,,re Chinamen rushed into the tunnel with
and when tiny
the State of Maine:
comrades
their
torches to aid
had penetrated about 1500 feet the torches
As your honorable body have passed an
caused a second explosion more violent than
order declaring that the twenty days in which
the
first, shaking the mountain to its
application for correction of election returns is
allowed by the statute should begin to run
centre. Two white men were brought out terfrom the 17th inst. wc have the honor to reribly burned and about ten Chinamen, all
As near as can be learued
quest as counsel for certain Senators and Rep- seriously injured.
killed. The second
whose names we have
Hume thirty Chinamen are
resentatives elect,
wrecked
engines and works. Physialready filed with yon. that you will advise us explosion
cians were dispatched to the scene from San
when we or m clien s may examine the returns
Jose and everything possible is being done for
in your presence or in the presence of any
the sufferers.
committee of vonr honorable body. As the ob*
vious c ntempl ition of the law is that everyone
[second despatch.]
interested in the returns may have the whole
It now appears there were three explosions.
of the twenty days for application for correcSeventeen Chinamen have been taken out
tions if needed, we have to submit for your
Twenty-four dead remain
horribly burned.
consideration that every clay in which we are
There is a terrible scene of
in the tunnel.
debarred from the examination now asked is a
suffering in camp and ruin all around the
serious infringement of our undeniable rights
The gas prevents any
mouth of the tunnel.
As a further and
under the laws of the state.
Work
attempts to recover bodies at present.
we
examination
pressing reason for immediate
will ho delayed two months. The scene of the
several
Senators
and
to
that
sav
Represen- disaster is almost on the ton of the Santa Cruz
beg
tatives elect residing in remote sections of the
mountains vvhers coal oil abounds. Explosstate are now here and desire to set* if there
ions and fires have been frequent before and
their
arc any
errors in the returns affecting
cost several lives.
own election. Awaiting your reply, we remain

|

on

°r.

TERRIBLE EXPLOSION.

I

we offer this Fall were all selected
in tho season, and as we line Jour owu Skins
warranted
one
is
perfect.
every

Oitr Robes

early

B. B. PECK,

State Agent ter Maine and New Hampshire)
No. 23 Exchange St.,

PRICES.
Whole Skine, unlined, $2.00 to $4.60. Some exlarge whole Skins $4.75 to $5.75.
Indian Tanned whole Skins, lined, $5.60 to $8.50

NOV.

FRIDAY,

tra

SALE,

I4TH,

We shall offer

WOLF ROBES

FIFTY DOZ. THREE-BUTTON

S9.SO.
Horse Blankets 87c to 8.7.00: Buck, Kid,
Skin, Nutria, Castor and Seal Gloves otic up.

3ES11 X> S 2

Dog

great bargain.

at a

25c.

BOYS’ WINTER CAPS,
MEN’S WINTER CAPS,
SCOTCH CAPS,

!J»c.

...

Something entirely new ior
mense stock of Children's Caps.

I'ORTI.AND. MB.

nolOdlm

ROBES.

BUFFALO

i.auies

m si mess i rings

50c.

nais.

im-

AND CRESS COODS
at better

BROADWAY SILK HATS

bargains

fore

only $3.00 and exchange. Same Hat as others get
$3.50 for. Largo stock of Ladies’ Furs, Fur Caps

seen

than

be-

ever

in Portland.

SATi’RBAV, !.5lh,

and Cloves.

Shall add Cloaks to

onr

Sale.

COME AND SEE.

.a

•*

__

.,,

I

Middle

197

Vickery tfeLeighton,

HATTER,

THE
not

431 AND 433 CONGRESS ST.

Street,
emitf

LAWKS’ CLO VKLMiS.

REMOVAL.

Zenas

dt£

no 13

Thompson, Jr.,

Carriage

Manufacturer,

Has removed from the

“OLD STAND,” 482 & *04 Congress St.
TO

NEW

will open THIS DAY the finest line of

FACTORY,

Ladies’ Fall and Winter

32,34,30 & 38 Union

GLOMINGS

NEAR FALMOUTH HOTEL.

O uSL ifl x>

over

I take this occ ision to retnrv my thanks to all my
friends and ihe public generally »«>r past avors and
pleasure 1 inform them that I
patronage and awith
Union St. with
new factory on
have lilted up
S eam I’owt-r and Steam l-.levator and
^jre-jnr ly improved facilities for handling work to advantage, to
an inspection of which you are respectfully invited*
oi*23
coddin

fni!

popular

druggist has the ingredients. Address
O., ^Nujunu »t.. 19. \
E)AVID40\ &
wod&wlv 21

ill Premiums

at STATE FAIR, 1879.

Opposite Falmouth Hotel,

€. J. WiI£ELER,

Newspaper Advertising Agent,

prices.

LAMSON,
Artist Photographer,

RESTORED.

5 Wa.liiujnon Bniltling, Pro» deuce,B. I

to sell them to

__<12m_

«ep22

Prescription Free. For the speedy Cure of
Seminal Weakness, Loss of Manhood and all disorders brought on by indiscretion or excess. Auy
to4

prepared

Portland,

tjlt. Trade and at Retail at

j

BgAitfiiobo
f|

jsre

offered in

PORTI.i^lD, me.

I

Tp

one

flight only.

nesd*
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THE

the moral influence of registration in stopping
begging, and argued, using the Boston Young
Men’s Christian Union as an illustration, that

THE SCIENCE OF CHARITY.

PRESS.

What is

WEDNESDAY MORNING, NOV. 19.

Being Done in

the

Various

Cities.

THE PRESS
G.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
ArmFessenden, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, AN.
P.
strong, Cox. Wentworth. Hodsdon, Hayden,
M -rris, corner Exchange and Fore St.; NVelauder.
on
all
B >ston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros.,
tr.iins that run out of the city.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston and Auburn, of Richard Foss,
fciddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison and W. II. Marrett.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Wow Ifor* l’s Corner, H. Moody.
Cumu. rland Mills, A. W. C. Cloudman.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Saecarappa. at the Post Office.
RorKl inu, O. C. Andrews and E. R. Spear.
Damanscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freonori, W. .J. Parker.
Thoxnaston, S. I >elauo.
Viualhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Wiscasset. Gibbs & Bundle*
Yarmouth. C. E. Coombs.
Auburn. V. R. Foss.
Lisbon, C. K. dudkins.
HalKiwell. H. H. Allan.
Augusta, F. Pierce.

Under this head, the Boston Journal thus
speaks: “Probably no revolution of greater importance or of greater claims on both present
and future generations was every inaugurated,
than that of which the Associated Charities of

London,Philadelphia,Brooklyn,Buffalo,Spring*
field and Boston are tho organized exponents,
aud tiio untiring and constantly developing
From tho address of Robert Treat
agencies.”
Paine, Jr.,it will bo well to make a few brief exreaders may understand something about this important matter. Mr. Paine
said that he congratulated tho association on
the practical results of its work and that Boston was not behind its sister cities in grasping
the key to tho hitherto unsolved problem of
systematic and real benevolence. Our larger
tracts

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Ladies Can Find—II. 1. Nelson & Co.
In a Quiet Way—Hassell Seminary.

who are more fortunate. As an illustration be
cited tho case of a widow and six children
which had recently como to the knowledge of
tho associated charities.
Tiioy wero all so ac-

Adamson's Botanic Balsam.
N K W A1 >VEimSEMEOTS.
Lost—Dr. Warren.
P. Warren. M. D.
Manhood Restored—Davidson & Co.
Legging—II. 1. N\ Ison & Co.
M. C. M. Association—Free Drawing

Stanley

customed to subsisting on the contributions of
the benevolent, that they found it far easier
than to earn their living. Here lay the danger
Tho demoralizing effect on
of loo much aid.

School.

Adamson’s Botanic Balsam is compounded
of the best natural healing extracts of Bark,
Rods and Gums in the world. It is a safe and
reliable medicine, pleasant to the taste, and
Coughs, Colds. Asthma and Croup.
nov 19WaSaw
Price, 35 and 75 cts.

chiefly to children that society owes its care
and efforts, for the touchstone of true civilization is the value put on tho life of a child.
Mr. Paine briefly referred to the registry list
which the society is preparing, and passed to
consider what he termed the more fascinating
part of tho work, tho organization of moral
agencies. Relief in alms is given, he said, as
before, by the relief-giving societies. Our

—

quiet way you are doing a r/rand work
for girls, more than people who are not pata

imagine,” writes a father to Lasell Seminary, Auhurndale, Mass. Send for catalogue.
rons

Ladies can find a good assortment of Wool
Leggings at H. I. Nelson & Co.’s in the Farnovl9d3t
rington Block.
Our leading physicians

are

visitors

calling atten-

novl5S&W2t

Nkw Kid Gloves, Neck Ties, Ruchings,
Laces and Ribbons, just opened at Carlton
novlSd2t
Kimball’s, 495 Congress street.
Worsted

in

tration the great Roxbury Charitable Socii ty.
The Society of St. Vincent de Paul does not
register, but its visitors are understood to he
working in harmony with those of the Associated Charities.
The importance of securing

Cali, and sco the All Woo! Dress Goods that
are selling at 37 i cents.
Rines Bros.

we

these daily reports of individual cases cannot
be overestimated in that replies are at once
returned from the registration office, which
state whether tho applicant has already received aid or whether he or slio is at the time

novl7-3t
Chew Jackson’s Best Sweet

Navy Tobacco
de28S&Wwly

Periodicals.—Tiie Atlantic for December
has been received and is for sale by the following newsdealers: Hall L. Davis, Exchange
street, at the book and periodical depot of
N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster Hall; also at tho
newspaper and periodical depot of Geo. II.
Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, and at tho
newspaper establishments of C. R. Chisholm &
Bro.. in the Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.

There will be

aid from any of the many relief soIn speaking of the frauds
cieties in tho city.
and deceptions of professional mendicants,

receiving

Mr. Paine read from a recent London news“Profcssoi”
paper the advertisement of a
Lazarus Rooney, who teaches “the art of begging” in six lessons, and keeps oa hand a supply of sores, etc., for the use of people who
This system of
make their living by hogging.
imposture can he stopped in Boston, said tho

Guards.

Washington

meeting of the Washington Guards
Wednesday Evening, at 7Vi o'clock, at Republican
Headquarters. Every member is requested to be
T. M. GLKNDENNtNG,
present. Per Order
Captain.
a

by sending a letter of inquiry, or a
card addressed “Committee of Registration, Associated Charities, Chardon street.’
A reply will be received by return mail, and
tho philanthropically inclined inquirer wil
then know whether the mendicant be a fit
subject for his charity.
The relations of this society with tho varicn
organizations of a benevolent nature ill the
speaker,

po:tal

Superior Court.
JUDGE BONNET.

BEFORE

TUESDAY.—Elden I).

lishing
gaged to

Co.

In the

work

Pratt

for

vs.

The New Era Pub-

defendants

the

plaintiff
advertising
daily paper was
editor, general

of 1878 the

summer

giving

swift and methodical work, is insuring the success of the Associated Charities.
Daily report
are received from the
Overseers of the Poor,
and efforts are making to include in its regis-

Jackets, Sacks,
Hoods, Rigolettc-Fantasie, Scarfs and Mittens,
at very low prices.
Carlton Kimball, 495 Connovl8d2t
gress street.
Goods

from

as
ci-ufficio members, and should be
consulted and taken into the confidence of the
society. Hut they do not, and should not, act as
Deliberation by several minds is
visitors.
necessary in order to guard against hasty and
Tho registration office, in
injudicious relief.
charge of Mr. Howard, is in perfect working
order, and the Registration Committee, by its

Rich Black Silk Fringe, 50e a yard;
also a beautiful line of other Fringes and Buttons cheap, at Carlton Kimball’s, 495 Cougress
novl8d2t
street.

Nkw

are

garded

pieces

25

prohibited

funds, or
clothing, or food, and so aro benevolent individuals whose contributions amount to as
much in the course of a year to those of orSuch persons should be reganized societies

of cheap soaps made from impure material.
The old Brown 'Windsor of ,T. & E. Atkinson
is made from the best and purest materials,
and is exquisitely scented.

of

unworthy parents

which is
widened by seeing contributions flowing in
from all sides is one of tho evils which the
new system
is calculated to remedy. It is
the children

cures

“In

our

cities, he said, aro filled with benevolent individuals, and contain a number of organizaHence tho netions devoted to doing good.
cessity of a sort of clearing house. We do not,
he said, declare that not enough relief is giv#en, but relief of want is not the only thing
needed by those who aro down from those

AND VICINITY.

GITA;

that

en-

as

city are believed to he entirely satisfactory,
agent and shortly after, when a
there being no friction or lack of harmony.
started, ho became, as he says, local
The public err if they consider this a separate
manager, and for three weeks, in the absence of
The work of associating the
Col. Montgomery, the managing editor, tho plaintiff
organization.
filled that position, t or this work tho plaintiff ! charities of Boston had been auspiciously beclaims for ten weeks the price of $10 per week, anti
gun, and tho intelligent co-operation of the
for the last seven weeks $15 per week, making $205
public was the only thing now needed for the
the
bill
in
for labor. There are also other items
prevention of needless labor, timo and expenno
which
there
is
suod amounting to $34.35, about
di ure. Tho return of prosperity, said Mr
lor
defendants
credit
dispute. The plaintiff gives
Paine, in concluding his address, and the concash $137.30, leaving, as plaintiff claims, a balance
sequent increase of wages makes this a favoradue him of $101.90.
ble opportunity for carrying our work to perThe defendants claim that tho plaintiff agreed to
work for them as advertising agent for his board
fection.
and washing, amounting to $6 per week, and that
THE WOEK IX
PHILADELPHIA.
amount they have paid.
Tho liev. D. O. Kellogg of Philadelphia, the
Verdict for plaintiff for $102.0(5, full amount
head of the Associated Charities of that city,
claimed.
made the next address, giving a very interestfor
Metcalf
plaintiff.
ing and encouraging report of the success u
Scribner for defendants.
operations of the new system. lie first spok
Municipal Court.
of the topographical peculiarities of PhiladelJUDGE

BEFORE

KNIGHT.

Collins.

Tuesday.—.John

county jail.
1 auiel Hyde. Intoxication.

days

phia, saying that its population of 800,000 was
d vided
among
thirty-one wards, somi
of which contained 00,000 persons each. When

Sixty

Intoxication.

in

Same

search and seizure.

on

Ninety days

Fined

in

$50 and

jail.

the work of tho

costs.

Committed.

.James McNelus. Intoxication. Thirty days in jail.
Thomas Berry, Anna Maxwell, Vick O’Leno, Caroline smith. Charles E. Pierce, Patrick Cavenaugh
Intoxication.
Fined $3 each
and Frank Parker.
ana costs.

Philip

%

O’Neal et al.

Search and seizure. Fined $50

and costs. Appealed.
Alfred L. Clair.
Search
and costs. Committed.
Bnei

and seizure.

Fined

$50

Jottings.

Monday night and snow storm yesterday. Mercury 32° at sunrise, 32° at noon and
Rain

30° at sunset; wind north-east.
Eleven tramps found refuge from the storm
last night at the station.
The season of Fraternity dances for 1870-80
will commence at City Hull Nov. 28tli.
Tho Samarifcau Association dance is post-

poned

Friday night

to

the

trips

on

account of the storm.
hauled by two horses
was difficult to make

on

The street cars were
last night and then it
time.

j

Associated Charities was begun, a year ago, Mr. Kellogg said that he
found already in existence, eighty-nine out
door relief organizations, about seventy medical charities of various sorts, a number of hospitals and similar institutions, and very many
mutual benefit and co-operative societies. Fi-

nally it was decided to make the movement
essentially a popular one. The difficulties it
the way of bringing about a consolidation of
these charities were almost insuperable, so a
system of registration was first established for
wished to avai
as many of these societies as
themselves of it. The combined yearly income
of all these organizations, including what the
city annually appropriated for charity, was
about 1:1.000,000, and the managers of tho Associated Charities

what a gigantic power
The true function
of corruption lay therein.
of charity, said the speaker, is to put an end to
charity, and tho only means of accomplishing
Tin"
this resuit is by building up character.
aid of tho ladie3 was at once invoked, and ovei
saw

Within two weeks tho letter carriers and the
Western Union boys of this city will be iur.
women in
Philadelone thousand of the best
nished with new uniforms.
A. G. Sterling got 23 out of 30 balls at tho j phia were soon in the field, not as distributors
in alms, but as visitors to the households of
contest for tho Peaks Island badge. Mr. J B.
applicants fur aid. it required great heroism
Jones, the holder, secured 28.
in these Judies, who had always before bestowto the storm the steamer

Cambridge

Owing

The Elcanora
made a harbor here yesterday.
and New Brunswick laid up, and the City of
Portland put back.
Forest City Lodge, I. O. G. T., lias changed
its place of meeting to Sons of Temperance
Hall, between Oak and Green streets, on
Wednesday evenings.
Tito Patriarchal Association, which is comof members of the different bodies of
Odd Follows of tho city, propose to hold an
entertainment shortly.
They are to have a
meeting next Monday evening to further coir

posed

sider the matter.
The sloop John E. Fowler of Falmouth
while beating up New Casco, got dismasted off
York Ledge. The Captain, F. E. Sargent
the tiller when the mast fell.
The mate was in tho rigging and had a narrow
escape. The wreckers were soon on board and
took her back to the wharf.
was

standing at

Suicide.
Yesterday afternoon Mr. F. D. White who
resides at the corner of Oxford and Wilrnot
streets committed suicide by hanging in a coal
shed

on

Custom House

tuiiate man

placed

a

WhaH.

rope

over a

The unforbeam, stood

upon a lump dt coal, placed the noose around
When
his neck, and stepped from the coal.
found he had been hanging about half auCoroner Hall and Mr. Iticli, the under
hour.
Mr. White had
taker, were at once notified.
of varioloid some time ago
a severe attack
and sin.-e then lie lias shown signs of insanity.
Ho leaves a widow but no children.
In spite of his insanity, however, he had a
system in iiis method of suicide. Hu carefully
wound the nooso with doth that the cord
might notcauso any abrasion of .the skin and at
tire end of it was

thimble through which the
His remains will bo taken to
a

rope played.
Lisbon to-day for burial.

Crystal Wedding.
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. John P. Hobbs,
No. 50 Carleton street, to the number of about
seventy, assembled at their residence Monday
night. It was the fifteenth anniversary of
their marriage and they received many crystal
tokens from the friends who chose thus to celebrate tne event. AfLer a bountiful sapper
and a jolly good time they broke up at a late

hour._

•

Tin: first letters of the Alphabet of Life will
be described and illustrated by Dr. Holies
Seldom
at Williston church this opening.
have our citizens liad such an opportunity to
All who
combine instruction with pleasure.
were present last week we are sure will desire
go again, and many who were then detained
by the storm will no doubt bo anxious to greet
he doctor at his second lecture.
to

their rounds, to withstand the incessant temptations which they now met to
violate their word and do tho same.
Great
tvet was also required in order to gain acresNo visit r u as alto the hearts of the people.
lowed more than live or six families.
This
women’s work was tiio most gratifying part ol
ed alms

on

tho work of tho Associated Charities in Phila
deipliia. There is now in contemplation, said
Mr. Kellogg, a system of education for children. Not that the public schools were insutficent. but the aim was to withhold relief from
families whose children are kept out of school.
An employment bureau is also to be establishei this winter, chiefly for the purpose of redistributing labor throughout the city. In giving
our
duty, said the
money we compromise
And
sneaker. M’c do that which is easiest.
not until we gam a conception of the true
worth of manhood shall wo tread in the footsteps of tho great Master of Charities, Jesus

Christ.
A SAMPLE OF THE WORK IN BOSTON.

Mr. Paine called on Mrs. Caswell for an account of tiio workrooms in Ward Six, hut that
lady gave, instead, two or three instances ol
tho practical results of the new system of
which proved highly interesting.
In
her ward 150 cases have been registered, examined and visited, the visitors numbering oil.
One case was that of a widow and six children,
on North street, all living on charity.
They

charity

visited, the mother given employment a[
tile workrooms and each of the children placed
Not a cent was given them,
at suitable work
and now they have a weekly income sufficient
were

for their maintenance. Another ease was that
of a woman with a family who was urged not
to apply to the overseers of the poor for aid,
but to take in washing; her pride rebelled, but

finally she voided
provided with

to Mrs. Caswell’s logic and
work. Still another instance
mentioned was that of a woman whom they
taught to sew at the work rooms and then supplied with employment. Said Mrs. Caswell, 1

was

used to delight so in giving that at first it was
very hard for me to refrain; people tell me I
am grow.ng ciuel, but it is being cruel to be

kind.
A WONDERFUL STORY FROM BROOKLYN.

Pres dent Low of tiio Associated Charities of
Bro iklya, N. Y., gave a sketch of the
history
of tli work in that city.
It was, unlike
every
in
tho
other city
world,a city of homes, with no
bu linens house-; in all its vast extent. Last
winter, u ider tho system ol associated charities, 8 i09 families which had during previous
winters been the recipients of charity to the
oa

atuou

it

of

5100,000

were

absolutely

cut

off,

and. contrary to the predictions r.f some, although the winter was a hard one, there was
esi

suffering than

usual.

Mr. Low

spoke of

the expense of organizing charity was in the
end money saved.
If, he said, wo will pay to
secure able men more good will be done than
if we trust to the untrained thougli willing

The Sanford Case.
THE TESTIMONY AT THE

CORONER’S

INQUEST.
Complete Exoneration of the Implicated

heart.

Parties.
THE WORK IN PORTLAND.

It will bs

meeting

was

remembered that last spring a
held in the Mayor’s oftiee for the

purpose of organizing a society in this city
similar to the societies in the cities before named. At this meeting Mr. Baxter presented a

plan which met with favor, and Hon. \V. \V.
Thomas, Woodbury S. Dana and J. P. Baxter
were appointed a committee to prepare a constitution and to report at a future meeting.
This committee met and prepared a constitution but it was then deemed too late to call a
meeting and further action was postponed until autumn. This meeting has now been called to meet at tho house of Mr. Dana ou High
street, and a delegate from eacli of the various
benevolent societies of tins city, and tho pastor or a delegate from every religious society
It is to be
in the city is invited to be present.
hoped that a society may be formed here and
meet with the favor of the public.
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

DIPLOMACY.

That there will he a large audience in attendance at Portland Theatre on Friday night we
hope and expect because the play is intensely
interesting,from the beginning to the end, and
The following will bo
cannot fail to please.
the east:
Henry Beanclerc.Mr. Chas Barron
Capt. Julian Beauclerc.Mr. J. S. Harworth
Barron Stein.Mr. Alfred Hudson
Mr. J. B. Mason

Count (Jrlolf

Ugic Fairfax.Mr. G. A. Schiller
Markham. M. J. H. Jones
Antoine.Mr. E. Dee
Clerk.Mr. Oscar Dunn
CoutitCBS Zieka.Miss Annie Clarke
Dora.Miss Sadie Martinot
Marquise De Bio-Zares..Miss Georgie Tyler
Lady Henry Fairfax.Miss ltose Temple
Miss Clara Irving
Alton.
FIRST BAPTIST

CONCERT.

The following will be the programme offered
by the Weber Quartette at the First Baptist
v

stry tonight:
Love Thee.Mohring

How I

■'orsaken.Karcbat
Vocal March.Dow
Serenade. Kay vat
vlerry Goes the Time.Boot

Vnthem. Macfarren
Co Tliee, O Country.Fliehberg
rio .AVainwrigbt
Evening. Perkins
Three Chafers.Trubn
There’s One I Love. Kncken

Long Day Closes.Sullivan
THE PARK QUARTETTE.
Tomorrow evening the Park Instrumental

Quartette will appear at City Hail in the
Grand Army course. Wherever they have appeared they have given good satisfaction,while
VI r.

said
The

OJUIJCJI X>UIt, WTIU illJJlCilia V> 111 tut/lli, lij
to be an exceedingly amusing humorist.
tickets are for sale at the usual places.
SWEDENBORG!AN ENTERTAINMENT.

The Dickeus’ party to have been given last
at New church vestry 011 High street,
on account of the severe storm.
was
postponed
It will be given this evening if pleasant.

evening

NOTES.

Parties intending to hear Fatinitza as given
by the Ideal Pinafore Co. had better secure
their seats at Stockbridge’s at once.
George Fawcett Rowe lias written a drama
full
called “Ruth” which is said to be
It is virof fine effects and excellent work.
It will be protually a crusade against rum.
duced at the Philadelphia Academy of Music
next week with such actors as Joe Wheelock,
The
Hose Ooghlan, and 37 others in the cast.
scenery is magnificent.
Personal.
Hon. Wm. G. Barrows of Brunswick was at
tlie United States Hotel last night.
Benj. Stevens, Esq., a prominent luinbor
merchant on Commercial street,lies dangerously ill at his residence, No. 128 Danforth street,
and last night it was reported that ho cou.d
n it live through the night.
Dr. J. C. Wentworth lias takon tho rooms
formerly occupied by Dr. Small, dentist, in
Farrington Block, where lie will pursue the
same

The rooms have been elegantDr. Wentworth h3s pursued his

profession.

ly fitted uu.
profession fifteen yoars, including several years
in Buenos Ayres, South America.

The Springfield Republican says: “The fall
term of Powers Institute at Bernardstou closes
m Tuesday with an evening exhibition and
There have been nearly GO scholars
levee
this term, and a larger number are expected

diring the winter. The new principal, D.
MoL Jackson, lias taken hold ol the work of
building up the school with an energy that
The interior of the institute
building lias been somewhat repaired since ho
came,and further changes are likely to be made
n tlie spring. He aims to make the institution
a normal 6chool in a
large degree, because a
usnres

success.

I irge proportion of its pupils arc sure to be
called to teach.
Special attention will be
paid to the study of politics during tlie Winter
erm, “Nordlioff’s Politics” being used as a
text-book, in tlie hope that tlie young men of
the region may be induced to take up the submet with the pupils of the school.” Mr. Jacksou is a resident of Gorham and well kuowu to
mr

readers.

M. C. M. A. Drawing School.
The success which attended the free drawing school under the patronage of the Maine
Charitable Mechanic Association last winter
the
was sucli as to justify the continuance of
school the coming winter.
Accordingly the
school will be re-openod on the evening of
Dee. 4th, and continued during the months of
There
December, January and February.
as last year, viz;
classes
be three
will
Mechanical, Architectural and Freehand. Tile
Mechanical class will be taught by Mr. Wilson
Springer, draughtsman at the Portland Company’s, the Architectural by Mr. Clias. H.

tfimball, the well known architect; and the
Freehand by Mr. John B. Hudson, Jr., the
irtist, who taught tins class so successfully last
Owing to the coufusiou on the first
year.
night last year occasioi*d by the rush of applicants it has beou decided this year to allow
made on the opening
no applications to be
be made personally prior to that time to Mr. C. H. KimTiie school is
ball at No. 1801 Middle street.
open to all mechanics in the State and the

night,

but all

applications

must

tuition is free.
Real Estate.
The following real estate transfers wore recorded in this county yesterday:
Cape Elizabetli—William P. Jewett to Hen
ry F. A. Patterson, land and buildings.
Harrison—Edward E. Chase to Carrie S.
Chase, lot of land.
Bridgton—Paul Lord et al. to Goorgianna
Doe, part of lot No. 8, 13th Range.
Raymond—Thomas Morton.to Wm. H.Smith
lot of land.
PULPIT AND PLATFORM.

ROI.LE3’ LECTURE.
Dr. Bolles will give the second locDR.

To-night
a_

..m,

“The First Letter in the Alphabet of Life.”
Clio most minute forms of animals and plants
will be thrown on the screen. There should
be a large attendance.
Business Notes.
O. H. and Wm. W. Mason of Bethel will put
into the Ellis River tho coming winter, 1,500,000 feet of spruce timber for the Androscoggin
Water Power Co; O. H. Mason and Soth
Walker will put into the Sunday River 750,000.
feet of spruce and hemlock; E. I. and G. M.
Brown, J. Thurston and Stearns & Kilgore,
will put into Bear River 2,(.>00,000feet of spruce
for the Lewiston Steam .Mill Co. making in all

4,350,00 feet, and giving employment
hundred

men

and

seventy-five

to

one

horses and

oxen.

Lawton, Bolter & Co., W. If. Taylor and
E. A. Ililton of Norridgcwock have purchased
machinery for polishing granite. The power
will he furnished by the engine in the carriage
shop of the last named party. Experiments
have shown that the Dodlin granite takes a
superior polish, and it is said that there is

already a year’s

work

for the maehino

on

hand.
A gentleman who lias just returned from a
visit to the Corinna silver region reports that
there is great excitement in that vicinity and
that there are many people there from different parts of tho State looking over the chances
for investing. Tito w hole vicinity seems to
give indications of silver and gold, and one
very promising thing is said to be the large
amount of oxidized lead found on the surface.
The vein seems to extend clear across Corinna
and into St. Albans. As yet no one has struck
anything very rich, but. prospecting and dig-

anticipation

of finding
the true vein. The “Bonanza Jr.” mine on
the Adams farm lias been carried to a depth of
some fifteen feet and rich veins of galena have

ging

aro

going on

in

been struck. In Colorado it is til# case that
the deeper tbs mines go the richer they prove
and it may be so in tho case of the Corinna
mines.

Nouth Berwick, Not. 15.
Mr. Editor:—Tho excitement created by
Mrs.
deatli of
the so-callad “suspicious”
Elizabetli B. Parker of Sanford, which has
been

augmented by

the

variously shaded

com-

of tho newspaper press in Massachusetts,
New Hampshire and Maine, especially tho
Daily Press of Nov. 3d, reached a turning
point on Thursday, 13th inst., at which time
Coroner Nowell held their adthe jury of
journed meeting at the house of Ivory C.
ments

Allen, in Sanford,
nesses

as

to

to

hear the evidence of witand manner of her

the cause

death.
Mr. B. G. Parker, husband of the deceased,
was fully examined by tho foreman of the jury,
Drs. Day and Merrill interspersing various
inquiries relative to tho situation on the morning of her death, the uso of camphor and pain
killer, supplemented by inquiries relative to
the frequent unpleasantness
about money
matters, attendant excitement, agitation that
morning on seeing Albert, with other questions, bearing upon the theory stated in the
the 3d inst., therein put
Press article of
forth“that tho death was the resultofcomplete
prostration and effect of agitation. Not

nervous
a

particle

of

evidence

was

elicited of

un-

pleasantness in the family since their marriage
money
occurred at
over

every

thing

other matters.
No agitation
Albert’s appearance, and that
was done
for her relief at that

or

the command of the husband
trying
and his grandson who went at once to the
nearest neighbor for assistance.
Mrs.Hanuah Davis testified that she was with
Mr. Parker for ten weeks to wait upon her
moment at

there the
and do the housework, leaving
morning bofore she died; that during the time
Mrs. Parker was subject to weakness, dizziness, short breath, faintness, went up and
down stairs with difficulty; said she was grow*
ing weaker; that she heard no trouble between
Mr. Parker and his wife; heard “no words”
between them; don’t know any thing about
speak
any excitement; heard Mrs. Parker
nltnnt rliennsiner

nf

liAr

nrnnArtv

SAAmAfl

11T1-

decided what to do with it.
Mrs. Mary J. Allen testified to being called
for by Albert Parker to go immediately to
the house. Went as requested and found Mrs.
Parker, as she thought, in a fit. Her face was
shade purple, lips nearly black, her eyes and
mouth closea.
Dr. J. O. McCorrison of North Berwick testified that he was called to treat Mrs. Parker
Was suffering she said
early last spring.
a

from heart disease, indigestion and breathing.
Fouud she had difficulty in breathing; at
times dizziness, nausea, dimness of vision,
swelling of the limbs and bowels, puffiness of
the face; said she had been treated by other
physicians; said she was dropsical. I knew
that Dr. Staples, now deceased, had treated
her for that. I found her heart beating very
rapidly and feebly, pulse at the wrist hardly
I|was led to think on the experceptible.
aminations made that there might be some
trouble with the heart, caused either by indigestion or some other diseases. From my
first examination I could not made a diagnosis.
The treatment was to strengthen the heart’s
action.
I was called the morning that she
I was administerdied to go to Mr. Parker’s.
ing ether in a dentist’s ofifico at the time. Soon
left to harness my horse. After harnessing my
horse I went to the drug store to replenist my
medicine case, and when getting into my carriage I was hailed by M r. Parker, the young
man, who asked me if I was going up to see
grandmother, I said, “Yes.” His reply was,
“Grandmother is dead.” I went into the drug
store, said to my partner, Mr. Pierce, “I have
been summoned to Sanford to see Mrs. Parker,
she is dead, and what would you do?” I was
perplexed, I did not know what to do. Mr.
Pierce said, “I would not go.” In answer to
the question by foreman if Albert Parker told
liuu not to go, he replied, “Mr. Parker did
In answer to Dr. Day,
not tell me not to go.”
he said, “Did casually examine the hoart;
there was a slight murmur; I did not consider
I told Mrs. Parker
the examination perfect.
All the symptoms
she should be kept quiet.
be
other
than
organic.
might
Dr. O. B. Hanson of North Berwick testified
that ho had known Mrs. Parker professionally
since April last. When called to treat her was
suffering from indigestion and gastric trouble;
comwas troubled with her heart and head;
plained of shortness of breath when she took ex
at
that
erciso, circulation was not great, pulse
time very weak; limbs swollen; puffiness of the
I did not make a careful
indicating dropsy.
examination, thought there was trouble with
of
the
heart.
the right side
Dr. McCorrison on being re-called was asked
by Dr. Day the following question:
In a case presenting the appearances of general debility that this case presented to you,
when examined, and that a subsequent postmortem exa nination revealed atrophy (wastincr awnvl of the brain, and no evidence of disease of the heart; what in your opinion would
be the cause of death in such case?
Ans.—It might be made duo to sudden and
violent shock, a paralysis of the heart’s action,
and that in my opinion might account for the
purplish condition of the face and lips.
Dr. J. F. Day of Alfred testified that he
made a post-mortem examination (assisted by
Dr. F. B. Merrill of Alfred, Oct. 30th,) of the
body of Mrs. Elizabeth Parker of Sanford,
having been summoned by a despatch from
Coroner Nowell. He came to Sanford and
made the examination; examined the heart,
brain and other organs, and found no disease
sufficient to cause immediate death. I took
the stomach and part of the liver with me;
kept it in my own possossion until I delivered
it into the hands of the State Assayer the next
Monday, I received his report last Saturday,
which is here and I attach it to my statement.
EXTRACT.

Dr J. F. Day:
Dear Sir,—“I have today completed my examination of the stomach of Mrs. Parker, submitted by you. I have tested for all the poiwith
sons commonly used, and in every case
negative results.”
The report ailuded further to the natural
appearance of the lining membranes of the
stomach, showing no corrosive appearance or
discoloration such as is expected to be soen in
cases of poisoning.
Dr. Day then states as follows: ‘‘My opinion
is formed" from this, as formed then at that
time, and the testimony of Drs. McCorrison
and Hanson, when seen by them, from all
which 1 am led to conclude that Mrs. Parker
died from paralysis of the heart, consequent
upon her extreme debility, and atrophy—a
shrinking of the brain. Her condition, as described by her attending physician, would ac
count for all the symptoms from which she

complained.”

Dr. F. B. Merrill said he concurred in the
opinion of Dr. Day, having assisted in the
post-mortem examination.
Hero closed the testimony, and the jury retired to prepare a verdict, the contents of
which the writer has not been advised.
The report of the State Assayer fully disposes of the ‘‘poisoning theory,” which is generally believed to have been conceived in illwill and influenced by unworthy, not to say
malicious, motives; not hy relatives of kin to
the deceased, for none of them, (be it said to
their credit) have shared the suspicions or favored the proceedings; but by connections who
should, from respect for the ashes of that
worthy man,—the former husband—have preserved Iris burial spot from desecration, unless
something stronger than a groundless surmise, growing into suspicion, resting on no better foundation, not allowing such suspicion to
be strengthened (as saith the Press’ informant) by the declaration of a so-called -‘Indian
doctor,” who, by the way, is an irresponsble
itinerant who happened to be present at the
funeral, and in slanderous brawl over the open
grave challenged bets and declared that poison
It is quite evident that the Press
eased.
informant’s reports containing the slanderous
of
unbecoming conduct (commencing
charges
with the Portsmouth, N. H.. item of Oct. 31,
despatched to Boston aud Portland papers, and
continued in the Daily Press item of Nov. 3,)
against Parker senior, and Parker junior,could
have been entirely explained by friendly inquiry in a spirit void of ill-will.
Additional to the “poison” theory and after
it seemed quite sure to be pronounced by competent authority groundless, the attempt aud
seeming desire is not abandoned to lix upon
Mr. Parker and his grandson the odium, if not
punishable crime, of indirectly causing her
sudden taking off, by the “pestering” process,
which in her case, (it is surmised) wrought her
up to a “high pitch of excitement” and "agitation,” upon which theory, the Press says,
“The doctor was of the opinion that death
was the result of complete nervous prostration,
And upon this opinthe effect of agitation.”
iou the Press informant, who is said to be one
of the coroner’s jury, seems to settle down upon this
verditt, to wit: “It is possible that
some poison may be f(Aud, but it is more probable that the case will turn out to be one of
cruel and heartless conduct, rather than of
murder.”
To meet and disprove all those slanderous
imputations, so unfeelingly made against the
character and reputation of Mr. Parker and
his grandson, who are so unjustly dealt with,
and nearly crushed, the unprejudiced public
will iiud in the sworn evidence of uubiased
witnesses before the inquest ample proof of
the physical situation and rapid decline of
Mrs. Parker for many mouths prior to her
sudden death, which was not at all unexpected by her attending physicians, nor its suddouness

a

surprise.
to quarreling

about “money matters”
As
the report is absurd and false, and could not
l»o proved at the inquiry, although attempted.
Mr. Parker was not (as stated) “impecunious”
lack conor extravagant, neither did his wife
iidence in his integrity, or place her purse bereParker
Mrs.
his
reach.
stated)
(as
yond
ceived SS000 by a legacy in her former husband’s will.
She received no interest out of
his real estate.
That was devised to his
Albert nevno children.
having
heirs,—they
to go into business
er had the “5700 (alleged)
with,” neither importuned her for money.
Neither did Mr. Parker and Albert, or either,
“examine her effectsjor rummage her bureau
drawers,” (as charged) that “unbecoming conduct”, was enacted the next day after her

burial by the (afflicted) heirs, present, in the
absence of Mr. Parker.
In justice to the immediate neighbors of Mr.
Parker, it should be said that the “suspicions
of foul play” have not in any way been endowed or believed; and in common with the
people generally of North Berwick, (to which
town Mr. Parker lives nearer than to Sanford
Corner, and is well and favorably known to all
our townsmen) have given no credence to the
surmi. o;, and have
condemned the whole
proceeding, believing that no reasonable cause
was shown for any unprejudiced person, relative or otherwise, to demand permission from
the authorities to desecrate the grave and exhume the body of the deceased Mrs. Parker,
(and that too without the knowledge and in
the absence of Mr. Parker,) and then be indecently exposed in an open lield, subject to the
gaze of all comers.-mutilated and parts dissevered. All this dishonor to the remains of dead,
the result of frivolous suspicion, was grounded on an evident willingness to scandalize the
Hie prevalent opinhusband and grandson.
ion is that nothing was shown from the day of
her death to the time of her exhumation, to
create a reasonable supposition of “death by
violence" in this case, that being the only legal
grounds upon which an inquisition is required
or authorized.
H. A. B.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

reported the stories that were in
and it is certainly not strange that
he gave credence to them, considering that the
coroner had deemed them of sufficient importmalice.

He

circnlatiou,

order the body of the deceased lady
exhumed and the stomach sent to a chemist
for analysis.]
ance to

Bar Mille.
Tho Narragan sett Lodge of Good Templars
have elected tho following officers for the coming quarter, and they were installed by Simon
F. Locke, Lodge Deputy, Saturday evening:
W. C. T.—J. F. Warren.
W. V. T.—Alice Hanson.
W. S.—Mrs. S. Hancock.
W. C.—Fannie Milliken.
W. F. S.—R. R. Usher.
W. T.—M. A. Richerson.
W. M.—James Huff.
W. I). M.—Mrs. S. J. Locke.
W. I. G.—Mary Harris.
W. O. G.—Frank Waterhouse.
W. R. H. S —Hannah Goodwin.
W. L. H. S.—Lizzie Hanson.
P. W. C. T.—J. W. Meserve.

STATE

OF THE

LEGGINGS!
Scarlet, Cardinal,
Navy Blue,
NEW

LOT, AT

6212 CTS
Per

Pair.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Mr. Reuben Morton, a well-to-do farmer of
Norridgewock. died very suddenly cn Saturday morning last. He was about G2 years of
age.
He was
Wm. Irwin of Solon is missing.
last seen Saturday morning, Nov. 1st, crossing
the Kennebec river just above Caratunk Falls,
Pieces of
about a mile above Solon village.
the boat URed by him have been found scattered along the shore below the falls, together
with his fish line and oart of his fish pole.
There is no doubt that he was carried over the
falls on his return. He lived near the falls
alone with his mothor. She supposed ho was
away at work, and no search was made for
him until last week. He was about 35 years
old and unmarried.

Strengthen your voice and remove Coughs,
Colds and Hoarseness, by taking Dr. Bull’s
Cough Syrup. Price 25 cents per bottle.

M. C. M. ASSOCIATION.

Free

Drawing School.
FIFTH

Drawing

opened

on

in the Library Room of the Association, and continue on MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY EVENINGS of each week during the months
of December, .January and
The school will be free of tuition to mechanics
from any part of the State.
Three classes will be ormed: One in “Ulechanical,” one in ‘‘Architectural,” and one in
“Free Hand” Drawing.
Pnnils will be rennired to minnl .* themselves with
all the necessary implements and stationery.
Applications will be received only uutil the day of
the opening of the school and must be made personally to the Secretary of tbe committee.
I’ll A*. II. KIllltALL,
No. 180 l*i .Middle Street.
nol9dtd
Portland, Me., Nov. 19, 1879.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Office No. 7 Brown St.
Residence 315 Brackett St.
OFFICE HOURS 9 to 11
no 19

A

3

—

5.

to

dlw

Lost.
BLACK and white gray hound, white legs and
white stripe on face, answers to name “Bet-

Jf the tinder will return to 315 Brackett St.,
he will be suitablv rewarded.
DR. WARREN.
nol9d3t*

sey.”

—

OF

EXAMINE
Our Black Velveteens, at 39c

1.00
1.75
2.50
2.00
2.25

Thick Shoes.

Calf

boots, T. S.,.

Heavy Calf Boots, tap outside.
Grain Leather Boots.
Calf Boots, niach. sewed, only.
»•
hand sewed, only.
*

Calf
Fine

2.75
2.50

5.00

Slippers.60

1.00

Moquet Slippers.

1.25
1.25

Lace Boots.
Heavy Congress Boots.
Calf Boots.
Thick Boots.
Best Kip.

Boys’Heavy
44

1.75
1.60
2.00

Youths’ Cong. Boots.75
1.00
Lace Boots, tap outside.
Slippers, heeled, only.50

1.25
Kid Button Boots.
Oil Gt. Button Boots. 1.35
2.25
French Kid Boots, only..
1
Curacoa Kid Button Boots, French
2.25
Heel. Box Toe.
Serge Button, 16 thd. wide, only. 1.25
44
.85
Congress, double sole.
.75
Lace Boots, only
Misses’ Serge Lace Boots, only.50
only.85
Gra.
44
1.20
Oil G. Button School Boots, lea. tipped
•4
1.25
Kid Button Boots.
44
1.35
Oil Goat Button Boots, only.
44
Kid Slips.50
44
1.75
very tine Kid Button.
•4
French Kid Button. 2.00
Child’s Kid Bals. sizes 2-5.25
44
44
sizes 2-6.25
Ankle Ties,
44
44
44
44
In colors.50
44
French Kid Ankle Ties, sizes 2-6.50
44
Glove Kid Button, sizes 2-6, only.60
44
French Kid Ties, very fine, only.76
44
Button Boots in colors, 2-6.50
44
Kid Button Boots. 7-10.90
A lot of Jjadies’ very tine Curacoa and
French Kid Button Boot* in slim widths.

A~P^L

E S’

Shoe

Bargain

56 Union

Store,

Street.
d&wtf

septll

BARGAINS]

GOOD

“Fruit of the Loom” Remnants
full yard wide, iu good lengths,
only i 1-3 cents.
Good Bleached Cotton Remnants
Remnants of All
at 5 1-2 cen*s.
Wool Red Flannel in nice quality
only 25 cents.
Ladies’ Pants and Tests, slightly
damaged by smoke, only 37 cents.
Children’s Pants and Tests, extra heavy, only 25 cents.
Gents’ Scotch Wool Pants and
Tests only 75 cents, worth $1.00.
Any of the above lots of goods
are

grand good bargains.

oc25

REMOVAL !

REMOVED

TO

Directly opposite tlie Entrance
sep30

££

££
££

Colored

Our Satin

££

£-

“

“

2.00
1.50

MEETING of holders of the town bonds of
Wiscassett, Maine, to take action relative to
proposed non-payment of these securities on
of
the town, will be held at_ the ortice of the
part
Boston Commercial Bulletin, 275 Washington St.,
£Oth. at 1 P. TlBoston, ou Thursilny,
A full attendance of bondholders or their represenoclSdlw*
is
tatives requested.

Good.

Bargains
—

FURNITURE,

IN

—

CARPETINGS,

CROCKERY & PI. AT ED-WARE.

Adams
■el

&

Robinson,

(40 Exchange, ear. Federal,

codto

to

Elocution

nolTeodtf

private pnplls and classes.
6/3 CONGRESS »T.

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

COLCORD,

W.

dtf

attention to Church Music and HarTerms. $10 per quarter, inquire at I.
nirrl-dly
CHENEY’S. 268 Middle St.

SPECIAL
L>.
mony.

GRAND OPENING
—er—

Fall and Winter
GOODS!

DBISSGOODS
styles.

i?IRS. OT. F. NOYES will give personal attention to

Making

and

Outti'ig

ULSTERS. CIRCULARS, CLOAKS & DRESSES
Styles.

F.A. Ross & Co.
Congress St., Cor. Brown.
oc3
__M.W&Ftf

IF’OJFL

WEDDING

show the
now prepared to
most desirable stock of Foreign
and domestic goods wliieli th«w
have ever hud the pleasure to offer, comprising Dress Goods in
all the New Shades, Scotch Plaids
are

for Children's Dresses, Cashmere
Trimmings, Rroeade and Stripe
Silk Velvets, Plain Velvets in all
colors, Plain and Striped Velvetecus, Satins in plaiu black and
colors, Pekin stripes in black and
colors. Brocade Silks in all colors,
both Foreign and American, and
plain
a complete assortment of
Black and Colored Silks which
they feel confident are superior

goods.
They call special

attention to
both
Flannels,
their Stock of
white and colored, and Woolens
for Men’s and Boys’clothing. One
case of Wooleus which they offer
at 75 cents per yard, never before
sold for less than $1.
They have just added to their
stock a full line of Ladies’ and
Hosiery,
Gents’
Underwear,
Gloves, Buttons, Ac.
They respectfully call attention
to the above, and solicit the patronage of all.

GIFTS

EXAMINE
Our Black Satin at

THE

GO TO

84t
1.68

“

“

“

]Vo. 227 middle St.
oc22

SOMETHING NEW!

& Co.,
dtf

LOW PRICES FOR CASH.

_

Atwood & W eiit worth

TOLFORfilie Tailor,
6 FREE

THE WORLD-WIDE FAME
nw

THn

riiii.vRR

been acquired by intrinsic merit. M. PA ULUS.
Leader of the groat FRENCH BAND, and hosts of
musicians testify to their surpassing excellence.
has

WHOLESALE & RETAIL BIT

SOLD

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St,
UOl5

PORTLANP.

Block,

509 Congress St.
°

iiol7

1TEI)

McPhail Pianos

tf

MW&Ftf

Look ! Look!
Gent*’ llnnd Sewed Cloth Top Laceil
$6.00
Boot->
Gent*’ Hand Sewed Cloth Top Con6.00
grc»* Boats
4.50
Gents’ Wesentt’s Cf. Lnced Boob
Cf.
(Lilts' Wcscott’s
Cree;ii*iore,
5.00
(Something N» w)
4.50
Gent*’ Kug Grain Laced Boot*
1.75 to 3.50
Gent*’Grain Boot*
Fonr
La »ie*’ Semitic** Goat Boot*,
3.00
Width*
Lutlie*’ Seaiule** Kid Boot*. Three
Width*

3.00

....

A few pair* of French Calf Cong, and
Button, of the be*t Newark make nt cost to

BOOTS AND SHOES DAViS & SARTLAND,
Trade.
For
FaJ[

HI. O.

MIDDLE

210

ocl7

Under

aug30

eoiltf

Hotel.

We have the largest and most desirable line of Cloakings we have ever offered, and at the lowest prices.

MEW
<ltt

Falmouth

STREET.

CLOAKINGS

FALNIER,

230 Middle Street.

DEPARTMENT.

We have added to our stock
sortment of

a

line

as-

Gassimeres

It becomes necessary at this season of
the year to look after the condition of
our Boots and Overshoes. We would call
tlie attention of the public to our large
and varied stock, which we offer at
wholesale and retail at prices which we
guarantee to be lower for the quality of
goods than cau be found elsewhere. Give
us a call and examine for yourselves.

for Men’s and Boys’ wear.
are the Hester Mills Goods and
are acknowledged to he the best in the
market, and warranted to he of pure
Those
wool and to contain no shoddy.
wishing to purchase should see our new
and stylish goods.

CO.,

133 Middle Street.
tt

no6

3-BUTTON KIDS

These

TUKESBURY & CO.,
511
nol5

Congress St., Motley

Congress

441

Street,

FARBINGTON BLOCK.

Dre»»e* Fitted for

MRS.

50 (

M.

C2r.

Bosworth

new

Wall

catalogues.

uovl7dlmo*

bands for

iron

bound
sale by
FIRST-CLASS
R. STANLEY A

noGdtf

Cider,

HI.

Decayed teeth filled (without pain)

with Gold, Arnal
to preserve them f >r lite, «?L znd upgam <£c.,
wards. Old plates repaired. All work warranted.
so as

A. MILO & CO.,

0 1-2 Casio St.
On and after Deo, 3 we laftll advance on the price

of teeth.

BOSlVORTil,

oclO

nolGtf

We claim io have the Largest Assortment

Foreign and Domestic Woolens
before offered to the Portland public.
All work First-Class In every
respect.
Journeymen Tailors employed,
and the most Stylish and Perfect
Fit East of New York.

ever

ool4

WHY INVEST IN
California, Nevada and New Mexico

MINING STOCKS
eau
When
buy MAUVE MUVIflfO
you
STOCKS as likolv to pay dividends as any of our
Western mines. Buy on the low markets and get
tile rise. 1 have for sale the following

MAINE MINING STOCKS:

Douglass Copper,

Atlantic Copper,
Blue Hill Copper

Gouldsboro’ Silver,

Cherryfield Silver,
JOHN

sTmORRIS,
Portland.

Exchange Street*

noli

GHADBOURH KENDALL,
Agents

Just

boon

appointed

HAMBLIN,

(or PINE &
OF

TBOY,

IV.

\.9

For tbe sale of their I*incn Collar* anil I'nffw,
and are
trade at

now

preoared

to otter their

.TIanul‘lU'tMrrrM, I*rice».

goo.is

Co

th*

apMdtf

Granite Monuments

Dealers in Granite for Building, Cemetery and
Monumental purposes. Special attention given to

Cemetery Work. Designs for Monuments, Head
Stones, &c., constantly on hand.

YARD FOOT WILMOT ST.
GEO. E. H \WKES,
1IAWKES.
>1-

nol3<llm*

NOTICE.

RINES BROS.
lot
of
offer this morning one
in iilstck.
IS INCH
itlue, Brown, Prunes anti Wines,
at ?.» cents,—market! down from
$1.00. These goods sire sill wool

iunesTbros.,
333 Micld-lo Street.
ill#

nol7

Portland.

Full Sets of Teeth $7.
Old Teethj;e-set $5.50

—

WINDOW SHADES

for

«O.Y,

Fore Street

and Decorations.

and sire very desirable.
to
nissldt,
J.IMC VELVETS
marked down from $1.50 to 1,31.

CIDER BARRELS.

$5 upwards.

v

Fall and Winter Overcoats.

of

4 Free Street Block.
eou«>m

house in rear.)

»

specialty of

O.

Dealers in new and second hand WTEA1U K.’YGIIVES, ROIIjFR^ and all kinds wood and
ior

inspection of his stock

New Goods in next Spring’s designs will he received throughout the month, and make the choicest and most carefully selected stock in our market.
It is well-known het importance and high position
to which this branch of House Decoration lias atMr. Boa worth is giving this his careful
tained.
utly, and is ready by his personal attention to render ‘distance to his customers in selecting. Our

S. L. Holt & Co.
Send

Papers

an

cut*

39 SALEM STREET.

(Large

dtf

to match our papers is a feature that has provod
very popular, and we can undoubtedly oiler the fin
est’line of theae goods in the city.
T. )V. EMERSON, [Practical Paper Hanger,
always'at our store.

LOVEWELL,

(VI vvn

Have

dtf

MAKING.

DRESS

Block.

PAPER HANGINGS!
invites tlie public to

New line of FALL and OPERA
shades in the best glove ever sold
iu Portland at that price.

liAHWEi

Grant Silver,
Acton Silver.

BOOTS AND SHOES.

B. F. WHITNEY &

AH Wool Trowsers to order

upwards

-•

Henry *toc!i of Rubber, Kip nuil Calf
Rubber and
Boot* at the lowest price*.
Leather repairing none nt Ktorc.

The only store in this State that has a ttr3t class
stock of all kinds, widths and sizes.
The ovly store that has a full line of BURT’S
BOOTS.
The only store that has the celebrated NEW
YORK 'BOOTS made by Woodmansee & Garside.
The only store that has Banister & Tichenor’s
NEWARK BOOTS.
Something unv for Children with weak
aukh-M and Children learning to walk.
Couie and see.

BLOCK.

JST.

AH Wool Suits to order $20

■

clo-e.

iron tools.

A
the

LORD

NATHALIE

our

of every description is full of the

Striped at 2.90

of

Wiscasset, Me., Bondholders.

.VII*.*

Will Give Lesson* in

m si t v uhmrc

EXAMINE

61 SUDBURY ST, BOSTON, BASS.

distf

"EDUCATIONAL.

Oar Stock of

95c

oc2~»d3ni

96 EXCHANGE ST.,
Masonic Hall

cordial invitation to visit

i.i t uiiThv

“

FOB® A PEBBY,

Jol> Fruiters,

A (rut. far ihr Celebrmled C'oMr.rd Harnc.

LATEST FASHIONS
a

«

Great Reduction* in Price*.

Henry F. Perry & Co.,

PInin Sireet, Portland, Me.
Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

the very

«

nolo

HAVE

From the largest ami most fashionable manufacturers in Sew
York and siiaii ituriit;' tiie whole
season devote special attention to
We
this branch of oisr business.
extend to all who are in search of

“

GEO. F. NELSON,

253 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND. ME.

NiifceisoTs to

Ulsters
and Circulars

58e 499

Ladies’ Serge Slippers.4
Sandal Slippers, 3 bowed, only.90

S T

Dolmans
Cloaks,

££

1.00

Thick Boots.

44

iin-

an

Stock of

mense

£*

oc25

fored.
Read carefully the list below, and obtain, if needed, some of the kind mentioned before they aro all
disposed of.
PRICE LIST.
Men’s Congress Boots. $1.00
Thick Boots.
Heavy Boots.2.00 to

just received

have

“

505 AND 507 CONGRESS ST.

Bargains.

Notwithstanding the advance on all kinds or
Boots, Shoes and Rubber Goods, I am enabled by
this recent purchase of a large stock bought at GO
cents on the dollar, to give the consumer some lines
of goods at prices far below anything heretofore of-

44

_

We

“

MTS & SHOES! Owen, Moore
Now Rush for the

CO.,

AVCTIOXEERi,

OPEJV TO V ISITORS. GEO. A. LIBBY, TEACHER OF THE ORGAN

AND YOU WILL FIND THEM THE
DEST VALUES IN THE CITY.

—

10oclock.a. m
ocddti

F. 0. BAILEY &

J.

its very latest

££

Bankrupt Stock

Another

City Clerk.

newest

_lw»

EXAMINE

novlT

be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will l»e in open session
at the Aldermen's Room, in City Building, from
nine to twelve o’clock in tin* forenoon, and from two
to five o'clock in the afternoon on each of the four
secular days next preceding such day of election,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered
on the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
Wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per order,
II. 1. ROBINSON,

Stanley P. Warren, M. D.

havo thoroughly tested the romedy, and their
concurrent testimony is to the effect that it is
bronchial and
a positive specifio for lung,
throat affections of every description, and a

preventive of that dreaded
Druggists sell it.
scourge, consumption.
Oxygenated Bitters cure Dyspepsia.

Warrants from the Mayor and
of Portland, the duly
city are hereby notified to
meet in their respective wardrooms on Monday,
the 24th day of November instant, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon to give in their votes for a REPRESENTATIVE to the Slate Legislature in place of
Moses M. Butler, deceased.
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
Aldermen of the City
PURSUANT
electors of said

TEAR.

School will be

Our Black Silk Velvet, 1.25

reliable

ALLEN.

143 Pearl Street.

The Professional Indorsement which
has been accorded by leading medical men in
various parts of the country to Dr. Wm.
Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs, is a sufficient
guaranty of its efficacy in eradicating diseases
These gentlemen
of the breathing organs.

most

W-

jan24

February.

Gould Academy in Bethel, in charge of D.
T. Timberlake, closed a very successful term
Friday, tho 14th inst. Eighty scholars registered during the term. Many of tho pupils intend to enter college.

C*

LEV.

Saturday, commencing at
Consignment* solicited.

FARRINGTON BLOCK
d3t&wlw

nol9

‘13 and 37 Exchange Mt.

ilise every

Co., FAROSS&cff!
ST.,

443 CONGRESS

BA I

qualified

nol3dtd

H. L Kelson &

Salesroom

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchan

to

Seal Brown, and

SALES.

Auctioneer* aud Commission Merchants

F. O.

of Portland.

City

Monday Evening, December 4, 1879, at
7.80 o’clock,

OXFORD COUNTY.

AUCTION

F. O. BAILEY & tO.,

TO THE ELECTORS

This

NEWS.

i

STATE OF MAINE.

[In justice to the Press informant of Nov.
3d, who is criticised somewhat in the above
«ommunication, it is proper to say that the
Press does not believe he was actuated by any

ADVERTISEMENTS

CITY

Oak Piles.
1)!U

Ship Timber & Plank,

PINE,

DECK PLANK.

('nr Timbei* and Plow lirnni*. Treenail"
*• ige»,
anti Plwuliiiijj
'I'rerunil
JP;4/t* ;tu t RcinlocU Buil iinii I.muArc*
ber, Bit BSonrdo, Hbiuglen

B. C.
e2

JORDAN,

Alfred,

Maine.
«

The Portland Water Co. hereby notify
all parties wanting service pipes run
this fall that application mnst be made
before Nov. 20.
,.
ta

uoH

REMOVAL.
Dr. G. U. Chadwick had removed from 210 Oxford St. to No. B C 'i stnut St., two doors lrom Congress in the old Smith house.
Dr. C. iu addition to general practice will give parnol7tllw
ticular attention to Diseases of the Bye.

Damaged
I’cr Mil. in

a. W
asdtf

so.

Corn I

lot* to suit.

GBBfiiV,

i;aron.niiai'Ut«.

,

xa-

Domestic Receipts.
To clean zinc, rub on fresh lard with a

AGRICULTURAL._
Ironing.

Washing, rinsing and starching having
received a good share of attention, ironing
demands its appropriate portion of the
housekeeper's care; for, although not absolutely necessary to cleanliness, t is indispensable if one lias regard to comfoit and
neatness.

Most women can iron passably; but to he
able to do it in the most desirable manner
even the most dexterous and skilful require

long experience.

Mangling answers very well, if done with
care, for sheets, towels and plain pieces, hut
lacks the liuish and gloss that can he secured
by the use of hot irons skilfully applied, it
is the most expeditious, certainly, and is
Dot So hard on the fabric of our garments;

thus smoothed are
pulled into shape and folded with the greatest care, we. at least, find no pleasure in
them.
But the mangle cannot lie used for
fine or delicate goods, or where there are
plaits, gathers or folds.
Ail qualities of goods, after having been
washed, dried, and if necessary, starched,
must be folded with care preparatory to
ironing, or the work cannot be well done.
Do not roll t-lie tilings up carelessly, with
the excuse that it takes too much time to be
so particular about it.
On the contrary, it
is a most essential time-saver. Sprinkle lincorners toen
or cotton slightly, put the
gether and pull out evenly into Lite proper
the
selvages
shape; fold evenly by bringing
into a true line, fold over straight or in the
roll
same line,
up very tightly, wrap in a
clean towel, and after soaking tints till thorAny one
oughly dampened begin to iron.
wlio objects to this process on tlic score of
economizing time will see by actual experiment how much easier the work is accomplished on account of careful preparation by
hut unless the

exact

articles

folding.

either in doing
will easily de-

Any person of experience
ironing or overseeing it
imperfection in the work, and especially
the effects of careless folding, which will
make many wrinkles and unseemly creases,
and perhaps iron-rust stains—or what looks
tlie

tect

like them.
For if a garment, sheet, table
cloth, etc., is badly folded after sprinkling—
the ends uneven, the selvages unmatched
and all askew—no laundress is so skilful as
to be able to iron it without leaving some inequality of surface, so that there will be
ridges; and as the iron passes rapidly over
the damp surface any rust or scorched
starch on the iron will at once adhere to the

article.
By the way. that points to another duly of
the housekeeper of which we have before
spoken. When the basket- of ironed clothes
is brought up from the laundry, to be sorted
........

<»...!

ovomiim.l

I»v

tin*

tniftfl'PSS.

sllfi

be satisfied with simply the external appearance. Must laundresses will have
the last fold nicely ironed—unless they have
learned that theiremployer’s eyes are not
keen to examine, or that she is “so easy”
that the laundress is expected to sort them
out, and put them away herself. The housekeeper's business is to be wide awake, at
she puts the various articles in their proper
It is not infringing upon her time.
places.
must not

It only calls for close

observation, just

so

notice each piece; see that there are no
dark streaks on collars or wristbands from
lack of thorough washing, no brown or yellow stains on the seams, to show that the
Iron used was not well cleaned. In putting
shirts and undergarments into the drawers
if they
a quick careful eye will soon learn
are well done throughout, or simply on the
There are but two remedies for
surface.
the latter. Let the girl see that her mistress well understands the difference between false and true; and while she kindly
but firmly points out the defects, and states
explicitly the only way that will satisfy her,
quietly return the disfigured pieces to be
washed and done up anew. Let her try this
way until fully satisfied whether the girl is
ignorant or stubborn. If the latter, the second course is the only one left; dismiss the
laundress, and search for one who is willing, at least to try and do her work properly. A willing hand, guided by a kind and
intelligent mistress, will soon master all difficulties and make the work easy.
In ironing there are several things to be
observed before the work is really begun:

clotli and wipe dry.
Paint should he varnished, because it is
then more easily cleaned.
Fresh fish should befried in the grease obtained by frying sweet salt pork.
Old potatoes may be freshened up by
them into cold water before cook-

plunging
ing them.
The yolks of

eggs bind the crust much
the whites. Apply it to the

than
with a brush.
To make macaroni tender put it in cold
water and bring it to a boil. It will then be
much more tender than if put into hot water or stewed in mill'.
A bushel of hard wood ashes suspended in
a sack in a cistern of one hundred barrels
offensive water with enwill
better

edges

purify

capacity

tire satisfaction.
Never put a pudding that is to he steamed
into anything else than a dry mould. Never
wash raisins lhat are to be used in sweet
dishes. It will make the pudding heavy.
To cleat) them, wipe in a dry towel.
A solution of nitrate or chloride of cobalt,
or chloride of copper, mixed with a little
ink.
gum or sugar makes a good invisible
Warming changes it to a brown color, and
the writing can be read like any other.
FOR

FLOUR

BOILED

GRUEL.

a pound of flour and lie it as tightly
possible in a pudding cloth. A piece of
well washed, un-hleached muslin answers
flour into a
every purpose. Put this 'jed-up
pot of boiling water and let it boil twelve
hours, adding boiling water from time to
time; remove the bag and hang it up all
night, so that it v ill cool and dry; open the

Take

as

remove with a knife the discolored
which has formed around the ball of
flour; grate, roil or pound the flour, which
should be very hard and firm; put the grated
flour into a closely covered glass jar. and use
it as you would cornstarch or arrowroot.
This is an admirable food for invalids and
for children, especially those suffering from

made expressly for an ironing board;
or, if one has not this convenience, a table
mortised or set in the wall in a convenient
part of the room, and with two s rung, firm
legs to hold the front side, is a great comfort. The legs may be made with a fiat
base so that they can be screwed into the
fioor. Some provide a table with hinges on
one side and legs that can be turned up in
front, so the table can be let down when not
But this can
in use, and hang by the wall.
never be. a firm table, and it is of much imlatter docs
that
the
portance when ironing
not shake while one is at work.
The arrangements for heating the irons
should, as far as possible, be such that they
can be kept perfectly clean, either in a pan
prov.ded expressl for that purpose, or by a
stove to be used expressly for that purpose.
If set on the stove they are in danger of being soiled by something cooking, or beeom-

complaint.
BROWN SOUP.

Take cold roast beef or fowl, cover it with
cob! water, let this simmer for two hours,

then take out the meat and strain the liquid.
Have chopped fine equal parts of celery root
and cabbage; add to each quart of liquid
one cupful, two tablespoonfuls of pearl barley, one tables pointful of chopped parsley,
oiie small carrot cut fine, two small potatoes
sliced line; let this boil one-half hour, then
add one well beaten egg and two tablespoonmake this into small dumplings and
in. This should boil five minutes
more.
When ready to serve add one onion
fried brown in butter, and two tablespoonfuls of tomato catsup.

nifiiv

fmm

Sfinip

fluid

buihnrr

over

F«r the ironing table a coarse woolen
blanket is needed, which should be stretched
double thickness on the table, and large
enough to entirely cover it. Then draw the
corners down tight and tack them folded
Four tacks
over the corners of the table.
are enough, which can be easily removed if
the table is needed for other purposes.
By
thus tacking the corners to the table and
drawing them tight over it a plain, smooth
surface is secured, on which to pin a cotton
sheet doubled.
A bosom board should be about eight
inches wide, and from seventeen to eighteen
long, and perfectly smooth and level. Cover one side of the board with two thicknesses
of flannel, or a piece of an old blanket
drawn tightly over the board, and large
enough to be tacked just over the edge of
Cover with two thicknesses of
the board.
The other side,
cotton of the same size.
also perfectly smooth", should have but two
thicknesses of strong cotton laid and tacked
the
over the edge to lap on to the cover of
other side. This is to be used to put the
last polish to the bosom after it has been
Galvanized t>cks with
partially ironed.
smooth heads should be used, that there
may be no danger of iron rust or injury to
the linen.

First, iron the shirt all over, wring a clean
cloth out of clean hot water and rub over
the bosom. Go over the bosom rapidly with
a clean hot iron, then with a plated knife
or thin paper-cutter raise the plaits, and
iron again rapidly.
Then rub the bosom
again with a damp clWb, turn the bosom
board over, so that the hard surface with
the thin cover will come under the shirt
bosom, and iron witli the polishing iron,
expending as much strength in bearing
Rub briskly with the
down as possible.
rounded end of the hot iron back and forth,
ironing only a small strip at a time, till the
whole bosom is of a clear polish. The polishing irons must be wrapp'd up in a flannel
or paper, and kept dry and always bright.
It is difficult to give written directions for
ironino.
Practice is tlie best teacher. Tinners
that are to be flat when finished, such as
cuffs and collars, should he covered with a
A towel is too
clean, fine linen cloth.
coarse, or has too large threads, and will
leave their imprint on the article ironed.
This cloth is to be placed on the article and
the iron passed over it once of twice until
there is no mote or starch that will adhere
to the iron.
This done, remove the cloth,
lay the article smooth, pull the. ends and
corners straight and even, and go over it
firmly and briskly witli a smooth clean iron

That
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remedy

One Price

CLOTHIER.

H. S3,

flSfUiFifSlSI'l

J(. W. POSTEU,

SCE CREAM SALOON.
Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,
medicine,
May properly be called tlie “Hercules” of allows
tlie
for‘it cleanses nature's angean stables and

CHOICE

eod2w

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

110IO
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EFFECTED

DBF GG1ST8,

Without Dosing—The Balter Way.
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Suitings and Overcoatings
W. HAWTHORNE’S.
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Finally Ac-
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Reach of

Beyond
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Medicine,

Saved under the Mild

Action of

Agents

DEALERS

matter, and thus

or

Asthma, Loss of Voice, Neuralgia, St. Vitus Dance, Epileptic Fits, Whoop
It

cures

and is a most wonr

ing Cough, Nervousness,
ueriui

ing

remeuies m

adjunct
life during the process of
10 oinei

117 and 119 Middle St., Portland, Me.

skates!
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Largest Stock

on

Kennebec River.

ALL FIRST
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Ever

put

COAL
By Cargo

W. 1.

ASK FOB PEARLINE.
JAMES PYLE, New York.

Single

or

Ton.
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all

Knlargeinents
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A.
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or

PAGE, Jr.
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Mq.
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for
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addressing
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cord,

or S3
per
attended to

from $4
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romptly
to

per load.

by calling
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A1

ou

tilBbCb,

588 CoDgrees

oib

or

oclldtf_J.

OLD COHOiVY
UOAD.

in conuection with

."iciuiAVeddy

Maine Central

LINES

Unc.

Fiine*

IjObv

epiirlure?*.

Kuten, Frrqueuf

Freight received an I forwarded daily
RIVER, there connecting with the Cilya*

to FALL
SU-muSATLIx-

rriili oiiiliut; e»cr) VVE1>N1>SJ>AY and
I > \ Y to
i»litlu.a«dpbi» din ci, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, N. CL, lYiidiitf^tuu, I?. Cm Keorsjeand all ltai
ioivu. I>. CL, Alexauiiria, Va.,
and Water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point in New England to Pliiiadelihi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
1). I). C. MINK. Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, .Mass
-V
Win. B». Clyde
Co., General Managers,
Xo. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.
tf
febO

STEAMERS.

BOSTON

WINTER ARRANGED I NT.

On and after Monday, Sept, lft, 1875*, the Steamers
.John li looks and Ntw Brunswick will alternately
leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, daily at <
o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF, Boston, daily,
at ft o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line arc reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
ZfT Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. II.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle .street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. ES. COl’ld:, Jr., General Ayent.
dtf
no I

J

TT

REAL

ESTATE.

ACTO'V SILVER UISIVIIY« STOCKS

That

as-

MORT8ARE, FIRE I.VSCR.iiN'CE am!
ilIM.VG STOCK BROKER,
93 Exchange St., Centennial Block.
oc7tf

For Lewiston ami Auburn.
PiiMwai'er Train* leave at 12.30 and .5.0.» p. m.
The train leaving at 11.15 p. in. also has a passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland Junction with a mixed train for Lewialon, Auburn.
WiulSarop and Wnterville. The 11.15 p. in.
is the Night Express Train with Pullman sleeping
car attached, making close connection at 8S;*u^or
for all stations ou the Bangor & Piscataquis H. K.
the E. & N. A. Railway, and lor Mt. John
uud Halifax, Hooltou. Woo.idtfek, Mi.
Audrewn, Ml. Stepheu, Fredericton, B’ori
Fairfield, and Parihou.
Pa>*seui{cr 'Train* arrive in Portland a*
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta,_ Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 ami
8.4n a. in. The day train* from Bangor, Dexter.
Belfast, Skowbegan, Farmington, K. «S L. U. R..
and all intermediate stations at 12.45 and 12.52
p. in. The afternoon trains from Augusta. Bath,
and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m. The Night Pullman
Express train at 1.50 a. in.
PAY SON TUCKER, Snp’t
Portland. Oct. 11, 1870.

CENTENNIAL

Xo. 3 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich.
Sold in Portland by all Druggists and bv
uovl d&wly

St.

Utf

For Sale at a Great Sar^aiii,
flVWO-STORY House situated in Knightville, Cape

Apply

Elizabeth.
e23eodt£

W. li. AN THOlNE,
48 Excliange St.

to

Houses anil House Lots for Sale
IN i 'BERING.
Apply

to
oolStf

CIIARIili'i
15

Bicn,

Exchange St., Portland,

L’r.tiii au l ^tenner for Boston.
The Str City of Richmond will be withdrawn from
the Bangor Route Nov. lu, and fitted for winter
business.
Tickets and State rooms secured at Allen’s Union
otiice, 28 Exchange St.
All communications by mail or telegraph for rooms
should be addressed to
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
nolOtf
E. CUSIiiNG, General Manager.

Semi-Weekly Line to Xew York.
until further notice leave Franklin VYliart,
Portland, every AiONDAY .aid THL ksDAY.at b
P. M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and Til URSDA Y, at 4 P. Al.
These steamers are fitted tip with fine accommodations for passengers, taking this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
Y ork and .Maine. During the summer mouths these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on tlicir pas-,
sage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 83; meals extra. Goods destined beyonu
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22

Street._doclRdtf
Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

Situated

STKA.II.SI1! I* USE,

are now

LAW,

Exchange St.,
ulm

G.1}iTaDST«EET,

hnrh-til rp«i.l»»tw»

s

in Him lifGullhortiO'wl

184 kiddie Street.
dtf

ocl3

LEAVITT,

Kxchangc St.,
POBTUND,

nol3tf

Boston,

erto

Briggs,

Connsellor-at-Law and Patent Solicitor.
42 1-3 .Exchange St., B’nrtlauri, Me.
All business with the Patent Office promptly exeoc3d3m
cuted.

lo

$3

i>er

price,

other information apply to
E. S v alPSON, Agent,
Central vvharf, Boston.
no2dtf

^rOx\ix\«TOA ~Lai\je
AHEAD

This is
the hith-

CIIAS. IS. FEBKIN, Proprietor.
oc28
eodly
For the Life of all
xvii. 1-1.

Flesh is the Blood thereof.—Lev.

IMS. E.

UT REED,

Clairvovant

Physician

attention of sufferers of ALL
C11U'-'NIC DISEASES, who have endured Fain and
Weakness for years, and have found the < HtDINAKY REMEDIES INEFFECTUAL, to try his system
cure

invites the

T,

lull set.
Teeth Filed,

tooth

o a

cleansed and extracted in the best,
poa>ibio manner and at low prices.
licwiieucc, $14 High, corner Pleasant St.
dtf
no7

m---♦

KERRY,

Book, Card and rob Printer,
NO. 37 PLl.1l STREET.

-AND-

S*11£1j All SvBjPSI IA
Direct $ic:»ti«siiii» Line.

n.in.

.......rnt* MMBMMSW.

V

rive in BosP'ii at d.iJo a.hi in season lor all morning trains xmtli and West.
M.4o a. in. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, arriving at 1.3»* p. m.
I p. in.
aily ex< » pt Sundays. Kxpress train with
Pullman Parlor Car for Saco, Bhuleford, Portsmouth, Newlmryport, Salem, Lynn aud Boston,
arrivin. at .*• .Bti p in. in season lor Sound and Rail
connections South aud NVest.
B-'or B*oi-flai*d, leave llowtou,

7.HO a. m. 12.30 and 7 p. iu., arriving at 12.10, 5
and 11 p. in.
TheMiigli ticket* to all points Mouth anil
%Ve«a at lowest rates at Depot ieket Office, Commercial street, and at Allen s Union Passenger Office. 2* Exchange street.
for Meat* r.ud
E*'iI!iii<!u Vttr Ticket*
llerlli* wold ul Depot Ticket Office.
I.UCIUS it T11.K,
General Passenger aud Tieket Agent.
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.

EXCi

itSiONB._

TICKETS
—T

—

X^Jo^yv "ST0>jT1s_
—VIA—

A'D

—

FALL RIVER OR
STONING'TON

LINES,
94.00 !

Providence and Norwich

Including

transfers

across

Lines,

Boston in any

carriage

stationed at the delKits. Trains leaving Portland at
1.00 P. M. connect with Sound lines.

TO NEW YORK
LINES,

12 AIL

Including transfer

Boston in carriage,
above,

across

as

$3,00 2
Trains leave Portland, Boston & Maine R. R. at
K.4.r> a. ra., 1 and 15.30 p. id.; via Eastern R. R. at
3.uu, S.4f» a.m. J p.m. connecting with all rail lines.

TICKETS

TO

Washington, Chicago,
St. Louis, San Francisco,
AND—

*

All

Principal

Points South

aud

West,
For Male nt Office* in Depots on Coinmer
ciul Mtrcet, au.l nt Allen’s Union FhmExchange Ml.
firnger OlHre,
PARLOR AND SLEEPING CAR ACCOMMODATIONS SECURED IN ADVANCE.
M. R. R.,
JAS. T. FURBER, General Sup’t R.
d. 11* »KNBY, Master T ransportation E. K. u.
dtf
janlS

*

MEDICAL.

Norwegian

COUGH REMEDY

YORK,

VIA

Saturday.

Wharfage.

From Long YVharf, Boston, 3 p.
From Pine Street Wharf.
m.
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m. rated
Insurance oue-liulf the

AND

—

Norwich Line Steamers.
Train leaves Grand Trunk Depot at 1 p
Treble St. station at 1.15 p. m.
at New London same evening with the
fast steamers of the Norwich Line arriving at New
York next morning at ♦'» a. in.
Tickets, state Rooms anti Seats in Drawing
Boom Cars secured in advance at Rollins & Adams’,
22 Exchange Street, and at the Depots.
J. \\ PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
oclotf
J. M. LUNT. Supt

Express

in..

Connecting

Ui'iiiiii Trunk II. H. Co. of Csuuuia.
To-j«~-••

^:v;

r!

On and after MONDAY, Oct.
passenger trains will
Portland us follows:

13tb,

-s187ft,
A

leave

7.10 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
7.4 > a. m. Mixed lor Gorham.
12.40 p. m. tor Auburn un Lewiston.
1.30 p.m. for Gorham, Island Pond, Quebec, Monurea and West.
5.10 p. m. for Auburn, Lewiston and Gorham.

Tills fonyli Remedy is the best known
for loss of Voice, Coughs, Colds,
Bronchitis and all troubles affect ins the
Throat and Lnnss.
It instantly allays irritation and removes all Duskiness and Bryness of the
throat and increases the power aud flexibility of the Voice.
cure

F. T.

Lewiston Junction.
12.35 p. in. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
12.35 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
3.2o p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
G p. m. Irorn Lewiston and Auburn.

PORTLAND,

RE.
§

For Sale by ail Druggists.

£'4?

VALUABLE

oc4dtf

I TRUTHS.

If vou arc suffering fromspoor health, or
ing 6u a bed of tnekncysRtake cheer, for

PASSENGIB OFFICES:

74 EXCHANGE STREET
—AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

& CO.

Proprietors,

from Lewiston and Auburn.
trom Gorham connect with this train at

a. m.

Passengers

MEaITeR

Corner Congress tV Preble Streets,

ARRIVALS.
8.30

NDBA ST-

Hop

BittersSmll

languish-

Cure You.

7f von ora a minfsterfiaml have overtaxed yonrwith yoor pastoral duet ice ;or a mother, worn
at with care and work, orBif you ore simply ailing ;
without clearx
y >u feel weak
y knowing w hy.

rr; f

andjldlsplritcd,

Hop Bitters will Restore You.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To

Caaada, Ucleoil. Chicago, Milwaukee,
i'imiuaati, .St, Lwui«, Ouiaha, Sagiuaw, Sit. Paul, Malt Stake City,
JDt-uver, Sau Francisco,
and all p iuts in the

Northwest, West ami Sositliwcst.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Genera: Manager.
W. J SPICER, Superintendent.

dti

oclC_
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
WOIEB AKItAJICKJm.Vl.
uu*i

Ou

__

after Monday, Oct.
Truiii*
Fassfnj'er

PORTLAND
; irLEAVE
——-“-FOR BOSTON at 8.45 a. in.,
at 1.30, o.Su,
at
boston
3.30
arriving
p. m.,
1.00,
in.
Returning, leave Boston at 7.3U a. m.,
12.30,3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5.00, 8.00 p. in
For Mearborough Reach, Pine Point, OI-:

8.00 p.

»r<i Reach, daco, S5i iileford, »Ud
ILeauchiiuli at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30, 5.45
p. in.
Tor Well*, No. tJerwick, Mnlniou Pall*.
Great S'.ill*. Boeliemer, I aiiiiiu^iuu,
tuner,
N. 12., Dover, New Market,
I2a«erhill, Lawrence, Au iover, ami
Lowell :it 8.45 a. in., 1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For A!ioo May at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.
For itlancbeMlcr auJ I'omord ivih Lawrence)
at 8.45 a. in.; (via Now Market Junction) ui
3.30 p. m.
Morning Train leaves Kennebauk for Portland at
7.10, arrives at Pori land at 8.07.
The l.oo p. m. Trains connect with Sa:ia<1 Line
Mteuturr* lor New York.llie 3.30 p. in. trams make connections with
New York all rail.
i'brotijjb Ticket' (nr.li E'oicils Mouth an
We*I at lowed rules.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ai
steamers running betwtmn Portland and I'augm
Rockland, Ml. i assert, Maohiaa, Easlport, Calais, M
Join, and Halifax. .Also connect with Grand Trunk
rains at Grand Trunk station, and Maine Centra,
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter t$n minutes tor reiresnmeuts.
First class Dining Rooms at Portland.
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
TliROl'GH TiCKi.TS to all points West ant
.•south may be hud ol ill. I.. William*. Ticket
Vgent, Boston & Maine Depot, ami at AihuV
Union Ticket Oilier. 2S 1 xehange St.
JAS. T. FURBLK, Oen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,

Orcii

ocll_dtf

fncss. weakened by
If you arc a man of hn;
"rain of your everyday duties; or a man of
ura, toiling over >our midnight work,

th3
lei-

Hop Bitters wili Strengthen Yon.
suffering from any lndlm

7f roo are young, and
cretion, or arc grow iugtoo

fast,

as

fa of.cn

the co-e.

Hop Bitters will Relieve You.
If you are in the work shop, on the farm, at the
de.‘:k,nnvwljere,and feci that your system tv* la
:cansiug, toning or atim- ulatlng, without ioiaii*
■

111

U“*

Hop Bitters Is Wbat You Need.
nre old, and your pulse
Is
feeble, your
unsteady, aud yourjjgfacultlcs waning,
Bittern will give you New Life and Vigor*

If you
nerves

II

op

Hop Cough Curs iff the sweetest, safest and bests
Ask Children.
The Hop P.\r> for Stomach, Liver and Kidneys tsB
superior to all others. It Is perfect. Ask Druggiatsfl

drunk-fi

D. I. C. Is anasolutc and Irresfs^abla rn •; for
ennesa, use of opium, tobacco and nomnk-s.
Alt above 10M by dror^Ct*. Hop IT tier* Mfg. Co. Rix-hester, N.Y.g
l.'jM&uP?* rtOAi&r.
-iADTC-I ? */?

eodAwly

J0\ toSIFFEiilAti HIMAMTV
Let the sick anil afflicted rejoice and be exceeding
that there is ONE that can CURE all your diseases, or greatly modify year sufferings, without
the use of POISONOUS DRUGS.

glad

Dr. B.
The Natural

T7 WILDE,
Magnetic Physician,

l.oentrd n! Ifcr B'. M Hold.' I'ortlnnd. Mr.,
hiu* bad unpnrallelled success iii AM, Chronic Discuses Weaknesses and Infirmities that human flesh
is heir to, tor tlic lust live years iu Portland, as
Go and see for yourselves. Conmany will testify.
sultation free. Patients front out of town can be
furnished with board ai reduced rates, at tho Hotel,
p.o Address, Bux litoS, Portland, Me.
dBm*
oc-4
_

__

CAUTION.
WOLFE’S

Rumford Fulls & BiicKlicid
RA1X.ROAH.
Leave Canton at 4.30 and n.40a. m.
Leave Mechanic-Falls 7 a in. 3.1."
111
Portland at 1.30 p. in.; I cwisii >u jit U p. ni.
v.S'tRl RN. Jr., President.
I.
0Cl3U
r*n t imid ()ct. 13, IS

;£

•*

>

—

FOR THE

—

WHITE

MOUNTAINS,
Burlington, Vt..
Montreal,
Ogdensburg,
~

WES'S’*:is a

Arm
B'A Si 8.

roi.vr*.

A ft 51AN «; B5M E.A T.

Coiuim udujt Sept. Mi), ISlle

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

and South
Freight for the W'est by the Penn.ofR.R.,
commission.
by connecting lines, forwarded free
l*u*»uge Kigiii Dollar*. Koinid Irip JjiJ*
Meals anti Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
Agent,
E. IS.
10 JLoug Wharf, Boston.
de31tf

eoaeie
_

......

Point Judith.

u

\X ABSOUTELY PIKE AiiTXiLE.
Warranted to keep pickles for years.
Thirty-one years in market.
Consumers should insist upon seeing our brand
on the barrels when buying.

J«#

Inside Route

Boston

~i

STEPHEN

OTHERS.

_atf

AT©

Oar'-

iroiu one

the Only

w.ti

letter.

& 2 to 9 p.m
Office, 12 1 Outer Si., between CougrcM*
auil Free St.. Portland, i?le.
seloeoi^Jin
Office Honrs from!) to 11

ALL

Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads, and at Rollins & Adams’, *2 Ex
change St., and W. D. Little & Co.’s, 411 Va Exchange
street.
D. S. BABCOCK,
L. W. FILKINS,
President.
Gen. Passenger Ag’t, Now York.

PIRELl VEGETABLE MEDHIYES.
at

T0

$4.50

NEW

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence K. B. Depot daily, except Sum lay
it 5.30 p. m.. connecting at Stonington with the cnirel\ new and superb Steamer Ubode Island, every
wonday. Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer stonington, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
• I wa>n iu tiiivaace of aa 11 other liar*.
Baggage checked through.

by

Dr. Heed treats Patients with equal success
distance. Can be consulted personally or by
Charge for examination «>J.

YORK.

NEW
OP

Avoiding

unrivalled excellence of the table will bo strict

y maintained.

CRANE,

GEORGE APPOLD.

or

FOR

Day.

the reduction in

WM.

&scam*hipA.

From Boston direct every TUENDA1'
and NA I’UKDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Luke, and
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Y'a. and Tenn. Air
Line. C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street.
To all points of North and South Carolina and beyond via Atlantic Coast Line, John S. Daley, Agent
3UG Washington Street.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore X Ohio
R. R., M. YV. Davison, Agent, 2H> Washington
street.
Ship via Seaboard Air Line to Raleigh, Charlotte,
St.iirianshuri/. (ireenville. Atlanta, the Caroiinas
A. 11. iorricelli. Agent, -40
and Georgia Points.
Washington St. Through bills of lading given by
the above named agents.
a*u**ug© to >orfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Alcala, 1st Cias^, Jjdl. 2 Glass,
Poi freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, W asli-

T&Easjs.

REjDUOTION OF PRICE.
$2 50

JOHN HOPKINS,
WAl. LAWRENCE,

ington,

REVERE HOUSE,

of

Patents! Caveats!

I \ < IT ! .-ilii!.

HOTELS._

Especially

ME.

Prompt attention given to all matters.

Oi

N. H. (aBDEXfift,
Feu truant I i£loel<.

Ajiplvto
ocl7eodtf

Notwithstanding

Attorney & Oonnsellor-at-Law,

TERRIS,

Fine trees have been left on the lot9, whicli will
It is intended io
ad greatly to their attraction.
beautify this avenue wi.li double rows of shade
a. d to make it the in si beauti ul site for sutree

J^ealaa.©.

Portland.,
novl

Street,

offered for sale

EASY

ON

Avenue,

Pleasant

to

4'lr.HM

fr'ivuf

—

Clinton

on

Parallel

davTd w.'snow,AT

IN

DENTIST,
MIDB1.E STIiE

Steamship Company.

Exchange

.Me.

CENTER DEERING,

rlfm

mornings.

Will

m*. o, «f. gjesljesnjes^.

artificial teeth inserted,

same

Steamers Eleauora and Franconia

BLOCK

Exchange
®

@3

—

Herbert C.

8.4ft

cards.

..,.1

Inventors!

TO LUA\.

from

_

in in

Mining Stacks,

cT8a^8~~F«~i

removed to Clapp's B1 *k, eor. Exchange and
Federal Sts., (over Boring’s rug Store), Portland.
('omiui»»ioucr of UrlIh for other Slates.

WILLIS H.

at

Commencing Nov. llib, the LEWISTON will
leave same wharf every Tuesday evening in
Uain.au.
foe Rock laud,
20
O’clock
liiucolcavilSe, lklfa<a, Srar^pori, •■'nuay
Poim. Mm loipdii l, Wiuierpori, ISauipaee
ana £S;uigoi‘.
Returning, leaves Bangor every Tliurxilny
morning at 0 o’clock, touching as above, arriving
in Portfami about ft o’clock, connecting with Pull-

Maine

“ST'S. GAllBINER,-

REMOVAL.

A L MON

Returning, will leave Muchaanporl every Afotiilay tLnmuj; m 4..*tO o’clock, arriving in PortPortiaud same evening, coimeetiug with Pullman
Night train for Boston. Express trains also leave for

dtf

oc9

Over fifteen jenra eoastnnt practice.
tllm'
nol8

No. 30

p«rl.

Choicest House Lots
Wentworth,

ATTORNEY

raChas.

T-

Passenger

mWO city mortgages $2500 each, and Westbrook
_fl mortgage $1400. Good investments.
C. P. MATTOCKS No. 31% Exchange St.

1

ARRANGEMENT.

The Steamer LE W1 STON, Capt
Deering, leaves Railroad
‘1 W harf, Portland, overy Irina*
v«■»a i il
at
SI.lft o’clock,
or iMi arrival oi Pullman train from Boston, lor
Beer
Die, Sedgwick,
ltocliluu-1,
Weal «m*1 War llurMl.
oors,) .Uillsridige, Jouewpori ana JtacaxuM-

Boston

Have You Heard

in.

ALL

p. IU.
For Itocklaml and all stations on Knox & Liu
coin li. K., and for LetriMou and Farmington
via Brunswick, at 7.00 a. m. and 12.35 p. m.
For SJalh at 7.00 a. m., 12.35 and 5.1 o p. tn.
For Farmington, Jtloumomh, »VTnlhrop.
Itcadfield, Went Wnlu ville and Wainvillv via Lewiston at 12.30 p. m.

STEAMBOAT CO.
FALL

Mrff.

tor

“ecured

Q

Daily except Mondays, (Night Express
I*a»'g< r) for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth.
N'-wburyport, Salem, Lynn aud Boston. A special
Pullman sleeping Car will lw ready tor occupancy
in Portland at D p. m. and will be attached to this
train. Passengers have a full night's rest and ara.

Portland & Worcester Line

.09z,^ry-

been

1 1 hjlviu8

Traiui Lruvr Portland
2

PnvMi n^^r Train* leave l*oiilnn<l for Rancor, Oexter. Krllawt and Waterville i«l
12.30. 12.35, ana il l.. P. M.
For .*tkowhe^au at 12.3c. 12.35 and 11.15 p. in.
<iar«liner nun
For Aujjuda, llulloweli.
lira a* wick at 7.U0 a. ui., 12.3o, o.lOand 11.15

0NLY

13, 13*70.

October

VIA

i7IOXS>AV, OCT. S3, 1S79.

SOUTH.

Quirk

FALL AND WINTER HiHEDl'LE.

RAILROAD.

KAIL*

Railroad,

Eastern

......

BOSTON,

FROi

Druggists Everywhere.

Over u. u.

Y;i uIts Cleaned and Ashes Removed

or at

Dcaier in Real ENtate,

DENTIST,
Farrington Block.

48

teney, ami all diseases that follow,
as a sequence of
Siu -A i.t m.;
Loss of Memory,
r?Hvr VA’/L' I'mver.-al Lassi-AFTER TAXIRS.
tude, Pain in the Back, Dimness <»t VUioii, i ren.atureOhl Age, ami many oilier Diseases that lead U
Insanity c.r Consumption and a Premature Drave.
£ ff Full particulars in our pamphlet, which we
'1 he
desire to .«• mi free by mail to every one.
Specific Medicine i- sold by all druggists at si per
or
six
for
or
w
ill
free
sent
be
c?i>,
packages
package,
by mail on receipt of the money by addressing
THK H 56AY tlEDK llVE €’©.,

eod&wly

—

of
191 Middle St.,
his resilience in Deering.

SPARROW,

Parties, Lectures. &c., by applying to E. A.
181 Commercial St., or JAS. A. WHITocTdtf
NEY. 178 Middle St.
Dancer.

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW

Seminal
Weakness, Spermatorrhea, lmpocure

—

WARREN

j,.U UCil,

SAWYER,

d3m

"business

Blemish

U^ilvll
«-.«iy, an un I ailing

JJ5IUU

4

CLYDE’S

IvV

For Sale.

LETGHTONT

CURED,

ORAIT’S SPECIFIC HUBMCINE.
TRADEMARK.

-in Eric K. li.,—
October 18. Proportional returns every week on
830,
8 iOO, 8300.
Stock Options of 8*0,
Official Reports ami Circulars free. .Address
T. POTTER WIGHT & CO.. Bankers, 3."> Wall St.
mhl ldtv
K. Y.

a

and other VIAI»Y K MI\L\fi STOCKS may b
bought of JI. A. STROIJ r.RE \L ESTATE,

OounseJlor-at-Lfiw,

se2

1 aa

yards

f\

JAMES ODOMPIJi,

517 & 119 Middle

ofLg

tUVVOl, LUUUlUgU lUaiUAgd,
from the horse care, inquire

Telegraph Building.

etxleow U»u\\:\ve<nvl<.w-7

jetfO

WHOLESALE 0UUGGISTS,

investment

(V

Congress

p-°,-17i®x bath, ME.
au28

SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE.

Parsons, Bangs & Co.

jun

suitable for

OFFICE,

market,

the

upon

and the only one that abolishes toil and drudgery
\without injuring the finest fabric. No family
should be without it. The saving of Labor* Time,
and Soap* will prove astonishing.

ELLIS’S SPAVIN CURE.

C? 1 D) nprofits on 30 days’

until

apply

VERY pleasantly located and desirable rent on
Clifton st. containing 7 rooms, French Root

WUU

jelltf

au28

1

generally.

on

sailing

o’clock p. m.
Fo»* Circulars, with maps of Routes, Tickets, State
at
the
Rooms and any further information
Company's Urriee, Xo. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean
Insurance Co.) or of
A. K. STUBBS. Agent, R. U. Wharf.
se2Utf

Mouse to Let at Woodi'ord’s.

Coatings, Suitings and
Overcoatings.

THE GREATEST

Without Spot

Let your first attack of indigestion be the last.
Rouse the dormant energies of the stomach with
the Bitters. The rone thus imparted will remain.
This is a fact established by thou ands of witnesses
who
testimony is simple a statement of their own
experiences. Those a thief ed with general debility
of every phase will find this medicine an unfailing
agent in building up and renewing their strength.
Eor sale by all Druggists and respectable Dealers

Let.

Centre and

corner

CENTER STREET,

And

^

__tf

To

HAYDEN.

&

Nearly opposite Sagadahoc House, has a large
sortment of Fine, Medium and Low-Priced

PROMPTLY

STOMACH

Oflscc to Let.
Office, (large front room with

front private
A office) second flight, now occupied by the under
St.
convenient
at
7
No.
Central,
Exchange
signed
B. BARNES, Jr.
and light. Terms Reasonable.

ocl7

SPAVIN, SPLINT,
CURB, RINGBONE,

|f fJ ^celbraiJ

_schdif

mHE

4

Rut beware of vile imitations.

__FM&W&wl y31

ail stations

of

auglSdtf

Merchant Tailor,

Dipthcria.

six for $7.30.

anu

_tf

Free,
HOUSE
gonteel Boarding House. Inquire
109 CENTRE STREET.

Cl.ASS ROODS.

Has

Bottle,
Druggists.

HOUSE

Mortgage*.—MON E V

address, J- I.
FELLOWS, St. John, X. 15., on the yellow
wrapper in watermark which is seen by
holding the paper before the light.
Price $1.50 per

B.,

received day

To Let.

aui. 8

Ware,

Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentvillo, Halifax. X. S.; Sbcdiac,
Amherst. Pictou, Sumnerside, Charlottetown P. E.

and stable situated on Ocean St., Woodford’s. Inquire of J. H. BEAD, Ocean St.
oc21

THE

d3m

Look out for the name and

Sold bv all
jy25

from 5

O SMALL Rents
to
oc22tf

Offices in Merchants’ Bank Building vacated
by National Traders’ Bank. Fire proof vault,
ami heated by steam.

sop 2 2

Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for

to 7 dollars, with Sebago.
\V. W. CARR,
197 Newbury St.

To he L t.

SMITH’S.

and after Monday, sept.
man
•
»22d. the Steamer New York
s
^ :^>vv.* rjet>r 7 'nut. E. If. Winchester and City
.^-^y-aasESS.? 1 Portland, capt. s.n. 1'ike, win
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every
and Thursday at 6 p. m.f for Eastport and
On

n

To Let.

©HEAP!

FASHIONABLE

sustain-

Do not be deceived by remedies beating a
similar name, no other preparation is a substitute for this under any circumstances.

Brick House of thirteen rooms, with
all modern improvements, on Frera'mt Place,
opposite the Park, between Federal and Newbury
streets.
Also. One Small Tenement in next house. Terms
very reasonable. Enquire at
E. PONCE’S CIGAR STORE,
Under U. S. Hotel.
nov4dtf

large

Agricultural Tools and Wooden Ware,

CO.,

Consumption.

By increasing Nervous and Muscular
Vigor, it will cure Dyspepsia, feeble or interrupted action of tiie Heart and Palpitation, Weakness of Intellect caused by grief,
weary, overtax or irregular habits, Bronchitis, Acute or Chronic, Congestion of the
Lungs, even in the most alarming stages.

toTet

O Apply

fruit, Seeds,

<’•.<a) p. m.
Fitchburg.
For Clliutou,
Ayer June.,
Nn*la to, Lowell, Y in.aiaiu. mid Kpjiiii at * .*tl >». ui. and I .<>%* p. ill.
For AS a eee!ie-ter, (uucorJ and points In jrth, at
l. 04) |>. i:>
For lAoeti*-ios*. Mpringralc, Alfred, Snco
River L'orli -mi, H.iceiir.ippu, aud CumLeave Graml I rank Depot
berhta 1 Afilk
at
.’£>* a. in. and i.OD p. u*.; leave Pr ide
at
-n
j..JO a. Ill, 1.15 |». m-, and
St.Stati
mivc li ui 4).i > p. ui. Returning leave Rochester at (mixed) 0.45 a. in.. II.mi a. in., and
8.40 p. m.; arriving at Port laud (mixed) P.85 a.
1.15 p. in. and 3.00 p. in.
m.
The 1.04) p. ui. train from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with 11 uocic Itiuini Koufe tor
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester. for
New York viaNorwaii Line, anil oil rail,
IV. E. fS.
via Np ring tie l«J, also with W. Y.
II. (‘'steamer viarylan I Route”) lor Fliiludelthe
and
jiiiiii. Bnltiuioce, Wiiflnu^lou,
ttouth and with Boston ck Albany 12. ft. for
tile Weil.
Close connections made at Wcilbrooli Juneit-11 i. tlir.imrli riiiw ii Ate. ('eiil.ral 1>. R.. atm
at Grand Trim* Depot, Portland, witli through
trains of Gram I J'uuik K. U.
at
Through tickets to ni. poiuts South and West,
’'ins & Adams’, No. 22 ExDepot ohices and at
change Street.
M. LUNT. Sunt.

WEEK.

PEit

THIS’S

BOSTOX TO THE

To Let.

at store of

wash out tuberculous

cure

nr

Q-rooeries9

W.

house—9 finished rooms,with
water, ami heated by
L. J. PERKINS.
489 Congress St.

good

rilHE Deane House, No 106 State Street: furA nished. Possession given Nov. 16th.
Inquire of BY ON D. VKRRILL,
191 Middle Street.
noodtf

ONE

JB^VX^TT ^ 11U ^VjSTG H3M IS N '1.

TWO

JEaigluiad

To Let tor Six Months.

Copper C’o.

m, RGANNETT & SON

Address,

following results:
displace

Revere

Plymouth Cordage Co.
Roebliiig’s Wire Rope iu Stock.

ISIEItiNATlONAL SfiOJUSHir CO.
KaNtporl. Calais, Nt* .loliu* N. 15., Aunapa1:m, %Visi »«or ou 4 Haiifux, N.
Fluirloltelon u, E*. b. £

STEAMSHIP

Rooms over the apothecary store of Edmund
Dana, Jr. 1 hese rooms will be let at a reduced
rate for 6 months.
JONAS W. CLARK, 554Va Con
lioodtf
gross St.

MILL SUPPLIES, PAINTS AND OILS.

MAJOLICA,
CAUTELINES,

its union with the blood and its effect

the

Specialty.

Hardware, Sliip Chandlery,

these Remedies Alone.

HOLiAN LSVEB PAD

It will

a

Swanton, Jameson & Co.

LIVER AMI ASHE PAD

upon the muscles, reestablishing the one
and toning the other, it is capable of effect-

ing

Wedding

Suits

_

8*iBila4&eipliIi8 tk Tew

rjlIIE
A

—AT—

Solid Silver and Plated

Ingredients identical with those who constitute Healthy Blood, Muscle aed Nerve
and Brain Substance, whilst life itself is
directly dependent upon some of them.
By

new

ivijiter AKKAN«JEMK!«T.
On ami utter dlou.my, Oct* HI.
*
!“• •>"/»
| sw
rasseiigcr Trains will leave
feori,.;hraa.i Trunk ihpoi.
%%'orre^ier u /.*40h.
for
—Lut.:,
Leave Preble St. S!:tll»
!»». a«td 2.00 f* is».
,.80 a. au. aud 1.15 p. ui., arriving at WorReturning
cester at ^.15 p. in. and 7.3" p. m.
leave l.'uion iv-.pot, Worcester, at ?.3u a. in. mtn
II. 15 a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.15 p. m. and

—

Power.

Fellows’ Compound Syrup is composed of

Lincoln

St.,
ON marble mantel,
furnace.

—

rooms on

JiTD E E R IN G.

TO LET

Pain.

uoStf

mauGir»

n ft

IN

three

one

The owner desires to hoard with tenant and
would make favorable terms to a small family.
E. C. T.,
Enquire of
Third Floor, 184 Middle Street.
novlodtf

watchesTjewelry,

HOLMAN
miiiiaiiii'iiiBiiiiiiiiiiiii'iii

Infion.
of

d3m

for Ladies, dents and Boys, at

by Absorption

knowledged

Vitalize!*

&

ALL NEW STYLES

AGENTS.

Numberless Cas.es,

and

9

Without

Extrneted

Tcelii

more

and it is a well-known fact that nearly all the diseases that attack the human body can be traced directed or indirectly t<> these t wo organs.
Jt is known by actual experience that there is no
disease that attacks the youth or adult of both
sexes that can even be modified by the use or drugs,
but that can be acted on in a far imure satisfactory
mid nprniRiiHil. m meer l»v the FfOl.MAN LlYHli
i>Al) CO.’SS KEMJiDIJiS.

The Reformer
Blood.

Hour,
furnished.

rebuilt.
uelfnltf

Agr* Freight

oom
room o

one

second

at

PORTLAND &■ ROCHESTER R. K.

Boston ami New Vork. Drafts
on tbo linynl Bank of
i-me
«4 CO.XHK4J.-i.** rtTHUBK 4',
HorUaml Me.

I.; Frederick town, X.
Intercolonial Railway.

171 Danforth street;

lO-A-TiE!®,

DU.

was

Effectual Remedy for All Diseases Arisiwj
from Malaria of a Disordered Stdmaclidr Lin r,

Perteclor of Ax'-imt-

operation

in

352 XT C3r Ij 3E2 "3T

CATARRH REMEDY!

than twelve years.
Heavy, at that time, was suffering from catarrh. and with many doubts as to the curative
properties of*this remedy, he compounded a small
quantity, and began t<> use as directed. To his surprise and ioy lie found relief after the lirst trial,
and in a short time he was entirely cured
Air. Peavy afterwards put this remedy up in small
quantities and sold and gave it away to his friends;
but not until recently has he consented to have it
prepared and thoroughly introduced t*» the world.
It is a sure relief and cure for Catarrh in its worst
forms.
One trial of the remedy is its best testimonial.
Sure relief is within the reach of all who are willing
to give it a single trial
It is harmless, convenient to take at any time,
and its good effects are sure to he felt as soon as
the remedy Is applied.
This is entirely different from any other snuff
on the market, as every
particle is dissolved as
soon as it comes in contact with the delicate membranous coalings that line the * asal passages, acting
as it does directly upon the mucous membrane.
I >o not delay another day, but send 35 cents and
obtain a sample box by return mail.
GST~For sale by all Druggists.

or

Furnished House To Let.

DENTIST.

Air.

with two antewishing to lit up

2d tioor

on

THE

The receipt for making this wonderful remedy
obtained by dames J. Heavy,, while living in
llonolula. Hawaiian Island, where ho resided for

oil

years, please address
HALL, Advertiser Office.

a

RAILROADS.

Returning, will leave St. John and Eastport same
days.
Conner tions made at Eastport for Ttobbinston, St.

equipped house,
MODERN
arlors, dining room, kitchen ami ward
first tioor: throe chambers,
batli
The BAKIJORIAL FOliCES
of
third floor
and

sepl 0

A SisagrecaWc Disease Avoided
asttl Cured i*y its Use.

small Hall

nol7dlw*

COMM LUCIAL STREET

RaISaF

15V

a

HAYING
rooms. centrally located,
to lease for
term of

on

£

—

St. John.

I’AltiV

AW

On and after Monday, Oct. *20,
r Steam-r .Minnehaha v.ill leave
the i.ast Side t list »m HoyscUlif.
J^~evr
|or ti*. chebeague and the above
landings at 7 a. in. and .80 p. an
For PFAKs’ InL.\NI> at lt .8<>.
This time tabic will be in force for one week only,
1*
ocltf

/b.sfw

v;ouday

LET.

I'OIW BY USE.

are now

AFFLICTED !

THE

her side not weaned.
A suitable reward will be paid for the recovery of
the Mare: also lor the capture of the thief.
CLARK & DITCHINGS,
New Central Stable, 12 Green street,
no3dtf
also the Cl l Y MARSHAL.

TO

Moulding Sand, Pipe Clay, Etc.,
EOR

EIcnelH of Mankind.

tier

PRIIITS AHD OYSTERS.

COAIL,

ANOTHER

Important Discovery

Henry Fowler, in Deering,
near Portland, Friday night, Oct. 31st, a Dark
about
Bay Mare,
twelvey< ars of age, standing about
fifteen hands high, with star in foivlvad, t wo white
hind ankles, barefooted, weight about 1)50, clear
thoroughbred, and running in field with a colt by

J. F. 1IA YD EN,

recuperative powers of the system to do the work of
restoration to health. No medicine cures; Nature
alone cures. This aperient opens the proper avenues,
the functions are permitted to resume their work,
and the patient gets well.

Most

The Promoter nil;!

Etc.

Game,

Fruit,

FOB THE

For Peaks’, Lonjr, tittle Cliebeagoe ami
Gt. G’bebeague Islamls.

sailing weekly from
for ft and upwards

the field of

FROM

SANFORD,

Provisions,

Strayed

AGENT

I E A M E Ha.

water and electric bells in staterooms, revolving
chairs in saloons, bath and smoking rooms, barber
shops, &c.
For rates of passage and other information, apply
to
John G. l»A k. Agent, 81 Iiii.-uiway. N. Y.
or to T. 2*. .Wtl.’OU A.^.
Cougrc^ Ml.,
eodlv
PORTLAND.
jal

ING ACCOM MODA'l iDNS, MEALS and all ueo
ess ary expenses of the trip.
Through Emigrant Tickets to New Zealand mu
iiiMralia sold at greatly retlneed rates. < m olars
giving full information regarding the climate, soil
•uni products of all the above countries and the prospects for settlers sent free.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest infor
matiou, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
4L t.. ime rLK M' a co„
St.. Ihjxtou.
til iih-oil
or to \V. 1). LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St., Portland.
mb25dlv

T P. McSOWAN,

*

CUM AMD, I Mfll AM «si«l
Willi'E HJ'Ui LIMES,

Stolen !

or

the 1(

—

LOST AND FOUND.

city”"marketT

new

on

All.

York to Qiieemtlown auil Liverpool
I. VI KV i EHBMUV OK NAH RDAV.
City of Berlin, 5-1 i* I Tons I City of Montreal 44i»u Ts
I City <»l liru -ei.-. 8775
City of Ridimond,4<4>7
| ;ity of New York 3500
City of Chester. 4." f.c.
These magnificent steamers .ire among the si rongest, largest and fastest on the Atlantic, and have
every modern improvement, including hot and cold

ami

Zealaad

New
A iioli'aliu.

laluuilM,

INK

i

KOVAL

*

N'wv

ami splendid steamers sail from New
th, 20th and 3otb of e tch month,
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco,
its below :
S. s. Colon, Nov. 20; S. S. Acapulco. Nov. 21); S. S.
Crescent City, Dee. 10; connecting at Panama with
steamer for san Francisco.
The Piissage Hates b' his line INCLUDE SLEEPThe
Yortv

£

mWO Experienced Dry Goods Salesmen, and
JL Experienced Cloak Makers, at
oct28<ltf
STUDLKY’S, 233 Middle Street.

INMAN
UNITED STATUS

JAPAN, CHINA,

1

Cure

purity and wholesomenes* by
the Government Chemist, I)r. .Mott.

ern

Ws9E#te«S.

for when old and young, rich and poor. Pastor
md Doctor, Lawyer and Editor, all testily to
having been cured by them, we must believe
and doubt no longer. Seo other column.
eod&wtf
novl7

G E N E K A L

for

unfurnished

a

room

(iOKOSTEH.

». J.

POBTLAKD, ME.,

indigestible foot!.
([‘^“CMinmended

Board Wauled.
Gentleman and

wife, pleasant
wi'li board in private family in the west>
near._ I>Y
part ot the eity. Address P. O. Box 107(1.
nol7
3t*

air A\D 11') MIDDLE STREET,

Al»sohitely pure—made from drape Cream of Tartar
Housekeeper’s favorite in leading cities of the world.
No other preparation makes suen light, flaky hot
breads, or luxurious pastry. Can be eaten by dyspeptics without fear of the ills resulting from heavy

uovl7d3t

Overcoatings

Suitings anti

la it possible
made of such common, simple

WHOLESALE

All such articles, after a
careful sprinkling, must herolled upsmoothly and unrolled one at < time.
Laces, of
course, are to be carefully brought into
shape and all the edges or purling pulled out
like new.

head.—Christian Union.

Pa.

plants as Hops, Buolin, Mandrake, Dandelion,
&c., make so many and such marvelous and
wonderful cures as Hop Bitters do? It. most be.

sheet.

In honing silks cover them over with paper or fine cotton, and use only a moderately
heated iron, taking great care that the Iron
does not touch the silk at all, or it will make
the silk look glossy, and show that it has
been ironed. Any white article, if scorched
slightly, can be in part restored, so far as
looks go, hut any scorching injures the fabric, and no effort can entirely control or
counteract the mischief.
As far as possible iron by the thread—
that is, pull the material
straight and endeavor to move the iron in the same line
with the thread of the cloth.
We have endeavored the last three weeks,
in giving all the suggestions we could to
aid in w shing, starching and ironing, to
answer questions of long standing which wo
have not found space enough to answer before, and have therefore united all under

_
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Wanted.
4 SALESMAN' in e vil County, to sell an article
that
is
now
/V
having a large sale. Energetic
men can clear at least
$101)0 yearly. Address,
S. B. MANDEUSON & CO. Box 11)23, Philadelphia,

for Fall and Winter

__

LL to know that Syrup of Cedrou is sure to
*
cure Coughs. Col is, croup, Bronchitis, Sore
Throat, and all the diseases oi the Throat, Chest,
and Lungs. No disapoiutment. It beats any remedy ever tried. All druggists sell it.
a

_

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
FOR CALIFORNIA
Mauiavivti

oc27

Nobby

Parsons, Bangs 8s. Go,,

and finish with the polishing iron.
Fine soft articles such as need no polishing, as lace and muslins, should be ironed
on a soft ironing
blanket .with a soft, fine

ironing

A. J. SNOW,

doses.

CIRES

on

the stove. It is of the greatest importance
that the smoothing iron should be kept perfectly smooth, free from rust or burntstarch.
A paper or a piece of cloth should lie on the
table with a piece of beeswax between the
folds. If the starch sticks (it never will if
rightly prepared) rub the iron first on some
wood ashes, or salt, and then quickly over the
wax, rub it on a clean cloth, and then, if
not rusted in deeply, it will work smoothly.
In buying sad-iions be careful and select
three sizes, and all of the smoothest surface.
O e sizu, large and heavy, for coarse garments; one, a medium size, for linen and
cotton, and the polishing iron for starched
clothes, rounding at the sides and ends, by
which, after a garment is half ironed with a
common iron, a polish can be secured by a
very brisk mov ment, tipping the iron a
little on the rounded side.

seplG

of soda in small doses, repealed daily
until the disease is uverc one. If purging
occurs, reduce the quantity of half-ounce

LYNX STYI.E.

Strain the liquor from a tin of preserved
lobster into a basin; mix it with two table
spoonfuls of fine flour and stir into it a gill
of boiling water. Put this into a stew pan
with an ounce of fresh butter, and stir until
thick; add a teaspoonful of essence of anchovy and a pinch of cayenne pepper; pick
any hits of shell or cartilage from ilie lobster
and add it to the sauce. Butter a tin dish,
put in it a thick layer of bread crumbs;
spread bits of butter thickly on top and bake
in a quick oven for fifteen minutes. If not
brown use a salamander, or color before the
fire in a Dutch oven.

JOHN SVfcKEEVER.
d3ra

phite

flour;
drop

LOBSTEB

In the City,

nV Gentleman and wife, two furnished rooms,
sunny and pieasantly looted, near a restaurant. Western part of eity and private house pre
ferred. Address B., Press Office.
novl7d8l*

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

_STEAM K US._

WANTS.
_

Wanted.

BEST HARNESS MAKER

treated by frequent washings with warm
soad, after which apply the following: Melt together two ounces of beesof
wax, two ounces of resin, eight ounces
fresh lard; add to this four ounces of turpentine, and stir until nearly cold. The
heels should be bandaged to preserve them
fr„m irritating matter, mud, sand or filth.
If tlie disease is unusually virulent, medicine should be given. This may be a free
saline laxative, as twelve to sixteen ounces
of salts and 'lie usual antiseptic, hydro-sul-

bag and

summer

riRECTOKT?

lilTil BBSHESS

water ami

lid,

in(r

on*

tiu.

skin

The ironing board or table should be firm
and strong and immovable while ironing.
For that reason it is a good idea where there
are stationary wash tubs to have a top cover

or

To Treat Scratches.
Scratches is a disease which effects the
heels of horses, and is often called grease in
the heels, or mud fever. It. is a disease of
skiu, caused originally by wet or tilth,
and the absorption of diseased matter in
time produces a diseased condi! ion of the
blood wblcli renders cure very difficult. If
it is not very serious it may be Successfully

LEAVE PORTLAND: N.OOn. iu
^3—Through trains to Burlington, vi.

c

_

a

It having been brought to our
attention that imitations ofourarticle arc being sold in this market,
notice is hereby given to all whom
it may concern that the vending of
any article with any alterations of
our trade marks above described
will be prosecuted under a recent
act of (he U. S. Congress.

__

Wells River and Montpelier, connect
ijig wi. it through trains on Centra
Vermont R. U. t<»r st. Albans, Montreal and Ogan*
dens burg; also through cars mi this train lor
ion via St. Johns bur) and \ t. Div. i’. A t ’. line.
ui. —For Fabyan s and intermediate stations
p.
—mixed train from l ppor Bartlett.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND:
and intermediate sta80..j > u.ni.—From
v-w*'

Faby&n's

G

tions.
p. u>.

burg

—From Burlington. Swanton,
and the West.
J. HAMILTON,

Portland, Sept. 20.1879.

18 REAVEll STREET,

Ogden*

Sup’t.
»o27dtf

my31

SMEW YORK.
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